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NEWSPAPER HISTORY 
The Rockland Gazette was e* tabllshed
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab­
lished and consolidated with the Gazette 
In 1882. The Free Press was established 
In 1855 and In 1891 changed its name to 
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
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••• Our bravest lessons are not — 
••• learned through success, but mis- ••• 
••• adventure.—Alcott. ••••••
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DIVORCE REFUSED DR. EMERY
Dr. Robert L. Emery, prominent 
Winchester physician, lost his suit for 
divorce in Middlesex Probate court, 
Boston. Judge Charles N. Harris 
signed a decree dismissing the libel of 
Dr. Emery in which the latter, 
charged his wife, Mrs. Adelaide 
Emery, Winchester clubwoman, with 
cruelty. Mrs. Emery contested her 
husband's libel and declared that 
much of their domestic troubles arose 
over Dr. Emery's attentions to other 
women.
Coast G uardsm en Qualify In 
Small A rm s T arget Prac­
tice— O ther News
The Kickapoo has once again fin- ! 
ished its small arms target practice I 
at Camp Curtis Guild, Wakefield, 
Mass., qualifying two experts, six j 
sharpshooters, and 13 marksman out 
of 30 men.
G. A. Bray, Mo. M. M. lc has been 
transferred to Section Base 5 at East 
Boston.
New arrivals aboard the ship are: 
W. C. Tyner. M. M. 2c, J. Reid, F lc, 
J. J. Kelley, A. 8„ and W. L. London, 
A. S.
R. R. Ramsejl, R. M. 2c has returned 
from a 15-day leave, spent in the 
wilds of Maine.
Today and Tomorrow A nd Tonight’s G am e At the Community P ark  Breaks,JUPITER PLUV1US JUMPS ON ROCKLAND
DANCE
SO U TH  H O PE
Every Tuesday Night
8 o'clock standard 
25 Cents Per Person
Mert Haskell’s Orchestra
80-lt
B y W A LT ER  L1PPMANN
The False Gods
Reprinted from the New York Herald Tribune
United States by what I believe may 
truthfully be called the moral apathy 
of those in high places. At the be­
ginning of the decade the national 
government was attacked by brutal 
and conspicuous corruption. No 
clear word about it was spoken by 
those in high places. On the con­
trary, they sat silent, hoping tha t j 
the people would forget, calculating ' 
that the evil would be overlooked. Is : 
it surprising that public spirit weak
From what source come these un­
manly fears that prevail among us?
These dark forebodings? This de­
spairing impotence? W hat is it that 
has shaken the nerves of so many?
I t is the doubt whether there exists 
among the people th a t trust in each 
other which is the first condition of 
intelligent leadership. That is the 
root of the matter. The partfcular 
i projects which we debate so angrily
I are not so important. The fate o f , ------ r ----- „ ----- r -------- r .........—
W. H. Swanson, Sea. lc is on a 30 ! the nation does not hang upon any 1 ened when it was demonstrated from 
days' leave, which he is spending in ] of them. But upon the power of the ; the highest places that the cor-
his home in Elkton, Md. people to remain united for purposes ruption of government was not some-
The “Kick" as rowing champion ' which they respect, upon their ca- , thing any one
of the Eastern Division will defend j pacity to have faith in themselves ' about?
its title against the Ossipee in Port- j and in their objectives, much de- 1
the facts of the
ought to care deeply
land July 11. The winner will race 
the cutters Cuyaga, Tampa and Mo­
jave in Boston later in the month to 
•determine this year's champions and 
the right to represent the Eastern Di- 
1 vision in the annual races to be held 
at New London, Aug. 4.
The following named men have left 
i the ship on leave: L. P. McWhirk, 
C. M. M., J. W. Johnson, R. M. lc, C.
I C. Curtis, S. C. 2c, F. T. Banks, F 2c.
M ONHEGAN ISLAND
A 40 Mile Sail and 5 Hours on 
Monhrgan
Steamer leaves Thomaston Daily 
except Sunday at 7.30 daylight time.
Round Trip Fare S2.00
78-80T-Th-tf
pends. It is not 
crisis which we have to fear. They 
can be endured and dealt with. It is 
demoralization alone that is danger­
ous.
A demoralized people is one in 
which the individual has become 
isolated and is the prey of his own 
suspicions. He trusts nobody and 
j nothing, not even himself. He be­
lieves nothing, except the 
I everybody and everything.
| only confusion in himself and con- j 
spiracies in other men. That is 
panic. That is disintegration. That 
is what comes when in some sudden 
emergency of their lives men find 
themselves. unsupported by clear 
convictions that transcend their im- , 
mediate and personal desires.
During this decade the country has 
been making the experiment of out­
lawing an ancient and general hu­
man appetite. Those in high places 
have known quite well how badly the 
experiment was working, what stu­
pendous lawlessness and corruption 
the prohibition law was producing. 
Yet in a.i this time no candid word, 
no straightforward utterance, no
worst of 1 honest inquiry about this matter has 
He sees j come from any high place. The 
problem has been muffled in hypoc­
risy, in miserable ambiguities, and 
in equivocation, to a point where any 
open, public debate of the matter 
has become impossible.
Tie— W hich W ay?
This Week’s Games
Tonight—Waldoboro at Rockland.
Wednesday—Thomaston at Rock­
land.
Thursday—St. George vs. Thomas­
ton at Rockland.
Friday—Rockland a t Camden.
Saturday—Thomaston at Waldo­
boro.
• * • •
The League Standing
Its holiday victory over Camden 
yesterday placed Waldoboro in a tie 
with Rockland for first place, and 
there will be blood on the moon when 
these teams meet a t Community Park 
tonight. The standing:
W L. PC.
Rockland ...........  3 1 .750
Waldoboro ..........  3 1 .750
St. George .......... 2 1 .666
Camden .............. 0 3 .000
Thomaston ........  0 3 .000
• • * *
As an incentive to heavy batting on 
the St. George team, Manager Fred 
Hupper of Drift In n  has offered a 
full course shore dinner to every 
player who makes a home run dur­
ing the season. I t will interest the 
fans to know th a t pitcher Simmons 
is employed at the Inn during the 
summer—looks afte r the home plates, 
as it were.
• • • «
The game between Rockland and 
Waldoboro which was to have been 
played at Community Park yesterday 
afternoon will take pace tonight, in­
stead.
B u t Part Of Our B ig  C elebration  Got A cross, 
Including the P arad e, M arathon , Boxing and  
F irew ork s— Im m ense C row d Here For th e  
E vents-C om prehensive S tory  o f Big Show
And This Is IIow Roekland Folks and the City’s Guests 
Yesterday Afternoon
..............The last ten years have been a time
UjlUIIB; ■ of exceptionally drastic change in
I the underlying convictions of west- 
S  ern men. For reasons which it is notOAKLAND PARK
TH U R S D A Y , JULY 7
Dancing with the Island Park Orchestra 
RAFFNELL’S GEORGIANS 
and EDDY SURRY, Star Comedian
During the same decade those in 
high places have steadfastly 
preached to the people that it was 
their destiny to have two-car ga­
rages and eight-tube radio sets. That 
was the ideal they held out before 
the people, to be acquisitive to seek
A HEATING DEVICE
M ill : „u. . . ■ 1 ‘o.i
easy to state briefly or even clearly \ feverishly to become richer and rich-
to discern, it seems as if in this 
decade the change in life brought 
about by science and machinery and 
the modern city, by democracy and 
ig| i by popular education, had struck 
H  with full impact and with cumulative 
( g , force against the traditional mo- 
j f l1 rality, the social conventions and 
the ideals of the mass of men.
I :
— g
That a period of profound spiritual 
bewilderment had to ensue w»s inevi­
table. But this bewilderment has 
been greatly aggravated in the
FREE! FREE!! FREE!!!
NEXT SA TUR DA Y EVENING
Ladies Will Be Admitted Free
AT
PIONEER GRANGE PAVILION
EAST UNION
Dean’s 6-Piece Orchestra
GENTLEMEN—ADMISSION 50 CENTS 
77T&Th81
D A N C E
W EDNESDAY NIGHT
9.00 to 12.30
in Pete Edwards’ 
N ew  Barn
Upper Limerock Street
Musio by
Dean’s Orchestra
77Ttf
Nights at 8, davlight saving Every Seat $1.00
Phone Skowhegan 434 ALL THIS WEEK Plus Government Tax
SUZANNE CAUBAYE in “THE DO VE”
The Colorful and Spectacular Romance of Mexico
Company of Forty Artists
Starting Monday Night, July 11, And All Next Week 
Special Matinee Saturday, July 16
Lakewood Players Present
SUZANNE CAUBAYE
in Avery Hopwood's Funniest Comedy
“LITTLE MISS BLUEBEARD”
With GERALD OLIVER SMITH
W ESSAW ESKEAG
IN N
SOUTH THOMASTON 
STOP! LOOK!! LISTEN!!! 
TRY OUR
50 CENT FISH DINNER 
With Dessert and Coffee
SMITHS TEL. 598-M 
79*80
Dances Every Tuesday, Friday and Saturday Nights 
Bungalows Lakewood Inn and Gift Shop Shanty Lunch
ROCKLAN D  COMMERCIAL C OLLEGE
LENA K. SARGENT, Prop.
ENROLL NOW  
For the September Term  
Private Instruction For Sum m er Courses 
Phones— School 66-M. H om e 994
77-79
BOWDOIN G R AD UA TE
With honor grades in major 
courses
Ready to Tutor In
Elementary and  Secondary
English, M athem atics, Etc. 
Could also Instruct in Track 
Athletics
STEPHEN LAVENDER
9 Beechwoods St., Thomaston 
Telephone 52-11
78-80
er, to prostrate themselves before the 
Golden Calf. To read today the 
rhapsodies which issued from the 
highest places during the last decade 
is to find the main reason why now, 
when the nation must call upon all 
its resources in integrity and mag­
nanimity and public spirit, a clear 
devotion to the national interest is 
not surely available.
For if you teach a people for ten 
years that the character of its gov­
ernment is not greatly important 
that political success is for those 
who equivocate and evade, and if you 
tell them that acquisitiveness is the 
ideal, that things are what matter, 
that Mammon is God, then you must 
not be astonished at the confusion in 
Washington, or the nonchalance of 
James J. Walker, or t'ne vermin who 
in a hundred different ways exploited 
the tragedy of the Lindbergh baby. 
You cannot set up false gods to con­
fuse the people and not pay the 
penalty. • • • •
Those in high places are more than 
the administrators of government 
bureaus They are more than the 
writers of laws. They are the cus­
todians of a nation's ideals, of the 
beliefs it cherishes, of its permanent 
hopes, of the faith which makes a na­
tion out of a mere aggregation of 
individuals. They are unfaithful to 
that trust when by word and exam­
ple they promote a spirit that is com­
placent, evasive, and acquisitive.
It is not only against the material 
consequences of this decade of drift 
and hallucination, but against the 
essence of its spirit that the best 
and bravest among us are today in 
revolt. They are looking for new 
leaders, for men who are truthful 
and resolute and eloquent in the 
conviction that the American destiny 
is to be free and magnanimous, 
rather than complacent and ac­
quisitive: they are looking for lead­
ers who will talk to the people not 
about two-car garages and a bonus, 
but about their duty, and1 about the 
sacrifices they must make, and about 
the discipline they must Impose upon 
themselves, and about their respon­
sibility to the world and to posterity, 
about all those things which make a 
people self-respecting, serene and
Whereby Hot Gases Of House Fuinac ’
Combustion Are Transformed Into
Radiant Energy
A device which takes up heat from 
the hot gases of combustion in a house 
furnace and transforms it into 
radiant energy, which is then shot in­
to the walls of the furnace and there 
transformed back into heat to warm 
the’ water, has been incorporated ih 
the new automatic gas burner for 
home heating recently perfected by 
the Petroleum H eat and Power Com­
pany, leading manufacturer of auto­
matic heating equipment for both 
fuel oil and gas.
A large ring of refractory material 
is ranged about the gas flame in the 
burner. This takes up warmth of the 
gases passing over it, which would be 
lost up the chimney. This warmth is 
tranfarmed into what is called radiant 
energy. The ho tte r the refractory 
material becomes, the more heat 
energy it sends to the boiler walls 
Rad&nt ehergy travels in straight 
lines through space, similar to light. 
It does not become heat until it strikes 
a material object, just as the rays of 
the sun are not hot until they strike 
the earth. Aviators report that the 
atmosphere a mile or two above the 
earth is many degrees below zero. To 
all purposes this device in this new 
automatic gas burner is a miniature 
sun, bringing about in an unusual 
manner greater economy in the burn­
ing of gas fuel.
A ROLL OF HONOR
Having To Do W ith Studies and At­
tendance At Vacation Bible School
confident, 
vain.
May they not look In
(the Biddeford Drum Corps more will 
j be seen in the course of this article, 
j The procession of floats and hor- 
[ ribles was more than a mile in length, 
delighting the eye and causing much 
laughter as one after another of the 
! humorous features passed in review.
I It was eminently fitting that this 
[ division should be headed by floats 
' representing Winslow-Holbrook Post 
and its faithful Auxiliary.
The Legion’s offering was a cam­
ouflaged float, 33 feet in length atop 
of which was a Browning machine 
j gun, loaned by the State ordnance 
j department, and operated by Joseph 
Widdecom.be and Augustas King, two 
gallant Rockland boys who served 
| with the 103d infantry “over there,”
“Celebrated''
Rain intervened with the Amen- enough to suit the most finicky noise
can Legion’s Fourth of July celebra­
tion in this city, but following the 
d'al twice around the clock—from 
midnight to midnight the great 
throng of amusement seekers found 
sc much for their diversion as to lead 
everybody to believe that it would 
have been a record day if all the 
events on the program had come to 
pass.
A light rain began to fall early in 
the forenoon, but not In sufficient 
volume to prevent the parade, or to 
drive from the streets one of the 
argest holiday crowds which ever 
assembled there,
“How large is Rockland?” asked a 
member of the Biddeford Drum 
Corps.
“About 9000,” he was told.
"Well they're all out," was the re­
ply of the amazed visitor.
Turning back a few pages we find 
that Fourth of July really began Sat­
urday with the Merchants' Day.
hound.
The world's supply of automobiles 
seemed to be parked on the city 
streets. And such a crowd it is 
doubtful if Rockland ever saw before 
at the midnight hour.
The answer was found in the spe­
cial midnight picture performance at 
Strand Theatre, where three shows 
were necessary in order th a t the 
eager fans might see the Sliarkey- 
Schmelling fight picture. The show­
ing of this occupied about half an 
hour, and evoked sucli a variety of 
comment as to be amusing. One fan 
could see only Schmelling, while in 
the next seat sat another fan who 
was convinced that the judges were 
right in awarding the championship 
to Sharkey. And behind them sat
and who can remember some occa- 
! sions which were not quite so joyous.
| The crowd exclaimed in admiration 
at the Junior Auxiliary float, which 
i represented a  scene typical of Fland­
ers Field. Seated in the center of 
I the group of young folks was Mrs. 
William P. Kelley, a valued Auxiliary 
j worker who bore in her arms little 
Patricia Ann Kelley, who was only 
| three weeks old when her mother 
j pledged her to membership in the 
j Junior Auxiliary. She wore tiny 
J replicas of the adopted Junior garb— 
a blue hood and cape.
The local chapter of the American
Red Cross presented a car resembling 
the ambulance type used in the 
World War, the driving seat occupied 
by two Red Cross nurses in full uni­
form.
The Superior Gas k  Oil Co.'s con­
tribution consisted of the two local 
trucks, decorated with American 
flags and bunting in the national 
colors.
The General Ice Cream Corp.'s 
float was an elaborate affair, with 
large half circles built up on either 
side and rainbow effects in bunting.
R. W. Davis & Sons (dairy prod­
ucts) entered two features— one of 
the high lights of the parade being 
the old-time horse-drawn high
CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
OFFERS
6 0 0  Shares S ix  P er C ent 
C um ulative P referred  S tock
A Home Company and Local Investment 
Legal For Maine Savings Banks 
Tax Free to Holders in Maine 
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
Par V alue $100. Dividends payable quarterly, 
February, M ay, August and November 1st. Callable 
as a whole or in part at $ 105 a share.
This stock, issued under the approval of the 
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors 
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest, 
yielding a little more than 6%  per annum .
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at 
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rockland. 
Maine.
Cam den-Rockland W ater Co.
76STtf
PLANTS FOR SALE
Cabbage, Red Cabbage, Cauli­
flower, Sage, Celery, Tomato; all 
kinds of Summer Flowering 
Plants, Perennial and Rock Garden 
Plants. If interested, send for 
price list.
Would like to have you call and 
see my Rock Gardens. Can build 
you any shape Rock Gardens you 
I want. Also have Sheep Manure,
Bone Meal, Vigoro, Etc.
Nice Bouquets made up from 25c 
Io $1.00 according to size. W 
have them all summer.
EDWIN A . DEAN
TEL. 671-J ROCKLAND, ME.
79-80 |
PSYCHIC A N D SPIRIT 
MEDIUM
I tell you ex­
actly w h a t  
you wish to 
know about 
friends, ene­
mies, rivals, 
sweethe a r t s  
of future wife 
or husband,
as rase maybe, and everything else 
which you are interested in— 
without you speaking one word— 
keeping nothing hidden from you, 
and if I find I can help you to 
make your life brighter and happi­
er I will inform you so at once.
Hours from 1 p.m. to 7 p. m. 
Low fee to ladies’—50c and $1.00 
Satisfaction guaranteed or no fee 
accepted—27 Park St., Rockland.
78* It
From ROCKLAND  
to Boston, Bangor,
Brooklin, Bar Harbor, 
and other points
Week-end excursions to  B oston , 
sailing Friday or Saturday at 
8:30 p.m . arriving Boston early  
next m orning. Returning sail from  
Boston Sunday or M onday, 5:30 
p.m. arriving Rockland early next 
morning (D a y lig h t  T im e).
Excursion Round Trip Fart, $TV85 
Rockland to Boston »
Week-day excursions to Bangor, Bar 
Harbor, Brooklin, and all intermediate 
points, returning same day, at one-way 
fare for round trip.
Special Sunday round-trip excur­
sions to Bangor, $2.00; Bar 
Harbor, $2,00; Brooklin, $1.50. 
Correspondingly low excursion 
rates to intermediate points.
EASTERN
STEAMSHIP LINES
For information, li ilu ti and ttattroom  
rosorvatiom apply ROCKLAND WHARF.
The honor roll for the first week 
of the Daily Vacation Bible School 
at the First Baptist Churcn is here 
given. Those who have received all 
A's and been neither absent nor tardy:
Intermediate, Frank Richards, Vir­
ginia Gray, Nina Townsend, Bernice 
Robinson, Ruth Harper, and Helen 
Mills; juniors, Virginia Willis and 
Edith Gray; primary, Eileen Beach, 
Arlene Bartlett, Evelyn Gray, Betty 
Munroe, Alice Cross, Ebba Kalloch, 
Bertha Cross, Marguerite Kent, Jose­
phine Farrington, Dolly Havener, 
Margaret Hooper, Richard Brown, 
Lewis Tatham, Mildred Townsend. 
Arlene Townsend, Gladys Quimby. 
Osmond Palmer, Jr., and Perley B art, 
lett; beginners, Lee Wotton, Bernice 
Stanley, Avis Williamson, Polly Hav 
ener, Naomi Jackson and Dolly Has­
kell.
Those who have not been absent or 
tardy: Virginia Haskell, Adelaide 
Hooper, M argaret Havener, Alice 
Havener, Rita Tibbetts, Barbara 
Bartlett, Tillie Haskell, Marian H ar­
rington, Mary Cross, Betty Beach, 
j Ruth Graves, Isabel Thurston, Ada 
' Smith, Virginia Richards, Joan Phil 
brook, Irma Mather, Cleopatra Tib­
betts, Flora Hooper, Marie Thistle 
Irene Allen, Charlotte Mattatol 
Helen Smith, Elizabeth Hamlin, Ma 
rian Church Carmelita Rich, Alice 
Jackson, M argaret Rogers, Pauline 
Tatham, Norma Havener, Eleanor 
Mattatall, Ruth Hammond, Winifred 
Stanley, Clarence Thistle, Clarence 
Butler, Russell Williamson, Roderick 
Crandall, Milton Robarts, Harry 
Graves and Kilton Joyce.
Col. Basil H. Stinson, Who Success­
fully Direrted the Big Independ­
ence Day Parade
ELECTRIC OUTPUT SLIPS
After successive gains in three pre 
ceding weeks, electric power outpu 
declined slightly in the week ended 
June 25. L ast week’s output was 
1,440.541,000 kilowatt hours again.1
I, 441.531,000 the  week before. I t was
II. 9 per cent below the corresponding 
week of last year. The output re 
ported the previous week was 10.5 pa 
cent below the 1931 level. The At 
lantic seaboard last week showed i 
decrease of 9.5 per cent from last 
year; New England, 10.8; the central 
industrial region, 14.2, and the Paci 
fic coast, 9.6.
Here again the weather goddess was 
a fickle creature, relenting only as 
night came on when a big crowd 
gathered on Main street to see things 
enlivened by the Winslow-Holbrook 
Dium and Bugle Corps.
Sunday morning saw the arrival of 
the torpedo boat destroyer Reuben 
James, which had been Intercepted 
by wireless at Annapolis arid ordered 
to proceed to Rockland. She was in 
command of Lieut. C. B. White, with 
Lieut. J. F. Piotrowski as executive 
officer. Lieut. (J.G.) H. A. Simms as 
engineering officer, Lieut. (J.G.) J. 
W. Hager as communication and en­
gineering officer, and Lieut. (J.G.) J 
W. Haines as division disbursing offi­
cer.
Sunday evening the officers were 
entertained at the Rockland Country 
Club by Past Department Command­
er Basil H. Stinson and Past Com­
mander Earle McIntosh, the day 
there having been interestingly de­
voted to the open golf tournament,
ITALY RECLAIMS FARM LAND
In Italy 50,000 war veterans are now 
engaged in reclaiming swamp land 
which will bring thousands of acres of 
waste land under the plow, reports the 
Italy America Society. The Pontine 
marshes, lying between Rome and 
Gaeta and containing 65,000 acres, 
is one of the most important projects. 
Hundreds of miles of roads are being 
built and several villages are laid out.
No, This Is Not Columbus 
Milton Dick Searching for 
Weather Man
It
still another fan who said that if | wa(?on' with a bride antl *room- ln 
Colonial costume, flanked by colored 
coachmen and footmen. Gay stream­
ers of pink and white fluttered from 
the vehicle, and horns and bells 
augmented the sign, conspicuously 
displayed, advising “newly-weds use 
R. W. Davis & Son's cream and milk.” 
Their other entry was the truck 
bearing the “steam calliope," with 
Miss Marian Starrett of the Maine 
Music Company, skilfully manipulat­
ing the keys.
Crockett’s Garage, Rockport, en­
tered its bus, elaborately and hand-
such an exhibition was pulled off in 
a Rockland ring the boxers would 
be booed for lack of action. And 
there you are.
Thanks to the vigilance exercised 
by Col. Stinson and his efficient aids. 
Postmaster Edward R. Veazie and 
Lieut. Herbert R. Mullen, the big 
parade got away nearly on the ap­
pointed hour, moving northward 
from the Berry engine house under 
a police escort comprising Patrol­
men Price, Emery, Ingraham and 
Achorn, and with the Rockland City 
Band, under the leadership of Ken­
neth V. W hite pounding out its in­
spiring airs.
On the right of the line was a squad 
from U.S.S. Reuben James, com­
manded by Chief Bosn's Mate E. J. 
Opeola. This contingent, though a 
small one marched with the precision 
of well drilled sailors, and got its 
share of applause along the street.
The Grand Army veterans are 
never overlooked in a Rockland pa­
triotic parade, and yesterday when 
four of them rode in an automobile 
directly behind the sailors many 
spectators saluted. One of the four 
comrades. Col. F. S. Philbrick has 
had the honor of heading the depart­
ment of Maine.
The American Legion had a small
(Continued on Page Two)
Y O U R  FA V O RITE PO EM
If I had to live my life again I would 
have made a rule to read some poetry 
and listen to some music at least once a 
week. The loss of these tastes Is a loss 
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
HOW THE GREAT GUEST CAME 
Before the cathedral ln grandeur rose.
At Engelburg where the Danube goes: 
Before Its forest of silver spires 
Went airly up to the clouds and fires; 
Before the oak had ready a beam.
While yet the arch was stone and
dream—
There where the altar was later laid. 
Conrad the cobbler piled his trade.
It happened one day at the year’s white 
end.
Two neighbors called on their old-time 
friend;
And they found the shop, so meager and 
mean.
Made gay with a hundred boughs of 
green.
Conrad was stitching with face ashlne. 
But suddenly stopped as he twitched a
twine:
"Old friends, good news! At dawn today. 
As the cocks were scaring the night
away.
The Lord appeared in a dream to me.
And said. ‘I am coming your Guest to
be!’
So I ’ve been busy with feet astir. 
Strewing the floor with branches of fir. 
The wall is washed and the shelf la
shined.
And over the rafter the holly twined.
He comes today, and the table Is spread 
With milk and honey and wheaten
bread.”
His friends went home; and his face 
grew still
As he watched for the shadow across the 
sill.
He lived all the moments o’er and oer. 
When the Lord should enter the lowly
door—
contingent of marchers, but scattered | ™e nghte^face.^the^ireVed cup"* UP> 
He would wash the leet where the spikesthroughout the procession were 
many other members of Winslow- 
Holbrook Post in various capacities, 
not forgetting the Drum and Bugle 
Corps. In  the front rank of the 
Legion marched Milton W. Wey­
mouth, who had come all the way 
from Sebago to march with his for­
mer townsmen.
In addition to the Rockland City 
Band there were three musical or­
ganizations — the Rockport Boys 
Band, led by Clarence A. Fish, riding 
in the Crockett bus, the Drum Corps 
from Philip Tighe Post of Biddeford
had been;
He would kiss the hands where the nail* 
went In:
And then at the last would sit with Him 
And break the bread as the day grew
dim.
While the cobbler mused, there passed 
his pane
A beggar drenched by the driving rain. 
He called him ln from the stony street 
And gave him shoes for his bruised feet. 
The beggar went and there came acrone.
Her face with wrinkles of sorrow sown.
A bundle of fagots bowed her back.
And she was spent with the wrench and
rack.
He gave her his loaf and steadied her 
load
As she took her way on the weary road. 
Then to his door came a little child.
Lost and afraid ln the world so wild.
In the big. dark world Catching it up,
and th o  Drum  Corns from  Winslow- \ He gave 11 the mllk ln the waiting cup. ana tne ru  corps iro  winsio  ] And led lt home t0 lu mother s arms 
Out of the reach of the world's alarms.
Is
the
Holbrook Post, all of which strutted 
their stuff in fine and inspiring style. 
The Bar Harbor Drum Corps started 
for Rockland, but turned back on ac­
count of the storm, and there would
The day went down in the crimson west 
And with It the hope of the blessed
Guest.
And Conrad sighed as the world turned 
gray;
"Why Is lt. Lord, that your feet delay? 
Did you forget that this was the day?”
and an exhibition match featuring 
well known stars.
The celebraters did not loosen up 
to any great extent in the early part 
of Sunday night, but with the com­
ing of midnight there was racket
probably have been two other drum soft T  the suen«  a voice he
heard:
"Lift up your heart, for I kept my word. 
Three times I came to your friendly 
uniform under leadership of Vance T h re e ^ m e a  my shadow was on your
Norton, made a fine appearance in , . floor.................................................  , I was the beggar with bruised feet;the line, and played with a snap and i was the woman you gave to eat:
I I was the child on the homeless street I- 
—Edwin Markham.
corps but for the weather. Winslow- 
Holbrook Drum Corps in conspicuous.
rhythm that won much applause. Of
*41
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Rockland. Me, July 5. 1932. D n n i A t i r  ^ tn i* v  o f  l l to  I Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie. ^ r a m a i l C  O tO ry  O f t n e  l—OSS 
o f the Schooner N athan F. 
Cobb Is Retold
Who on oath declares that he Is Press 
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette, 
and that of the issue of this paper of 
July 2. 1932. there was printed a total of 
6174 copies. W. H. BUTLER.
Notary Public.
JUPITER PLUVHJS JUMPS ON ROCKLAND
(Continued from Page One)
________________________ Older seafaring men who recall the
Blessed is the man that endureth wrecking of the Rockland schooner paper’ 
temptations: for when he is tried he Nathan F. Cobb will be interested in "fares” were RockP°rt School
s n a i l  r n r o i v n
and two others strummed on guitars, | did it in 34 minutes. The other 
and sang popular hits—the charm- starters finished in th is order: Gil­
bert Doughty, Union, 35 minutes;somely decorated in fringed crepe. . . . .  . . ! mg trio getting much applause., of red, white and blue. The McKusicks Sign Shop announced
W A SH IN G TO N
the Lord hath promised to them that 
love Him.—Jas. 1:12.
« .  M ice M M  m M  B“ d . " ! * ?  i
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
For President
HERBERT C. HOOVER
of California
appeared in ■ a Florida newspaper. 
The craft was commanded by Capt. 
George C. Benner of Waldoooro. The 
story:
their peppy music cheering along the
A truck from the Sea View Garage { 
was gay in red, white and blue, and 
American flags.
M. B. & C. O. Perry’s coal truck, 
gaily decorated in red, white and
There is a rather unusual little 
house on Orchard Lane, just back of 
the Hotel Ormond, whose history fur­
nishes one of the most tragic, and tiue, with its load of bright faced 
yet romantic episodes in the early children made an attractive picture, 
life of Ormond A closer inspection pan Gas tenk
of the house, W’hich is owned by Mrs. . .
Mary Sawyer Chase, will only in- showed a combination of blue and 
crease one's curiosity, as there are a red in its deckings,
number of things which link it un- G Lawrence had two entries. A
_____ mistakably to a ship. There is a „ . , . ,, _ . . — __
Last summer the finances of the small front stoop, the banisters of sma11 truck’ ln yell°’  and •
British government were in such a which are unmistakably a deck rail, nouncea the Kelvmator, and a
On one side of the front door, there “sample” was displayed in back. The 
is an anchor, and on the other the caj. was driven „ Mr 
nameplate from the schooner “Na- , „ ,
than Cobb." daughters. Ruth and Mary, while
To any old timer
For Vice President
CHARLES CURTIS
of Kansas
ENGLAND DID IT
shape that the state bank issued a 
sharp warning—practically an ulti­
matum—and statesmen saw disaster 
staring them in the face. Expendi­
tures were so much larger than re
its wares by means of a gaily trimmed 
truck.
Roy Genthner’s truck, decked in 
the national colors,, was followed by 
a trailer containing a Delco-Light 
system.
The National Biscuit Co.’s truck 
was decked in red, white and blue, 
and flags.
Tlie Rockland Produce Co., featur­
ing R-Own Ice Cream, entered two 
trucks, one being prettily trimmed 
w'ith red and white, and bearing sev­
eral girls nibbling tempting ice cream 
cones.
The Stonington Furniture’s float, 
gay in yellow and white, with large 
I evergreen trees a t the comers, fea­
tured a lawn scene, with attractive 
couch swings and lawn chairs, set
Robert Hastings, Rockland, 4! 
minutes; John Guistin, Rockland, 46 
minutes.
William Widdecomtoe was starter, 
and George H. Jackson was timer, as 
well as chairman of the athletic 
committee, the other members of 
which were Everett Oncy and Fred friends. 
Sista ire.
• o • o
A big disappointment was meted 
out to the several thousand people 
who gathered at Chickawaukie Lake, 
in the afternoon to witness the re­
gatta planned by the Pine Tree Out­
board Association The scheduled 
starting time was 1 o’clock, but due 
to a heavy rain a t th a t time no start 
was made until 3 when weather con­
ditions seemed more favorable. The 
only race attempted, however, was
— ---------------------------------------  . M n  ‘>?e . name "Smitty’" the famlIy doB’ 8 under a huge orance and green : the Lockwood Ace class, and this was
ceipts, and had been for so long, that The Nathan Cobb, brings back festive yellow bow around his neck i ug ge gr
the nation's credit was undermined memories of a terrific fight to save „„„ n »»ti parasol.
Arthur D. Sherman
The marty friends of Arthur D. 
Sherman will be saddened to learn 
of his death which occurred a t his 
home in Washington, June 24 at the 
age of 65.
Mr. Sherman was bom in Norwich, 
Conn. For some time he worked in 
Howard, R. I„ where he married 
Leona Burns of Washington. Sev­
eral years following this marriage the 
couple came to this town where they 
have since made their home. Here 
Mr. Sherman went into the bakery 
business, in which he soon developed 
many associations and made many
During the 33 years spent in Wash­
ington Mr. Sherman had been a most 
active citizen. He will be remem­
bered as a man of splendid character, 
highly interested in friends and keen­
ly alive to outside interests, and al­
ways loyal and true to his convic­
tions of right and justice. He will be 
greatly missed by relatives and the 
wide circle of friends in this com­
munity and elsewhere.
Mr. Sherman has served his town 
in various capacities. He has been 
a road commissioner and a member 
of the school committee. He was a 
member of Mt. Olivet Lodge ofr 
Masons, of which he has served as 
master several times; and a member
.. vw oa.c , . . i n°L really completed as rain again of the gt George Chapter, R.AM.;
Statesmen saw drastic action was the Iives ° f the crew of the schooner " as 8 thrdIed Passenger. A11 oil Puller_Cobb_Davis entered its fa- began to fall and the boats fiUing also the Loyal Order of Moose
necessary, and they gritted their * , „ 5 ° ^ candb er^ aZ ’k nff^he bpa^h t “  old-time “Waldoboro. Washing- with water, spark plugs becoming wet
teeth in resolution. They called foi’ ?fr^ 9 ^ e,mb,er.5; 1896’.?ff the ?e.aeh 1the other entry
cuts in all directions, including the at O’^ond, about one thousand feet 
doles to the unemployed, and higher from shore, and nearly tw o-thirdsof 
taxes all along the line in order tc 8 ,ml*  from Granada avenue, The
balance the budget, and they sum- „ oaded £ th 5rfoss ‘les
re ...rf.in  from Brunswick. Ga„ bound for Newmoned the voteis to sustain them york and h rcscue her
Politicians opposed, charged that Cost the life of one of Ormond’s citi- 
American bankers were dictating to zens Mrs Ada Grecn Hinkley> in 
the country, objected to any sacri- telling of the wreck, in her book 
flees being made by the poor, and . .^ p  colonization
demanded whatever was needed be wrjtes. 
taken from the wealthy, or borrowed .  . . .
from the banks. The people, to their copy of a letter written by ___  __ _________ ______,____ ___
great credit backed up the states- Joseph D‘ price to John Anderson their car. bringing roars from the 
men and politically buried the dema- the day following the wreck is in a
themselves scrap book owned by Helen Sawyer,
So who for
gogues. They showed 
willing to help save the country.
of Ormond”
many years was private
in March the budget was balancea. secretary to Mr. Anderson^
' I I L’
is  refresh in g
4 2 2
P A R K  T H E A T R E
n oil
I C . i l l z w  P n X h  n o n e  n r v t o e n d  i t e  f o _  I M T iH I l  LU l i t  11 r t l l U  t i l t  u v s c i v o  aaaaamb i * --w j« * *
He is survived by his wife, ''" s . 
Leona Sherman, and a sister, Mrs. 
Alice Sherman Hammond of Bristol,
attractive damsels in old-fashioned I troubles. It was finally decided to Conn. The funeral services held at 
garb '  The peppy coachman wielding w i t h d r a w t h e ^ t ^ h o m ^ J u n e ^ .  were^onduct- 
. the reins was none other than Ernest About 20 boats were on hand to j interment was in the village cemetery 
C. Davis. ; participate in the events, coming 1 a t Washington.
Burpee Furniture Co. entered a from Bangor, Rumford, Lewiston. , 
handsomely trimmed float featuring Portland. Brewer. Union, Rockland.
Rockport and Camden, but only 10
House-Sherman’s truck was gay in were in action during the afternoon. ,
deckings of bunting and flags Cars were parked a t practicallywith the humorous inscriptions on | deckings ^n tm g .and  flags.
A. C. McLoon & Co. advertised its capacity. Several fields were filled .
E. O. Philbrook & Son featured a ton & Liberty" stage coach, filled with i and short circuiting causing engine
The Strange Love of Molly Lou­
vain," featuring Ann Dvorak and Lee 
Tracy heads the bill for Wednesday 
and Thursday.
The picture is set against a Chi­
cago background for the most part 
and faithfully reproduces the city 
and newspaper atmosphere with 
which Miss Watkins is so familiar. 
"Tire Strange Love of Molly Louvain," 
has the same qualities of crispness 
and fast action which characterized 
the electric and crackling "Chicago." 
Tire adapters, Erwin Gelsey ano 
Brown Holmes have caught the sspirit 
of the original script and transferred 
it to the lines spoken by the players. 
—adv.
monte, is taken by Paul Muni. iiTo 
tion picture audiences have seen him| 
in only two outstanding pictures 
"The Valiant" and "Seven Faces," 
but his Broadway triumphs have in­
cluded leading roles in "We Ameri­
cans," "Four Walls,” “This One 
Man,” and “Rock Me, Julie,” to say 
nothing of his current hit in Elmci 
Rice's "Counsellor-at-Law.” He wa: 
also a star in the Yiddish Art Theatre 
before Broadway claimed him.—adv
LOW PRICED HOMES
white bandings andgieen and 
streamers.
The car advertising the Chevrolet 
service was one of the comedy 1 
entries—containing three black-face 
comedians, their erratic rigs, red Q'cj1* 00^  ranges, 
noses and "driving" gloves, combined
The reign of law has given way to 
a rain of laws—Detroit Free Press.
ST R A N D  T H E A T R E
“Scarface.” is the feature attraction 
for Wednesday and Thursday.
The role of the gangster, Tony Ca- year period.
A company with largejresources, has 
been formed to produce houses ir 
sections, which can be erected in a few 
days, and by the elimination of waste 
and labor costs, reduce the cost to 
nearly half, reports the July issue ot 
Fortune, the de luxe business maga 
zine. A $7,000 house, it is said, will be 
able to be sold to the public for $3,500 
The houses will be sold witli no down 
payment at $30 a month over a fifteen
crowds along the street.
The decorated car entered by Rock-
After land Commercial College was very
Credit was rescued, the pound ad- Miss Sawyer’s death, this book was , , It completely covered d th 1 *
vanced rapidly in value and the given by her sister. Mrs. George W. _ y’ ,, completely covered
j various branches in clever ways. The with spectators and the main high- 
float depicting the oil burners repre- way solidly packed the entire length
and "the of the lake. The various refresh-
ROCKLAND DISTRICT
whole country rejoiced in a feeling Chase, to the Ormcnd Village Im- 
of restored confidence and much tan- provement Association. Extracts
proved conditions. The English task 
was much harder than the one 
America faces.—The Pathfinder.
MRS. EDISON ON LAW ENFORCE­
MENT
are taken from Mr. Price's letter 
by the writer. After stating that a 
wrecked schooner with six men 
aboard was reported being stranded 
on the outer bar and assistance was 
called for, Mr. Price continues; 'I 
told two of our painters who were
It is not prohibition but lack of re- K°°<i seamen to go with ropes, and 
spect for law that is ruining the nearly all the working force of the 
United States, Mrs. Thomas A. Edi- hotel went. I  overtook Waterhouse 
son. wife of the famous inventor, told and Lowe going down to the beach, 
the delegates and visitors at th- 'Ford Waterhouse was bookkeeper at 
“Constitutional Convention" of the the hotel), and said to them, that as 
Woman's National Committee for the schooner people were in no imme- 
Law Enforcement a t its recent meet- diate danger it would be better to 
ing in Washington. D. C. Mrs. Edi- wait until low tide.
son came from Florida to give her 
message, in the words of her hus­
band. "Be courageous; carry on.” 
She urged faith and honor for pub­
lic servants, not constant, harmful 
criticism, and added, "It is for us to 
find the man such as our President 
whom we can honor." The country 
need not fear a referendum on the 
liquer question, Mrs. Edison said. 
"When our countrymen have had 
vital problems to meet, they have mel 
the issue with good judgment.” she 
declared. “If the woman, who has
modern way" of "stoking" the furn- 1 ment booths reported a good business 
ace, the former showing John hard at and a neat sum was realized from thewith yellow paper flowers, with a 
huge -yellow and black butterfly fe€ding m coal the Qther of
featured a man comfortably seated 
beside the up-to-date oil burner. Oil
perched on the hood. The feminine 
occupants carried out the color
cheme by wearing yellow and white tnwks wprp aURmented by a small„r
sport rigs.
The Curtiss-Wright Flying Service
truck advertising "Texaco Chief” 
used in the outboard races, with a
announced its wares by numerous .___.__„ „ „ „  „„J , stunning outboard racer displayed on
placards pasted on a green car.
The inability to complete the races ! 
scheduled was a great disappointment 
to everyone as a number of previous , 
races have been held by this Club ■ 
which have proved very successful 1 
end furnished excellent entertain- . 
ment for the racing fans and it was , 
e xpected that this would be the blg-
Your Nation-Wide 
Grocer is your Friend and
Neighbor
I a trailer. On the truck featuring the
A car from Miller’s Garage was [lobster branch was a  fishlng _______________
prettily trimmed with red, white and J con,taming a fisherman in oilskins gpst event of all. I t  is hoped that 
blue bunting, sprinkled with white di5playing alive loteters 
stars I Studley Furniture Co., depicted a
* * * * \ lawn scene, with large decorative
Texaco had three entries—two j parasol and attractive summer furni- 
Captain Wardwell’s boats with coils trucks gay in the national colors and ture Wjt,h a bevy of fair maidens in 
of rope were brought by wagon to ,aden wjth smaJ1 chudren with a
the beach. There was a tremendous puasesonni.
At nearly low tide and a third truck bearing the Texaco '
"About eleven o'clock Shaw’s and
sea coming in.
Camell and DeCoursey. one of the baseball team, 
painters, started out with a' coil of
lope in Shaw's boat with one end of 
the rope left on shore. The strong 
current running south carried them 
about five feet below the float that 
had been thrown out to them. They 
made two more ineffectual attempts 
to get through the inner line of
, L , , j  „„ „ breakers; then Waterhouse askedalways been looked upon as a moral TQm pa?an (q gQ Qut wnh * )ipp jn
force of tne world should the Wardwell s life boat, an iron
stand of abiding by our country s 1 K 
laws, many difficulties would be 
solved. Why not stand through all
yawl with two watertight compart­
ments. in each end. Tom asked him
SPECIALS—JULY 5 to  9
nother attempt at racing on Chicka­
waukie may be undertaken before the 
end of the season.
Keen indeed was the disappoint- 
i ment of the baseball fans, who saw 
Depres- , the two local games “washed out" in­
stead of furnishing league entertain-
Another comedy hit was 
sion” and his hobo companion. "De
Havoline oils featured their truck pression." cheeringly small, was 1 ment for what might have been a 
with red. white and blue deckings. . diessed in mournful black garments. I record crowd for Community Park.
Ralph B. Loring was at the wheel i an(j ixjre the sign: Depression Has or.e of the five scheduled League 
of the car representing the Portland Hit Me Hard in Rockland." The hobo games was pulled off—Waldoboro 
Publishing Company. American flags , was a real vaudeville impersonation— ' beating Camden 5 to  2 at Waldoboro 
were used as decorations. 1 tattered garments of divers colors in the morning.
The fire chief’s red car, with siren \ an(j ideas, bewhiskered face, red nose, ' . . . .
sounding,, tugged along, with the hetf \ and bearing a large jug. 
of members of the local fire company, , Charlie Berry's trick Ford caused 
tlie Gen. Berry hand-tub, and chil- ‘ merriment along the way, especially
Get Your “Wheel of 
Knowledge” FREE w ith  
2 Packages
Pkgs.
solved. w n> * if he was a good swimmer, to which dren, or juniors of the fire company : or union street when it refused tovicissitudes by high principles that Waterhou«._ rf.DiiEd t can swim lik- • , • ! or‘ umon slreec wnen 11 re!usec w_____ - _!„<. kn anno w a ie rn o u -e  r tp u ta ,  1 can  sw im  na  a..>a rin e  m in ia tu re  red fire  h a ts  1__ 1___ j ____________ »______
SHOP WITH
CONFIDENCE
SAVE WITH
SAFETY
Grape-Nuts FlaRes
Have yon  
tr ie d
Crape-Nuts In 
this new lerm Pkgs
MOXIE RELIEVESFATIGUE THIS WEBK ONLYLarge B o ttle— C ontentsThe sparring exhibition to have 
bee held at Community Park was 
tiansferred to Empire Theatre where j 
the American Legion took a loss in , 
presenting a high class show.
Ail of the contestants went the dis- 1 
tance except Young Calvert of Dc- , 
troit, who was the victim of a techni- I 
oal knockout in the third round of 
his bout with Tete W hittier of Rock- I 
port. The "safety first" man from ' 
Michigan was a clever boxer, but 
vas not prepared for the avalanche ! 
which descended upon him in the 
second round
Young Mikelin of St. George gav? 
the crowd a surprise with the able ! 
manner in which he met the more ex- I 
perienced Young Levesque of Bruns- i 
wick. The Knox County entry is a j 
sturdy two-fisted fighter, and might
Hershey’s Cocoa AP O P U L A RB R A N D ’A  L b . Canswearing iniature red fire 
pulled along a hand hose reel.
hats, i buck and it was necessary to examine 
its “innards" before it would even
correct great evils? It can be done, 
if women will stand firm and rise
to their heights. There would be no -They passed the first breakers The car entered by the Salvation nroeeed B ut as a  ru le  i t  hocked ir. 
a j - s e u i H r t ' . - » .)= ,. AS A ,„ -  .  bun .™  , . wdid not patronize them and encour­
age the breaking of the law-s of our 
country."—Union Signal.
A WILD FLOWER IDEA
In a recent bulletin from the Maine 
Publicity Bureau, Harris B. Coe, 
manager, is this paragraph:
"Rather an unusual letter was re­
ceived from Helena. Montana, say­
ing that a group of people arc in­
terested in wild flower cultivation 
and that if we would send them the 
seeds or plants of a >few of the more 
common Maine wild flowers, they 
would plant them as they are plan­
ning to set aside a plot of land in 
the center of the city where wild 
flowers from each State will be plant­
ed and appropriately designated. 
That was a new idea to us on city or 
town beautification. Why doesn't 
someone start a similar project here 
In Maine? I t  certainly would attract 
attention of the people visiting us 
from all over the United States.”
Here is a proposition for our Gar­
den Clubs to consider.
COMMON IN CHILDREN
a fish.’
they reached the outer bar a giant 
wave struck them and filled the boat.
Other immense waves followed close­
ly after the first. Waterhouse said 
‘Tom. we can't make it.’ Tom told 
him th a t they would have to leave the , 
boat and swim to shore, telling him lt6 Bllle coal Wlttl lts truck tbe pavij Rubenstein premises on 
to jump clear of the boat northward, decked in blue and white festoons. . ritreet and a not task
and TomOTStruck;obt7o"bshoreUmT ^  A" ° thPr C°medy WS th3t ° f awai^  Judge^F red  W Wight,
then th ?  to a t turned over and Wa- Harry Smith’ mechanic, a wmianl j  Sulhvan cx.Mayor Jamre
terhouse climbed up and sat astride car of ancient vintage bearing nu- p Carver and Town Manager Percy
it. The boat again turned over right rnerous announcements, and suggest- [ R Kellar of Camden
work, prettily trimmed with red. 
white and blue paper, and American 
. flags.
1 The Rockland Coal Co. advertised
well envy. George “the colored 
mammy" is probably somewhat lame 
this morning, he Wood be.
The reviewing stand was located on
side up. Waterhouse got in her and ing a broadcasting station, with 1 nn,ln_ ^  
the men began to hau! her in when ... . nounced these awards
twr. hunt nnrn mnre fumed over and Plunkovitchskj presiding at an
They an-
Seidner’s Mayonnaise
S m all. 10c Size 9c 
M e d ., 8  Oz. Size 15c 
Large , 16 Oz. Size 28c
N E W  L O W  P R IC E S  O N
IVOR-Y 
aXsOM* I
LAROE
SIZE
the boat once more turned over, and 
the men saw that Waterhouse was old-time parlor organ. The passen- 
drowning.” gers were all black face stars
Mr. Price wrote that they were Thp car representing E B
more alarmed about Fagan than 7
Waterhouse, as they thought they s 5 & 10c Store had effective stars
could pull him in with the boat ot red, white and blue, built around
Fagan succeeded in getting ashore, tbe wbeei bubs, and the national 
greatly exhausted. Shaw’s boat with
Shaw and DeCoursey again went , col°rs ana nags were usea as oinrr 
out. When the Captain of tne ] decoration.
schooner saw Waterhouse go down. The Sea View Garage entered a
he said to his men, hfrVe*Sare truck gay in the national colors and
rificed one man in their efforts to
save us, now I will risk my life in flags.
an attem pt to get ashore." As the W. H. Glover Co.’s entry was a very 
boat from the shore started out the attractive one. a combination of lat- 
captain tied a line around his waist
and dropped into the sea. After a work and delicate frame work 
hard fight he reached the boat near- trimmed with vari-colored bunting 
Clinging to the bow and crcpe paper, and bearing sev-
Suicidal desires, expressed in the 
wish “never to have been born,” are
found at one time or another in about ; ly exhausted. . . .
30 percent of adolescent boys and of the boat, he was brought to snore pral pie<,cs of pjazza or po^h furnt- 
girls, according to a study reported in With life preservers the other menreached safety. Before rescue came lure irom meir snops. 
the mate and cook had been washed Rockland Lodge B.P.O.E, presented 
overboard and were drowned.
Best float—Rockland Commercial 
College; second best float, Maine 
Music Company; best horrible, Harry 
Smith, automotive mechanic second 
best horrible, Sea View Garage.
The celebration managers fee! es­
pecially indebted to Roklare Lodge. 
B.P.O.E, which was the only fra­
ternity to be represented by a float 
and a most attractive one, everybody 
will admit. Its usual enterprise was 
supplemented in various other ways, 
not forgetting the generous financial 
assistance it gave the committee, its 
elaiborate decorations and the enter­
tainment of the officers from U. S. 
S Reuben James.
Lave won(the battle had he forced his
MEDIUM
QUEST
SIZE
the July issue of "Social Science 
Abstracts,” published a t Columbia 
University. This wish occurs most 
frequently in children from homes 
which lack harmony and intimacy be. 
tween parents and children. Social 
contacts are less closely associated 
with the wish than are home con­
ditions. Of the children studied, the 
wish never to have been born was 
found among those with high neuro­
tic traits and among those rated by 
their teachers as poorly adjusted
a stunning float, elaborately trimmed 
Mr. Price in writing of the bravery with the tod^  «>’o «  of purple and
of the Ormond men said: "If a first white. On the front of the hood was 
class life-saving station with all their a large clock dial with the hand point- 
improved facilities had done the work , thp tfe hour of Eleven
that our village men did yesterday ; . . . .  . . . . .  .
with only frail, unsuitable boats, oar- . and in center of the body was a 
locks that did not fit. and what other life-size elk, surrounded by a bevy of 
means thev could hastily get together, charming children
they would have deserved unstinted Rnox Motor Cq
. ,, .. ,, , praise, and I am proud of our brave fsocially, emotionally and on conven- ^ pn of Ormond and of poor Watcr. 1 tured two of the latest type Fords, 
tional moral grounds. ] house t00 „
BIBLE WEIGHS H.ALI A TON
using the national colors and flags
Those who are guests a t the O r-j M dccOration. 
mond hotel will find a bronze tablet ,  . ,J. A. Jameson Co., groceries, en-t . . .  . ,  . at the entrance grounds of the hotel
The largest Bible in the world is „To the memorv of pOrd Waterhouse i tc<red two trucks, with red, white
of Cape Elizabeth. Maine, who was and bluPi and American flags as the Los Angeles, Calif., who already has drowned in the surf in attempting 
spent two years 011 the work, points j0 rcscue (he crew of the Nathan
out the July issue of 'Boys' Life," the Cobb schooner. wrecked December 5. Tho Maine Music Company's 
monthly journal of the Boy Scouts of jgqf; -  The names of tlie rescue entry was a most attractive one. Its
America. Using a hand stamping par(y were James Carnell. Ned De- vork car fiupd with a high lattiee-
machine, he imprinted onto the three- coursev. Tom Faaan. Harry B. Shaw. ‘ '
foot pages cf the giant book every p M stotts, H. F. Waterhouse; J. D. work areh- was elaborately trimmed
separate letter, symbol and punctua- Prjce and others doing all they could with yellow and white, interwoven.
tion mark. The book contains 8.148 
pages and weighs 1.094 pounds. The 
pages are bound with metal, the entire 
volume being separated into thirty- 
two sections.
Long ago the doctors abandoned the 
idea that bleeding the patient would 
cure all his ailments, and sooner or 
later the same light may dftwn on the 
tax-levying agencies.—Arkansas Ga­
zette,
j A young lady presided at the pianofrom the shore in the rescue.
The Nathan Cobb schooner gradu- ________________________________
ally washed nearer shore, and a few ,• - ----
years later. “Billy" Fagan obtained rigging was torn into strips, and used 
permission from John Anderson to | with the ropes to caulk the cracks.
dismantle the boat and build it into a The mast was sawed into convenient 
house on Mr. Anderson's property. lengths, and shingles split from it by
The cross-ties with which the j hand. Two oak knees, taken from 
schooner was loaded were stood up j the hold of the ship, were placed in 
side by side to sides of the house, and I the front to support the roof of the 
the walls and beams. To fill the j small front porch. The roof has rot- 
cracks and make it waterproof, the ted away, but the knees remain.
The drum corps contest was 
"washed out" by the rain, but the 
Biddeford Corps marched to the 
Thorndike at 1 o’clock and there 
played two selections in a manner 
that was loudly applauded. In this 
organization were 40 men. with W. 
Furnnelle as commander and H 
Alexander as drum major. The 
musicians wore purple coats trimmed 
with gold braid, buff trousers and 
black visored buff caps with purple 
cockades. The drum major's majes­
tic proportions were set off with high 
white head dress. West Point cadets 
could scarcely have marched with 
better military precision. The ap­
pearance of this fine organization 
was a distinctive feature of Rock­
land’s celebration and everybody 
hopes that it will come here again. 
Although it was necessary to omit the 
contest Winslow-Holbrook Post pre­
sented the Biddeford corps with a 
cup and a cash prize, and the visit­
ors went away smoking a box of Pro­
prietor O’Neil’s best cigars.
The five-mile marathon race was 
won by Stephen Lavender of Thom­
aston, who covered the course in 32 
minutes. His next nearest opponent 
was Carl Cunningham of Union who
man.
A1 Wilson of Rockland climbed 
through the ropes to meet a boxer 
said to be Young Racine of Bruns- [ 
wick, but who, it was said, has been [ 
one of the topliners in Portland bouts j 
under quite a different name. He 
was a marvelous hand at ducking. ! 
and he needed to be. for Wilson was 
dealing out rugged blows, after his 
usual manner, and got a big hand ' 
when he left the ring.
Another Rockland slugger handed 1 
out stiff punches—Young Sukeforth i 
by name. His opponent was Eddie 
Garvin of Brunswick, a glutton for . 
punishment. How he stayed through 
four rounds of such a whacking as 
he received is not easily understood.
Johnny Wilson of Bath had slight­
ly better of the first round with Bud 
Fisher, and his extra weight loomed 
formidably. The Bath boy was down ■ 
for the count of nine in the third I 
round, and after th a t did not carry j 
the fight with the same vigor that . 
he had shown in the earlier stages. I 
Fisher’s departure from the ring was J 
followed by applause which left no 
doubt that the crowd thought he had 
the better of the match.
Cycione Sawyer of Bath, a son of 
David (Muggs) Sawyer, formerly of 
Rockland, drew a tough nut in Billy 
Nevins of Boston The latter had a 
most persistent left punch and it 
found CjC.lone’s jaw with marked 
regularity. Concensus of opinion j 
gave him the fight.
The fireworks display opposite the 
Elks Home was the concluding fea­
ture, and a very good one.
Chairman Austin Brewer and his 
associates are fully entitled to all the 
praise the citizens can give them. 
No celebration comparable to it was 
ever arranged in such a short period.
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COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July 7—Relief Corps 'Strawberry Fcs- 
val.” G. A. R. hall- „  ,  „ .  ,July 8—Camden— The Bat, staged at 
lc opera house to benefit Community 
ospltal. . .July 12—Camden—Opening concert of 
immer series, at the Opera House.
July 12—D. A. R. State Field Day at 
ork Village.
July 19—12 to 7.30 p. m.)—Educational 
lub picnic at Babcock shore cottage, 
llencove.
July 19—Camden—Annual flower show 
f Camden Garden Club.
July 21—Sells-Floto circus In Rockland. 
July 23—Chapman Day at Eastern 
luslc Camp.
July 30-31—Annual convention of 
falne Elks Association In Rockland. 
July 25 — Thomaston — Observance of 
Jen. Knox's birthday at Montpelier.
Aug. 2—Annual convention of Three- 
juarter Century Club In Skowhegan.
Aug 3—Annual field day of Golden 
tod Chapter, O.E.S., at Penobscot View 
Jrange hall
Aug. 3—Rockport—Midsummer Fair of 
Baptist Sewing Circle on church lawn.
Aug. 20—Annual muster of Maine 
Jtate Hand Engine League In Skowhe- 
ian. .Aug. 24-25—State field meeting of the 
Knox Academy at Knox Arboretum.
Aug. 31—Total eclipse of the sun, par­
tially visible In Knox County.
Sept. 5—Labor Day.
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98c
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FRIENDSHIP
Kent Herrick of Beverly, Mass., 
visited Miss Elcanore Hartel several
days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Bosworth, Miss 
Ann Bosworth, James Taylor and 
Miss Janet Taylor of Holyoke, Mass., 
arrived at their Davis Point cottage 
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Enos Stockbridge and 
family of Baltimore are spending the 
summer in the Bossa cottage on Davis 
Point.
Tom Keene in “Sundown Trail" will 
be the feature picture at the Play­
house Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell B. Armstrong 
and family of Winchester, Mass., 
visited Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Armstrong 
over the weekend.
Mrs. James Spear and Miss Alice 
Bross of Chevy Chase, Md., have ar
WEATHER
So sunny and. pleasant this morn 
ng, it may be that the weather man 
s laughing at us after this scurvy 
rick he played on the celebration 
esterday. Wind is northwest, mer- 
ury 60 at 8 o’clock and looks like a 
t'hole string of nice days coming. 
Sunday also was just about right, 
fhe Fourth last year began with fog 
md showers but cleared in the after- 
loon to permit of ball games and 
jutdoor events.
V.F W. Auxiliary meets at the City
Council rooms at 7.30 tonight.
Willis Ayer kept a promise made 
uveral weeks ago by presenting to 
Stoss McKinney the first cucumber 
irom his vines.
I Low tide golf is the latest sport 
lown Port Clyde way. Makes an in- 
Irresting picture from, the verandah 
If Drift Inn.
Baseball tonight: z Rockland vs. 
aldoboro, at Community Park, 
'endell Thornton or Chummy Gray
jn the mound for Rockland.
! Frank H. Whitney, who has been 
mending the winter in Fruitland 
park. Fla., started North yesterday, 
making the journey in his motor car. 
» ----------------.
Members of the Harmonica Band 
»re asked to be present at McLain 
School Wednesday at 10 o'clock for 
tehearsal for the Eastern Music 
Camp rally of junior clubs at Sid­
ney, Me., July 23.
W A R REN
« 1 At / .11 /..\| ' If / Af /.At / At Mt Mt Mt Mt A 't  >'At 'At Mj Ml A\t/A
The World Wide Guild will meet at 
the home of Mrs. Ella Caler Thurs­
day and the girls are requested to 
come early because much work has 
to be accomplished.
Weekend guests a t Hilltop Inn 
were Miss Helen Sinnott of Milton, 
Mass., Dexter Smith and Miss Chris­
tine Stevens of Boston, and Henry E. 
Rice, Jr., of Sudbury, Mass.
The W.H.S. Alumni banquet will be 
served July 15 at the Masonic din­
ing hall. Members of Ivy Chapter. 
O.E.S., will cater, the committee 
being Miss Tena McCallum, Mrs. 
Gertrude Starrett, Mrs. Laura 
Seavey, Mrs. Rosina Buber, Mrs. 
Flora McKellar and Mrs. Grace 
Wyllie. A table will be reserved for 
the Colby alumni of Warren, Dr.
---------- ------- , ------- ------- ---------- . pranklin W. Johnson, president of
rived at Davis Point for the summer. : Colby college having been secured as 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald; Logan, Miss I speaker
Constance Logan and Mrs. Briggs of ' ' n  Pnwe re tu rn e d  FriDorchester, Mass., have opened their Supt. Frank D. Rowe returned Fn
enttaee at Davis Point frMn a  week spent a t the N
and Mrs. Thomas Stenger and 1 tlonal Education Association meeting
Elliot Stenger of Philadelphia and a t Atlantic City, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stenger of j  M r . M r s '
New Jersey are at Martin's Point. the holiday weekend withi relatives 
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Davis, Miss at Harrington. Mr. Robinson win at- 
Dorothy Davis and H. W. Davis Jr., tend the summer session at Bates 
of Waban, Mass., are visiting Mr. and College, Lewiston. . .
Mrs. A. Hartel, Jr. u Mrs Owen Reynolds is acting as
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Files and son of j housekeeper for Miss M. Grace 
Portland are visiting Mrs. Lena Davis. Walker in the absence of Mrs. Laura 
The smack Consolidated, Capt. i Brackett who is having a vacation 
Dodge, made a record round trip to of a few weeks.
Boston last week, the running time | Mlss Florence Eastman of Beverly
being 23 'i  hours.
Mr. and Mrs. Lang of Belfast visit­
ed Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Leonard over 
the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold1 A. Jones and 
family of Morristown, N .  J., are occu
Mass., is spending the summer with 
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Eastman.
Miss Lizzie Winslow is employed at 
the home of Mrs. Frances Vinal.
Gerald Reever of .Beverly, Mass., 
is spending the summer with Mr. and
• Pete Moran, who was golf pro at the 
Country Club last season was in the 
j ity  Saturday, looking in the pink of 
tondition. He has been lugging off 
hew honors on the Wawenock course 
gt South Bristol where he Is proing 
ihis season.
Prof. Wilmont Mitchell of Bruns­
wick will give the address in the 
broadcast by the Maine Daughters of 
the American Revolution from WCSH 
july 8 at 4.15 p. m. Vocal selections 
krill be given by Miss Miriam Andrews 
bf Brunswick.
A Warren street girl painted the 
picture of a dog, and placed it on the 
lawn, affixed to a stick, after a cus­
tom somewhat in vogue. The repre­
sentation was so natural that a po­
lice dog swooped down upon it, seized 
It by the neck and shook it savagely.
When Capt. E. F. Ginn and family 
tim e down from Portland to spend 
t h e  weekend and holiday they got a 
much warmer reception than they 
Jiad expected, for lightning struck 
4he flag-pole at Old Homestead. 
They did not permit this to mar the 
“pleasure of their stay, however.
Returns from the first six months 
at the Kennebec Bridge would seem 
Jo give lie to the oft repeated state­
ment that peoDle are not coming into 
Maine this year. The receipts are 
5746 larger than for the correspond­
ing period a year ago, with 11.400 
more motor vehicles and 16,007 more 
crossing.|people
i t t i i i i i )  u i  m u u w i u u i n . c u w v u  .
pying the Stowell cottage a t Davis Mrs. George Newbert.
Point for the month of July. Mr. and Mrs. Chester S tarrett of
Mrs. Archie Wallace is employed ! Providence. R. I., are occupying their
L. M. Valley, who has been sub­
stituting for the Maine Central agent 
in Farmington the past month, has 
rejoined the local staff.
Perhaps Norman W. Lcrmond, 
curator of Knox Arboretum can ex­
plain about the rose bush on Arthur 
Rokes' premises, Limerock street. 
Last year its blossoms were a dark 
gsrnet; this year mostly white.
Mrs. Aletta Snyder, a graduate of 
the department of Oral Hygiene, 
University of Pennsylvania, is em­
ployed in the office of Dr. R. W. Bick­
ford. Mrs. Snyder has been em­
ployed the past few years by the 
Maine Health d iv is io n  of Dental 
Hygiene.
Lou Tellegen, former screen star, 
and his wife, Eva Casanova, are 
guests for two weeks of Mr. and Mrs. 
Marshall Bradford in Thomaston. 
Mrs. Bradford is the author of a 
vaudeville sketch in which Mr. and 
Mrs Tellegen appeared last winter 
arid is now engaged in writing a simi­
lar work for the approaching season.
Some person with a strange sense 
of humor celebrated the holiday by 
motoring through the streets and 
throwing large firecrackers near 
pedestrians. Two girls crossing Main 
street near Limerock received the a t­
tentions of this cut-up with the re­
sult that Miss Marian Mullen was 
treated by Dr. Brown and Miss Eliza­
beth Snow was quite seriously burned. 
Two Rockland street youngsters were 
injured by the same method.
by Mrs. Lavinia Rockwell 
Sherman and Paul Wotton of Lynn
spent the Fourth with their parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Wotton.
Mrs. W. Dalton Wotton has re 
turned from a visit with relatives in 
Wollaston, Mass.
summer home here.
Mrs. Henry McCraw returned Sat­
urday from West Roxbury, Mass., 
where she had spent the week, ac­
companied by Mr. McCraw who re­
mained only for the weekend.
F. D. Rowe is at Gorham Normaluu iuu ae  * . ---- -------------
Floyd Simmons is improving slowly | School this week, teaching first day 
at State Street Hospital, Portland, j helps, program arrangement and his- 
where he recently underwent a seri- tory of education.
ous surgical operation. » « • »
Mr and Mrs. Matt Jones, Jr., of j The Emerson Studio will again be
Newton, Mass., and Arthur Spear, Jr., open to the public Wednesday after - 
of Brookline visited Mr. and Mrs. Ar- noon and evening, this time a picnic 
supper to be served at 6 daylight, fol­
lowing a social afternoon. Cards 
will feature the evening's entertain­
ment, playing to start a t 7.30. The 
proceeds will be used toward clean 
ing and tuning the organ a t the Con 
gregational Church. Ariy one wish­
ing to come is requested to get in 
touch with some member of the com­
mittee, Mrs. Laura Starrett, Mrs. 
Evelyn Robinson, Mrs. Emma Nor-
thur Spear over the holiday.
EA ST W A SH IN G TO N
, ,  j  1 -Medomak Camp opened July 1 for tuning the organ a t the Con­
its regular season. There is the usual 
quota of boys and the usual compe­
tent instructors, and everything is 
moving in the businesslike manner, 
indications pofhting to a successful
SUX r ; «  Sukeforth was a caller' wood’ Mrs' ° rac® ®pear’ “ iss ^ ay 
Charles Sukefortn was a caller (chel Emerson or Mrs Edwin Emer-
Saturday at the home of Mr. and dishes and
Mrs. C. E. Overlook. ..
The usual large crowd was> present ' Thompson and
at Lights pavilion last Fnd» eve- Thompson of Medford.
vofed a g r^ t  success are ° f Mrs' Mary Richmond’
Mrs. Clara Overlook was a business ; Mrs_ John Starrett and
. ; laot c«t„rA,v Miss Gault of Somerville, Mass., areMr. and Mrs. Rov L i|h t were m occupying the Shorten rent for the
Rockland Saturday on a business and — r . ^ ^
P Mr and Mrs. W. W. Light en ter-1 Daughters will hold their annual pic 
tained 32 callers and Visitors at their " ip "" ,hp ,aw" at thp Cf™ rpM 
home Sunday.
Mrs. Ella Brooks of Auburn is 
visiting at the home of her daughter 
Mrs. Burton Ludwig.
Mrs. Lola Chadwick of South 
Union was a recent guest of her sis­
ter Mrs. Vinnie Bowes.
Despite the deluge Thursday the 
Highland Terrors defeated Ralph 
Richards' baseball team by a score of 
16 to 7. Ex-Alderman Bartlett', the 
Babe Ruth of the Highlands, knocked 
a home run in the third inning with 
the bases loaded. Howard Crockett 
starred for the Southend team, his 
three-base hit being one of the fea­
tures. Umpire Ben Pendleton is be­
coming exceedingly popular for his 
good judgment and impartiality.
Expert machinists worked dili­
gently to get the American Legion 
calliope in condition for Saturday 
night's parade, and when all was in 
jeadiness it was found there was 
nobody who could play the derned 
thing. Miss Marion Starrett of 
Thomaston — is  drafted for the job. 
and her pla; ig was certainly an im­
provement on what we usually get 
from the circus calliopes. And some­
how she was recognized despite a 
clever, if hurriedly prepared makeup. 
Mis$ Starrett was pianist a t Empire 
Theatre for a long time.
' Sounds sort o’ fallish to read the 
luinouncement of the 49 agricultural 
fairs to be held this year, commenc­
ing at Skowhegan Aug. 15-20. Those 
an which Knox County readers arc 
particularly interested are: Eastern 
Maine, Bangor, Aug. 22-26; Hancock 
County, Ellsworth, Aug. 30-Sept. 1; 
New Waterville, Aug. 30,-Sept. 2; 
Bluehill, Sept. 5-7: Waldo-Penob­
scot, Monroe, Sept. 9-10; New Bel- 
last, Sept. 14-15; Unity Park, 
gept. 20-21; Maine State, Lewiston, 
Sept. 5-8; North Knox, Union, Sept. 
27-29; Lincoln County. Damariscotta, 
Oct. 4-6; Tranquility Grange, Lincoln­
ville, Oct. 5; St. Georges. Montville, 
Oct. 11-12; Topsham, Oct. 11-13. 
fcroin'? •
« Rockland has a wizard mechanic 
by the name of’Oliver Pettee. Not 
Jong ago. as the story runs, he took 
a  Burroughs adding machine apart 
mid had a small million of accessories
in soak when along came an agent or the machine. “What are you going to do with those? asked the 
agent. “Oh. I'm going to put them 
together again when I get around to 
it,” was the careless reply. “If you 
do," said the agent. “I will get you a 
lob at $10,000 a year.” Two weeks 
Jater the agent visited Mr. Pettee and 
found the machine reassembled and 
in perfect running order. He offered 
Jo make good on the job proposition, 
■..it the modest Oliver decided to stay 
In Rockland.
E. C. Moran, Jr., one of the dele­
gates to the Democratic cJational 
Convention arrived horn" Sunday 
morning, having flown most of the 
way, as he did on his western trip, 
which also included a visit to Kan­
sas City. Mr. Moran tells some in­
teresting inside history of the Presi­
dential nomination, in which he lost 
interest somewhat after being in­
formed by William G. McAdoo that 
California was about to swing for 
Roosevelt. Mr. Moran's sympathies 
were entirely with Smith, but did not 
find the hoped for outlet as he was 
obliged to support Roosevelt under 
the Maine delegation's unit rule. He 
was one of the ten speakers assigned 
to support the two-thirds voting rule, 
had that come to an issue, as was ex­
pected, his associates in that debate 
to include Newton D. Baker and 
other celebrities. In the laectic ses­
sion which lasted from early Thurs­
day afternoon until early Friday 
morning Mr. Moran stuck closely to 
the convention hall where his menu 
consisted of hot dogs and more hot 
dogs. Having gone through the hun­
dred-odd ballots of the famous Madi­
son Square Garden convention he 
was acclimated to anything, however.
He did not remain for the Saturday 
session.
NO RTH  W A LD O B O R O
Levi Robinson who has employ­
ment in Bangor passed ths weekend 
and holiday at Levandcr Newbert's.
George Flanders and Zolvina Mank 
were recent Cushing guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. Leon Ames.
Belle Sprague who has been pass­
ing several days in- Islington, Mass., 
returned home Saturday.
Drucilla Bornheimer of Portland 
is visiting her aunt Lydia Morse.
Alice Morse and daughters are at 
the homestead for the summer.
Alice Winchenbach of Winthrop, 
Mass,, has been passing a vacation 
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. A. U. 
Winchenbach.
Ruth Howard has employment a. 
the home of Mrs. Fred Trowbridge 
in Waldoboro.
TEN A N T’S H A R B O R
The retired capitalist who is advis­
ing industry to "dig in" seems to have 
overlooked the fact that the hole it's 
in now is plenty big enough.—Boston
Herald.
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
Women’s Silk Sport Suits
Form erly
Priced
To $25.00
A  Timely Buy From O ur M anufacturer of W om en’s 
Fine Q uality Dresses Enables Us T o  Offer This Lot 
of Silk Suits A t Prices Far Below Their Real W orth.
Man Tailored
Made From
Pongola Jacquard
Lace Silk Boucle
Yo-San Silk
Jacquard Crepes
These Dresses all have Cap Sleeves 
T he Coats w ith Long Sleeves 
W om en’s sizes 35 to 42
This Lot O n  Sale This W eek— As Long As They 
Last. Ask T o  See Them
Show n In Our D R E SS  D E P A R T M E N T — Second Floor
W E  GIVE S. & H. G REEN S T A M PS— YO UR EARNED DISCOUNT
M A I N E  C E N T R A L  S U R P L U S
The Maine Central Railway Friday 
reported a surplus after charges of 
$23,966 for May, $10,949 more than 
for the same month last year. The 
surplus in May, 1920, was $77,515- 
Railway operating r e v e n u e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
first five months of this year were
$5,032,998, compared with $6,678,504 
for the same period in 1931. The 
road showed a deficit of $248,514 for 
this period. A surplus of $34,711 was 
reported a t the end of the first fiv‘- 
months of 1931.
M O R E  S O C I A L  D U R I N G  S L U M P
Men are more social during hard 
business times, according to J. Dres­
ner, prominent advertising agent, who 
is president of the New York Ex­
change Club. Mr. Dresner says that
the meetings of the club arc better 
attended and that its income la 
greater now than in the boom days 
He believes business men now seek 
companionship and friendship, a d 
that hard times are compensated y 
stronger social ties.
nic on the la n at the ongrega­
tional Church Thursday afternoon. 
Each member is privileged, to invite 
one guest and is requested to take 
dishes for the picnic supper. If 
stormy the gathering will be held at 
the church parlors.
Mr. and Mrs. Arvin French of 
Holyoke, Mass., were holiday week-! 
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin 
Starrett.
Miss Mildred Spear of Flushing, j 
N. Y., is spending the summer with ] 
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Clifford i 
Spear. She brought with her Alan,! 
young son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Plummer of Flushing who will also 
remain for the summer.
Guests of Mrs. Alice Cook were 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Jordan of 
Medfield, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Emery and 
four children of Auburn were call- j 
ers Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. William 
Partridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Brackett of 
Peabody, Mass., spent the weekend | 
with Mr. and Mrs. William Burgess.
PO R T  CLYDE
Mrs Emma Buker has returned 
from Knox Hospital where she re­
ceived treatment for an injured 
shoulder caused by a fall. Her. 
friends hope for a speedy recovery
Mr .and Mrs. Russell Porter and 
daughter Caroline of Pasadena, 
Calif., have arrived at Lands End for 
the summer.
Arthur Burk and Marguerite Burk 
of Malden, Mass., are guests of their 
grandmother Mrs. Frank Hopkins. .
Miss Rosamond Wilson of Boston is 
guest of her sister Mrs. Frank Sim­
Mrs. Edith Maxwell and friend of 
Boston are at the Maxwell cottage at 
Lands Ends for the summer.
B O R N
LUFKIN—At Rockland. July 2. to Mr 
and Willis R. Lufkin (Alice Engclson), 
a son. Gerald Hartwell.
TORREY—At Waltham. Mass . June 28. 
To Mr. and Mrs. Lyle W. Torres- (Rose 
Edwards), a daughter, Phjllla Ed 
wards.
The public bridge party held Sat-1 
urday at the Emerson Studio to bene­
fit the organ fund was most success­
ful, netting a goodly sum, ten tables I 
being at play. Prizes were awarded | 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burikett, Mrs. , 
Sarah Pinkham, Mrs. Clarence Wil-1 
liams of Union and Frank Berry 
of Warren. Little Ann Norwood do-, 
nated one of the prizes, a bottle of 
bath salts. Home made fudge and 
peanuts were served.
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Starrett o f , 
Bangor visited relatives here Sunday, i
Mr. and Mrs. Berton Moody of Au­
gusta were callers on relatives herp 
Sunday.
Mrs. Verna Little, R.N., of Wal­
doboro visited Miss Ella Davis Sun­
day.
Ernest Hilt of Augusta called Sun­
day on his sister Mrs. Laura Starrett.
Mrs. Maude Davis and daughter 
Lucille of Auburn were weekend 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Davis 
and Miss Ella Davis on their way to 
Vinalhaven. Mr. and Mrs. Herman 
Young and Douglas Pettingill also of 
Auburn were weekend guests of the 
Davis family.
Willis Wilson was home from Cric- 
haven for the weekend. He reports 
lobsters scarce and cheap.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Smith of Au­
gusta were weekend guests at Wan­
e-set Inn.
Mrs. Etta Hart and granddaughter 
Eunice arc guests of Mrs. Fred Watts 
over the holiday.
John Watts of Boston is spending 
two weeks' vacation at Wan-c-sct inn.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Davidson 
and son John are passing the sum­
mer at their cottage.
Mabel Erickson of VinalhaVen has 
employment at Wan-e-set Inn.
John Wall who has been at Knox 
Hospital for three weeks expected t ’ 
undergo an operation the first of the 
weeks. Friends are sorry for him as 
he is 82 years old and always has 
been in perfect health.
Mrs. Addie Robbins of Vermont is 
staying in Rockland while her father 
is at Knox Hospital.
■ It is rumored that Willardham 
quarry will start work in the near 
future.
Hedley Falla is boss quarryman at 
a quarry in Lincolnville.
M A R R I E D
BURKETT-LEITH—At Boston July 2, 
Frank Burkett of Boston and Camden, 
and Miss Hazel Leith of Somerville.
FEEHAN-BENHAM -  At Washington. D. 
C . June 27, Ramos C. Fcehan of White- 
field. N. H . and Miss Margaret Benham 
of Washington.
RHODES-CHADWICK — At Thomaston 
July 2, by Rev. H. S. Kllhorn. Donald 
Rhodes of Liberty and Miss Selma 
Chadwick of Rockland.
MOURADIAN-FLEUELLING — At Wood- 
stock N B July 3. Leo Mouradlan of 
RMkland and Mrs. Barbara Fleuelling 
of Calais.
D I E D
SHERMAN—At Washington. June 24,
Arthur D. Sherman, aged 65 years. 
BABBIDGE—At Rockland. July 5, Nancy
M. Babbldge. aged 77 years. 5 months.
24 days. Funeral Thursday at 2 o clock 
from the Burpee parlors.
BUNKER—At Vinalhaven. June 30. Sarah 
(King), wife of Lorenzo C. Bunker, 
aged 58 years, 9 months. 27 days.
CARD OF THANKS
We desire to express our thanks and 
appreciation to all our friends and 
neighbors who so willingly worked to 
save our ftirnlture and fought so hard to 
save the hen houses, during the recent 
fire which destroyed our home. We wish 
to express our thanks also to our many 
friends for their expressions of sympathy.
Mr. and Mrs. Meynard Kinney, John 
Kinney.
Wileys Corner, July 2.
THE STATE OF MAINE 
I For The Courier-Gazette I
There's a married state and a single 
state.
And a state you may attain:
But of all the states In the United States 
The best Is the State of Maine.
You may travel north, you may travel I 
south.
You may travel east or west; .
But where e'er you go. the wide world |
through.
The State of Maine Is best.
Dlrlgo. I lead. Is her motto or creed.
The same on mountain or plain;
Her rivers and streams arc beautiful | 
dreams.
We love thee. Oh. State of Maine!
If you cannot decide In which state to j 
abide.
Just try a few summers In Maine.
You will never regret, nor her beauties j 
forget.
And will long to return  again.
Her hills and valleys you will love to 
explore.
Her cities and towns, her trails to the 
shore.
Where boating and fishing and yacht-' 
lng galore.
Will be found In the State of Maine. 
Chorus
Then hurrah for the State of Maine!
We sing it again and again.
At the top of the map. she takes no nap. 
Hurrah for the State of Maine!
Mrs. Delora Morrill.
R o c k p o r t ,  M e .
D IR E C T
C O N N E C T IO N S
PH O NE
N U M B E R
770
T he W ant-A d section of T H E  C O U R IER -G A ZE TTE m th e  "central 
exchange” w herein the seller is given a direct connection with prac­
tically all possible buyers— w here employer "gets a line" on needed 
employes— where owners learn of suitable tenants . . . this "central 
exchange" is operated by courteous, efficient W ant-A d Takers trained 
to  offer every assistance in the preparation of resultful classified adver­
tisements.
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1P a m ' s  1R .e c i i fJGS-^ B y  Lea Lanb 2 5  Y E A R S AGO
The Ma je tty  of the Lahr
Kipling’s books sell as well today 
as 20 years ago. During the first six 
months of this year, for instance, 
36,165 copies of his work were sold. 
One of the biggest sellers is a flve- 
dollar volume called "Inclusive 
Verse." Kipling, next to the Bible, is 
reputed the world's most quoted 
author,
• • • •
William Albert Robinson had al­
ways dreamed of sailing around the 
world in his own boat, and in 1928 at 
the age of 26, he set out in a 32-foot 
ketch to realize his dream. Robin­
son called his boat the Svaap, which, 
in Sanskrit, means “Dream." It took 
3M> years to complete this dream 
voyage and a t that time Robinson 
visited more than 400 ports and sailed 
32,000 miles. The crew of the Svaap 
consisted one man, who when Tahiti 
was reached, decided to remain there, 
so Robinson had to obtain another 
crew. After interviewing several ap­
plicants, Etera turned up. Etera was 
a Polynesian pearl diver, 41 years old 
and five feet tall. Robinson asked 
him how long it would take him to 
get ready to go around the world, and 
the reply was: "Five minutes." Un­
willing to let him out of his sight for 
fear he would lose him, Mr. Robin­
son went along and supplied 40 
francs to get his possessions—all of 
them—out of hock in a Chinese 
laundry.
William Robinson returned from 
his voyage last November and since 
that time has been engaged in writ­
ing the story of his travels and expe­
riences. He has called his book 
"10,000 Leagues Over the Sea,” and 
it was published by Brewer, Warren 
and Putnam last month.
• • • •
These books are Just off the press 
of The MacMillan Company:
The Evolution of Human Behavior, 
Carl J. Warden.
Wild Beasts Today, Harold J. 
Shepstone.
Garden Maintenance, H. Stuart 
Orloff and Henry Raymore.
The Essential Shakespeare, J. 
Dover Wilson.
The Way Forward, Robert D. 
Brookings.
The Candlestick Makers, Lucille 
Borden.
Development of the League of Na­
tion’s Idea, Theodore Marburg.
Fighting for Fun, Eddie Eagan.
Pam's budget is showing signs of 
strain. An Inexpensive cut of meat 
la In order for the evening meal. 
She decides to prove she can maka 
a round steak a dish fit for a king.
i
She pounds this into the steak 
on both aides; then broils the steak 
to a turn In a frying pan, along with 
2 slices of onion and a chopped 
green pepper.
EXAMINE YOl’R COINS
Especially If You Happen To Have 
Confederate Half Dollars
Among widely read novels to be 
presented on the screen the coming 
season are noted “Tempest and Sun­
shine,” by Mary J. Holmes, and 
"Study in Scarlet,” by Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle. • • • •
The tabulation of results of the 
American Council on education’s 
psychological examination recently 
published make interesting, and sur­
prising reading. I t  was based on the 
"brightness” of the freshmen who 
entered various educational institu­
tions last fall, and out of 377 col­
leges 152 gave it, among them being 
Bowdoin College, which stood sixth 
in the list.
Some significant differences in some 
of the separate tests are shown for 
men and women. On the comple­
tion test the women make slightly 
higher scores than the men. On the 
artificial language test the women do 
considerably better. On the anal­
ogies test there is no difference be­
tween the performances of the two 
groups. On the arithmetic test the 
men do considerably better than the 
women. On the opposites test the 
difference is very slightly in favor of 
the women. • • • •
Vanguard Press is issuing a novel 
of a department store—"A Brilliant 
Future"—June 9. I t is the work of 
a  novelist who knows his subject 
from intimate experience. The book 
reveals so graphically the teeming 
life of a great department store that 
the author’s name will be withheld 
by the publishers. Though the 
events and personages are wholly 
fictitious there will be the inevitable 
guesses as to what store the writer 
had in mind. • • • •
When the American Library Asso­
ciation made public its lists of the 
"fifty notable books of 1931," and in­
cluded “Representative Opinions of 
Mr. Justice Holmes,” compiled by 
Alfred Lief, and published by The 
Vanguard Press, it was the third 
time Mr. Lief was honored by the 
Association. He is the only writer 
it is believed, whose books have 
thrice been named by that body, 
His other books selected were "The 
Dissenting Opinions of Mr. Justice 
Holmes,” published in 1929, and "The 
Social and Economic Views of Mr. 
Justice Brandeis,” published in 1930.
• • e •
A colorful Robinson Crusoe sort of 
story of pioneer life in Maine is the 
novel “Barton’s Hills,” by A. Hyatt 
Verrill, author of many books fea­
turing the picturesque, adventurous 
and historic phases of American life. 
The characters are based on real men 
and women who are the author’s 
forebears, and their stories, as told 
to him, provide the material for the 
novel. As a result, Mr. Verrill makes 
a contribution not only to literature, 
for the book is well written, but to 
historical record and the memory 
of a splendid race of men and women 
who rest beneath the soil they con­
quered. The beginning of the story 
is laid in the section of Maine that 
is now Portland. (D. Appleton & 
Co. are the publishers).
• • • •
A useful book for Browning stu­
dents is F. R. G. Duckworth’s 
“Browning" <E. P. Dutton & Co.) 
Mr. Duckworth in his book divides 
Browning’s life and works into 
periods: The 1850’s, the 90’s the 1920’s, 
and seeks to present the nature of 
the various misunderstandings under 
such a chronological scheme. The 
last section of the book deals with 
the present day intellectual conflict 
over this great poet’s work under 
four divisions: The Outward Man, 
Time and Eternity, Mysticism, and 
White Light. Although the volume 
is designed for Browning students, 
the average reader will find much of 
Interest therein.
If every person who owns a silver 
half-dollar were to read this article 
and then examine their coins, two ot 
the rarest and most valuable of 
American coins might be found 
among them Tht finders would be 
richer by at least $4999.50 each.
It is necessary to turn back the 
pages of history to learn something 
about these rarities. When the Civil 
War broke out in 1861, the Confed­
erate States of America took over the 
United States mint a t New Orleans. 
For a while the regular dies were 
used for minting the coins, but it 
was suggested that the design be 
changed. Dies were cut and four sil­
ver half-dollars were struck as 
samples. Then, because of the block­
ade, the money manufacturers ran 
out of silver and before any more 
coins were made the mint went out of 
business.
In  1910 one of these confederate 
half-dollars sold for $3750 at a public 
coin auction. According to collect­
ors, it is worth much more today. 
The only other genuine specimen was 
discovered by a wary coin collector 
about 20 years ago and It is now 
owned by a collector in the middle 
West.
Where are the other two coins? No­
body knows. Perhaps someone will
A review from the columns 
of this paper of some of the 
happenings which interested 
Rockland and vicinity in this 
month, 1907.
Mrs. R. C. Hall was elected presi­
dent of the Knox County W.C.T.U.
An artificial pond was being con­
structed at Gakland Park.
Walter S. Morton was elected 
j chancellor commander of Gen. Berry 
: Lodge, K of P.
Sixty pupils arrived at Garthgan- 
non Lodge, Owl’s Head, under the 
i charge of Miss Lawrence, 
i H. W. Thorndike cut one of his 
j legs while clearing underbrush at 
: Ashmere.
i James R. Huntley, son of Capt. H. 
R. Huntley, was seriously injured 
when crushed by a descending eleva-
i tor in a New York building.
Fred C. Stewart of Falmouth,
■ Mass., succeeded L. E. Moulton as 
principal of Rockland High School.
Rockland's valuation increased 
i $30,000 and was given as $5,471,808.
Dr. J. H. Damon returned home 
after nine months’ residence on the 
I Pacific coast.
William J. Robbins residence in
■ Rockville was struck by lightning 
and burned. Damage was reported 
in a wide area of Knox and Lincoln 
Counties.
The Barkentine Kingdom, repaired 
at the South Railway a t a cost of 
$7000 was fitting out for a voyage 
around the world, with Frank W. 
Sandford’s Holy Ghost disciples 
aboard.
Claremont Commandery, K.T., en­
tertained the Camden, Belfast and 
Bath commanderies at Crescent 
Beach. Music was furnished by the
It is better to keep one or two cats , Rockland Military Band, Belfast 
and take good care of them than to ' Band and Bath Band. Albert I. 
keep more that are hungry and wild Mather was commander of Clare-
A well-fed cat is strone and will mont and L' M Kenniston «as com- a weu-iea cat is strong ana win mander of Camden commandery. 
catch more mice and rats than a i Tobias Smalley rescued a half 
thin, weak cat. | drowned sailor who was clinging to
Always lift a cat carefully, placing ' the spiling of Tillson wharf.
A house on upper Rankin street 
occupied by William Metcalf was
‘ burned, and the family had a narrow 
escape.
The new steamship Camden made 
her first trip over the Boston and 
Bangor route and was given a royal 
j greeting a t Camden by the Camden 
’ Band and 300 citizens. Capt. Ezra 
W. Curtis responded to many salutes. 
A set of colors was presented by the 
town, the presentation speech being 
made by J. H. Hobbs, chairman of 
j the board of selectmen.
the same time lift the hind legs with , Rev- E- s - Ufford appeared in Rock- 
the other hand. Young kittens Iland to address several church meet- 
should not be handled. After kittens 1 ' nl=s-
are weaned they should be fed four ! Rockland High defeated Lewiston 
times a day. . High at baseball, 8 to 2. [This team
Brush a cat frequently, always the | thought by many to be one of the
Cheaper cuts, she has heard, are 
improved by using sugar as a sea 
soner; so the mixes '/j eup of flour, 
1 teaspoon sugar, 1 teaspoon salt, 
'/j teaspoon pepper.
She adds fried tomatoes as a gar­
nish and proudly places the steak 
before her hungry Dad. "A dish fit 
for a king,” is just what he calls 
It after the first taste.
T H E  C A R E OF CA TS
H um ane Society Offers Som e 
Rules W hich Owners W ill 
A ppreciate
one hand under the forelegs and at
right way of the fur. A cat's whisk- best Rockland ever produced 
ers are sensitive, they do not like to ! made UP thus: Richardson c, Greene 
have them touched. P» Trainer lb. Black 2b, Ross 3b, M.
_____  ______ _________ _____ Cats love to climb and a collar is : Bird ss, Cottrell If, W. Bird cf, Veazie
find one of them in "his pocket some 1 apt to get caught on fences or bushes ' rf.—Sports Ed.]
day. I t is highly improbable, to be1 and the cat often unable to free it- Eugene Harrington was badly
sure, for thousands of collectorsI self, may be strangled. They have jammed between two freight cars, 
have been on their trail for two gen- [ also been known to catch the collar j The Department of Maine, P. M., 
erations. But if you should find 1 in the lower jaw in trying to get i t ! I O.O.F., held its annual field day in 
one. don’t make elaborate plans for | off and to choke unless relieved of it. i Rockland. Fifteen Cantons were re­
spending any money until you are 1 Keep cats in at night. A box or ported with a membership of 862. 
sure it jS not one of the restrikes.! basket with cushion covered with a : Those represented in the parade were 
which is worth only a small fraction i clean cloth makes a good bed. Do ' Lafayette of Rockland, Pallas of Bel- 
of the originals i not have the b«d a draft. They fast, Bangor of Bangor, Vinalhaven
'________  1 like a nice, warm place to sleep. ■ of Vinalhaven, Augusta of Augusta
NO ALIENS HIRED Do not 'cave your cat when you i and King of Bath. The crowning
‘ ' go on a vacation. Many cats starve, event was the military ball in the
Workers On State Road Jobs Must a good home cannot be provided. Arcade, with J. N. Southard as floor
Be Residents Of State and Nat- 11 is kinder to call on a Humane So- director.
uralized ) ciety or Animal Rescue League to ! Capt. Marcus Pierce of the Boston
_____ | take charge of your cat. To p re v e n t& Bangor line died at his home in
According to a ruling of the State i too much increase, it is well to have Hampden, aged 63.
Highway Commission only American ah but one of the kittens of every ! Large amount of drunkenness on 
litter put to death humanely before , circus day.
their eyes are open. | Ralph W. Richards sold his livery
A Boy Scout who is kind to animals ; outfit to George M. Simmons and
will look out for homeless cats in his i returned to the oil business.
citizens, or those having taken out 
their naturalization papers prtor to 
Jan. 1„ may be employed on State 
Highway construction jobs. These 
laborers must also be residents of neighborhood, and report them to ,
Maine, with the exception of certain 
“kev men” and supervisors that out- 
of-State road builders are allowed to 
bring with them. In an effort to en­
force this regulation inspectors of the 
Department of Labor and Industry, 
co-operating with the Highway De­
partment, are making an intensive 
drive in all sections of the state. And 
their work has been getting results 
already.
On one job seven out-of-state 
trucks and nineteen men were dis­
missed, while in another case the 
illegal use of naturalization papers 
was discovered and a contractor and 
two laborers were bound over for 
hearing In the Federal courts. While 
this ban on alien labor may at first 
glance appear unfair It should be re­
membered that there are plenty of 
American citizens who sorely need 
work at this time and they should 
certainly be given preference over 
foreigners.
PAGE MR. RIPLEY
Thomas Thompson, 75-year-old 
recluse of Derwent Valley, England, 
would rather sleep in his coffin than 
in bed. Fifteen years ago he thought 
he was going to die and bought him­
self a coffin which he has since used 
in lieu of a bed.
Little Leonardo Cavelli of Bologna, 
Italy, cries when he is happy and 
laughs when he is punished.
The poorhouse at Tiffin, Ohio, is 
preferred by Bennett F. Smith, 50. 
He has more than $21,000 in the 
bank and pays rent because he likes 
companionship much better than liv­
ing alone. He has been an inmate 
for 12 years.
Glasgow, Ky., claims the longest 
Star route in the United States—40 
miles from there to Burksville, same 
state.
Though he has traveled 900,000 
miles by boat Mashall Damon of 
San Francisco has never been to sea. 
He has retired, at the age of 70, as 
chief engineer of a ferry-boat cross­
ing San Francisco bay.
Thirteen-year-old Cliff Sturgeon 
of Montebello, Cal., has an 18- 
mor.ths-old-rooster that hops upon 
the handlebars of his bicycle and 
rides places with him. t
Lester Heiser of Chadron, Nebr., 
has a cow that gives so much milk 
(68 pounds) he has to milk it four 
times a day—four and at 10 a. m. and 
p. m. both.
The Japanese are not supposed to 
look down upon their emperor in fact 
as well as theory. That is why, when 
he drives about the streets, the police 
order all windows above the first floor 
shuttered or shaded.—The Path­
finder.
Floyd L. Shaw was seriously ln- 
histhe Humane Society. I jured by being thrown from
If you do all these things, your | wagon, and was recovering.
cats will be well and happy, and if A million lobster fry were de- 
you are always kind and gentle with posited in north and south coves of 
them, they will love you. : Rockland harbor.
The above rules, neatly printed on J Among those who received degrees 
a card, may be obtained from the 1 at University of Maine were Sidney
American Humane Educational So 
ciety, 180 Longwood avenue, Boston, 
for a nominal sum.
NAM ED CAPTAIN OP
N EW  OCEAN L IN E R
Appointment of Commandant 
Victor Bartbelemy to be captain 
of the new crack cabin liner 
Cbamplain haa been announced 
by the French Line's New York 
offices.
The Cbamplain, largest cabin 
boat ever built, 
with a gross 
tonnage of 30,- 
000 tons, will 
make her maid­
en voyage to 
New York this 
summer. In her 
trial runs off 
the coast of 
France recently 
she developed 
19.8 knots an 
hour, w h i c h  
makes her one 
of the fastest as 
well as the larg­
est boat o f her
Capt a n - victor
BARTMELB MY
type afloat.
Commandant Barthelemy has 
seen 23 years service with the 
French Line. He has been In 
trans-Atlantic service for many 
years. He wa9 for 'seven years 
In the Vera Crus service of the 
French Line running between 
Vera Cruz and France and speaks 
Spanish fluently in addition to 
French and English. He is fa­
mous with ocean travelers tor an 
Intuition about the sea that 
amounts almost to a seventh 
sense Coming from a long line 
of hardy sea-taring Brettons— 
both his father and his grand­
father captained French liners 
before him—he has on r  ■'er- 
ous occasions avoided hazi „ at 
sea by following what he terms 
his bunches. On one memorable 
occasion during the war he fol­
lowed a “hunch” and for no os­
tensible reason changed the 
course of his vessel northward 
for 260 miles. Other ships 250 
miles south of him, following the 
course from which he had veer­
ed, were torpedoed, while he es­
caped unscathed. He is 4 2 years 
old and when he steps on the 
bridge of the new Champlain it 
will be the sixth ship he has com­
manded,
B E R T  LAHR
MR BERT LAHR (pronounced lahr) makes a very comfort­able living making other people 
uncomfortable. Mr. Lahr accom­
plishes this by saying something, 
whereupon everyone within ea r­
shot titters. While this is going 
on Mr. Lahr says something else 
and wiggles, which usually causes 
convulsions, cramps and som e­
times contusions, resulting from 
rolling on the floor in laughter. In 
the case of unusually dreary per­
sons, Mr. Lahr merely says some­
thing else and this settles the m at­
ter. The picture shows Mr. Lahr 
drinking iced coffee in his dressing 
room in the New York thea tre  
where ''Hot-Cha!” is playing. “I 
like Iced coffee," says Mr. Lahr, 
“and often drink it in my dressing 
room. Especially to cool off afte r 
hot-cha.”
Brown, Katherine Buffum, Harold 
Brainerd Burgess, Annah Parkm an 
Butler, M aria Louise Cobb, Myra 
Adelia Fitch. Everett Wells Green, 
Ruth Cassandria Gurdy, Frances 
Evelyn Hewett, Emily Hall Hix, 
George Lawrence Hosmer, A rthur 
Franklin Lamb, Earle McIntosh, 
Arthur Berry Richardson, Lola Jean ­
nette Simmons, Albert Thomas 
Thurston, Edward Reed Veazie, Wil­
lis Richardson Vinal, Stella Eleanor 
Whitney.
• • • •
Stephen P. Prescott, former Rock­
land business man, died in Rich­
mond, Va., aged 78.
Nelson U. Blackington, 44, and 
Fred S. Spurling, 41, were killed in 
the A. J. Bird limerock quarry. Mr. 
Spurling, lowered from the bank in 
a bos'n chair to trim the walls, pre­
sumably loosened a heavy mass of 
rock which swept him into the quarry 
along with Mr. Blackington who had 
been supporting the bos’n chair with 
three turns of the rope around a 
bar firmly embedded in the earth, 
and then tied around his own body.
Henry H. Randall resigned as su­
perintendent of schools to accept a 
similar position in Auburn.
S. S. Waldron of Camden bought 
the B. U. Adams house on Berkeley 
street.
Dr. F. B. Adams, port surgeon, a t­
tended the annual meeting of the 
American Medical Association in At­
lantic City.
Levi Wade resigned his position as 
fish warden.
William O. Hewett, a Rockland 
business man for 55 years, died at 
his home on Park street, aged 85 
years.
The annual city budget amounted 
to $102,500. The largest item was city 
schools—$16,300. '
• • • •
M. Bird, 2d, William D. Hall and 
Fred P. Hosmer of Rockland, A. B, 
Brown of Camden and Frank M. 
White of Vinalhaven.
Lorenzo E. Moulton, High School 
principal, was elected superintendent 
of schools. • • • •
Rockland High School held com­
mencement exercises in Farwell 
Opera House. This was the program: 
Salutatory, “Indian Legends of 
Maine,” Emily H. Hix; "Concerning 
Cats,” Madeline P. Bird; "Famous 
Slaves," Myra A. Fitch; class poem, 
Myra J. Rogers; “Minor Scotch 
Poets," Gladys M. Mitchell; The Age 
of Invention,” Corinne A. Howard; 
history, Edward R. Veazie; “English 
Lyrics of Tennyson,” Annah P. 
Butler; prophecy, Charles Cecil 
Linnekin; "In the Poet’s Land,” 
Jeannette Simmons; class ode, Fran­
ces E. Hewett. The class graduated 
32 girls and 18 boys—the list follow­
ing;
General Course: Anna Jeannette 
Clough, Elmer Bird Crockett, Iris 
Ruth Emery, Florence Bragg Fitz­
gerald, Beatrix Rooksby Flint, Ann 
Case Gay, George Albert Gay, Harold 
Wooster Greene, Alice Cleland 
Hatch, Corinne Adelaide Howard, 
Susie Marion Jeane, Nettie Laura 
Jordan, Lena Helen Lawrence, Beulah 
Helen Lawry, Charles Cecil Linnekin, 
Fannie Mae Ludwig, Georgia Mar­
guerite McLaughlin, Gladys Marion 
Mitchell, Mary Susan Post, Myra 
Janet Rogers, Maurice Richard Snow, 
Walter Ernest Snow, Hazel Clyde 
Thomas, Mont Perry Trainer, Lizzie 
May Walker, Florence May Wall, 
Helen Bessie Wise, Edna Faustina 
Wood.
College Preparatory Course: Made­
line Pearl Bird, Maurice Cobb Bird 
William Case Bird, Mabel Washburn
D EN TA L NOTICE
During the summer months I  will 
be located at 153 LIMEROCK ST., 
one minutes’ ride from the Post- 
office, where I  have fitted up a 
modem Dentist Office. Work done 
by appointment only, and a t re­
duced prices for the present
D R . J. H. DAM ON
DENTIST
Tel. 1160-J Rockland
58-59Ttf
These births were recorded. 
Washington, May 29, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles D. Clark, a son.
Rockland, June 1, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Asa Ferrero, a daughter.
Deer Isle, May 23, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Leslie M. Conary, a daughter, Doro­
thy.
Waldoboro, May 30, to  Mr. and 
Mrs. Frank Teague, a son.
Waldoboro, May 30, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Alvin Eugley, a son.
South Thomaston, June 3, to Mr. 
and Mrs. J. C. Grover, a daughter, 
Elvie Curtis.
Deer Isle, June 2, to Mr. and  Mrs. 
Montaford Haskell, a daughter.
Thomaston, June 7, to Mr. and 
Mrs. George Newcombe, a  daughter.
Malden, Mass., June 10, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Warren A. Winslow, a daugh­
ter.
Stonington, June 4, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles W. Brimigion, a son.
Stonington, May 27, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Bert J. Hendrickson, a daughter.
Stonington, June 7, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Simon Freedman, a daughter.
Warren, June 11, to Mr. and Mrs. 
H. D. Sawyer, a daughter,
Appleton, June 13, to Mr. and  Mrs. 
A. H. Moody, a son.
Warren, June 11, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles McFarland, a son.
Rockland, June 20, to Dr. and Mrs. 
J. A. Richan, a daughter.
Warren, June 18, to Mr. and Mrs. 
George A. Lermond, a  daughter, 
Marguerite Thelma.
Rockland, June 19, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Justin L. Cross, a son, Edward W.
Thomaston, June 21, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Allan Frazier, a son, Gordon 
Benjamin.
Rockland, June 17, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles S. Allen, a son, Charles 
Walter Russell.
Warren, June 9, to Mr. and  Mrs. 
Leonard Gammon, a daughter.
Deer Isle, June 18, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Wallace W. Scott, a son, Albert 
Ivins.
Deer Isle, June 19, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Eugene Eaton, a son.
Stonington, June 12, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Augustus H. Downs, a  daugh­
ter.
Rockland, June 25. to Mr. and Mrs. 
M. Wallace Little, a son Hugh Wal­
lace.
Rockland, June 19, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Daniel J. Dorgan, a daughter, Tinie 
Marie.
Spruce Head, June 29, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Willis Leach, a daughter.
Deer Isle, June 23, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Hosea Barbour, a son, Benjamin 
Collins.
Cushing, June 28, to Mr. and Mrs. 
James Creamer, a son.
Rockland, July 6, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Everett E. Ames of Matinicus, a son.
Bristol, July 3, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles Elliott, a son.
Stonington, June 29, to Mr. and
Mrs. Winslow D. Stanley, a daughter,! 
Violet Rose.
Stonington, June 26, to Mr. and j 
Mrs. Stephen A. Webb, a son.
Stonington, June 28, to Mr. and j ‘ 
Mrs. William H. Kelley, a son.
Stonington, June 27, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles A. Cleveland, a daugh­
ter, • • • •
The marriages for this period were: 1
Rockland, June 29, Albert W. Web­
ster and Nellie D. Pettee.
Deer Isle, June 25, Timothy G 
Pickering of Deer Isle and Mary B. 
Curtis of Rockland.
Rockland, June 15, Frank L. Webb ■ 
and Miss Gertrude E. Coombs, both 
of Stonington.
Waldoboro, June 24, John M. Rich- j 
ards and Miss Mary E. Philbrook.
Warren, May 25, Lewis M. Gordon i 
and Miss Mernie E. Merry.
Rockland, May 29, Sidney F. Crab­
tree and Myrtle Lermond, both of ; 
Hope.
Deer Isle, May 5, Forrest W. Gross i 
of Stonington and Lenore E. Davis ' 
of Deer Isle.
Stonington, May 18, John E. Rob- ; 
bins and Lillian M. Robbins.
Deer Isle, May 30, Frank E. Me- I 
Veigh and Miss Amy A. Sylvester.
Rockland, June 1, Edward Drink- 
water and Miss Hattie Seavey.
Warren, June 4, Joseph Leonard 
and Addle L. Dow.
Waldoboro, June 3, William Heron i 
of Chattanooga, Tenn., and Miss ! 
Lena R. Storer of Waldoboro.
Spruce Head, June 6, Arthur J. 
Thomas of Walpole, Mass., and Nel­
lie M. Burton of Spruce Head.
Augusta, June 5, John H. Breen of ; 
Augusta and Lillian Tibbetts of j 
1 Rockland.
I Rockland, June 5, Montoro R. ; 
Pillsbury and Monira L. Crockett.
Everett, Mass., June 5, Rev. George 
i H. McCrea of Altona, 111. and Lula 
Huntley of Rockland.
Portland, June 1, Edmund P.
I Walker of Rockland and Pauline 
Austin of Damariscotta.
Deer Isle, June 5, Stephen B, S tan­
ley and Miss Lena Bray.
Rockland, June 12, Maynard G. 
Wiley and Mabelle Pendleton.
Vinalhaven, June 14, William E. 
Whitney of Whitinsville, Mass, and 
Miss Christie Calderwood of Vinal-
Rockland, June . 17, Walter M. 
Reed and Lizzie O. Winchester.
Hope, June 18, Dr. Gustav A. 
Kleene of Hartford, Conn., and Alice j 
L. Cole of Hope.
Rockland, June 19, Oscar S. Dun- j 
can and Clara A. Skinner.
Camden, June 19, George D. Martin 
of New York and Mary Grinnell of 1 
Camden.
Camden, June 19, Willard F. Fick- 
ett of Damariscotta and May K. An­
drews of Camden. •
Cincinnati, O„ June 10, George E. 
Jellison and Harriet M. Snowman of { 
Rockport
Glenmere, June 18, Charles O. 
Ward of Lynn, Mass, and Louise T. j 
Hupper of Glenmere.
South Thomaston, June 22, John ; 
L. Stahl of Camden and Theresa M. ! 
Calderwood of South Thomaston.
Warren, June 22, Maynard W. j 
Leach and Ula B. Payson.
Rockland, June 27, Eugene F. H ar­
rington of South Thomaston and ' 
Ethel M. Sherman of Rockland.
Rockland, June 27, W. Frank 
Pierce of Vinalhaven and Mary F, s 
McDonald of Lynn, Mass.
Rockland, June 26, Jeremiah R 
Sullivan of Rockland and Anna E. 
Scanlin of Thomaston.
Rockland, June 26, Lester A. Mer­
rill and Evangeline M. Howard, both 
of Hope.
Boston, June 19, Harry H. Hanscom 
and Sarah L. York, both of Rock­
land.
Rockland, June 27, Lee R. Dunn of 
Machiasport and Miss Emma S. Ben­
son of Rockland.
Vinalhaven, June 24, Arthur D. 
Gray and Nora M. Young.
Augusta, June 24, Henry N. Jones 
of Camden and Miss Caro Crommett 
of Waterville.
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S. was 
constituted at Rockport with Julia 
A. Libby as worthy matron and 
Frank A. Campbell as worthy patron.
The Bodwell Granite Co. was 
awarded the contract for the Maine 
soldiers' monument to be erected in 
the national cemetery at Salisbury, 
South Carolina.
The Warren Democrats defeated 
the Oyster River Socialists at base­
ball, Utopia Park.
Frank B. Adams, who built Adams 
block after the big fire, died in Cam­
den.
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.) I VERTICAL (Cont.)HORIZONTAL 
1-Snare
5-Combining form. 
Bone
9-First man
13- Grade
14- Hastened
15- Girl’s name 
17-Presses
19- Relative (abbr.)
20- Title of former
Russian rulers (pi.)
21- Vim
22- lndian shelter
25- Period of time (pi.)
26- Articles of the same
class
27- Near (Prov. Eng.) 
29-Pattern
32-U. S. legislators
37- Ascend
38- Cavity
39- East Indian tree
40- Species of vetch
41- Radius (pi.)
42- A fruit
•13-Polnt of compass 
(abbr.)
■54-Predestined
45- Horn
46- Abandoned
48- Boy's name
(Poss. case)
49- Female deer 
fO-A tree
51-Otty,erwise 
54-Cha'lenged 
57-Tap
60-Floats aloft
62- Evcrything
63- Put away
65- Stops over a fence
66- Same as Zion
68- A continent
69- Sly (Scot.)
70- Diminutive suffix
71- Ray of light
VERTICAL
(
1- Journey
2- Scarce
3- On top
4- Writing instrument
5- Bone (Latin)
6- 0runken carousel
7- Percolate
8- Not working
9- Deed
10- Merit
11- Wing-shaped
12- Girl's name 
16-Domestic animal 
18-Theater
23- Eagle
24- Weariness 
26-Prudent
2C-American Academy 
of Sciences 
(abbr.)
2)-Marked with a dats
30- Efface
31- Elderly men
32- Took the part of
33- Woman in “ Idylls of
the King”
34- Greek letter 
!35-Kingdom 
36-Withers /  
38-Satisfy
41- Ranked
42- Chaste 'I
44- Back
45- Tles
47- Woman swimmer ol
U. S.
48- Hasten
50- Steer
51- Suffix forming 
feminine nouns
52- Piece of land (pi.)
53- Navigate
55- Relieve
56- Dart
57- Attitude
58- Melody
59- Set of players V)
61-Perceive 
64-A flap
67-Point of compass 
(abbr.)
THE CHICKADEE FAMILY
A Little Drama Concerning the State
Bird To Be Presented In Movies
When motion pictures depicting 
fishing, hunting and other Mdine 
scenes are shown in the future to 
audiences in the State, or in other 
parts of the country, they will per­
haps open with an intimate view of 
the home life of Mr. and Mrs. Chick-I I •
adee, which will be a most appropri­
ate “curtain raiser," since the chicka­
dee is the official state bird.
The little drama which it is pro­
posed to use for this purpose,; was 
recently filmed by Vico C. Ispla, 
executive secretary of the Maine De­
velopment Commission, who secured ! 
the “shots" after a silent, patient vigil I 
of over two hours. The chickadee I 
family had built their nest in .one > 
of a group of hollow birch logs on 
the shore of Woodbury Pond in the 
Tacoma Lake region and Mr. Isola 
succeeded in getting pictures of Both 
the male and female as they carried 
food to their little family. He re­
ports that the mother bird seemed to 
have a real flare for the stage and 
would stop and wait before entering 
the nest, enabling the camera man 
to obtain a striking close-up. But
[Solution to Previous Puzzle)
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VINALHAVEN AND  
ROCKLAND  
STEAM BOAT CO.
BOATS 
Between
ROCKLAND
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, 
Swan's Island
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT > 
JUNE 20 /
Subject To Change Without Notice 
Eastern Standard Time 
DAILY, SUNDAYS EXCEPTED 
VINALHAVEN LINE 
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally ex­
cept Sunday at 7.00 A. M and 1.00 P. M. 
Arriving at Rockland a t 8.20 A M. and 
the male did not seem to take to pho- J; 20 P M. Returning leaves Rockland at . . . ,, , „  ' 9-30 A. M. and 3.30 P. M. direct tor Vlnal-tography and usually made a sweep- - -----
ing dive for the hole in the log lead­
ing to the nest.
SIGNS OF BETTER BUSINESS
With several large Knoxville plants 
increasing operations as a result of o r­
ders just received, business conditions 
in the Knoxville territory are improv­
ing, the Chamber of Commerce re ­
haven. arriving at 10.50 A. M. and 450 
P. M.
STONINGTON & SWAN'S ISLAND 
LINE
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex­
cept Sundays at 6 00 A. M.. Stonington 
6.55. North Haven 7.50: due at Rockland 
about 9 00 A. M. Returning, leavefc 
Rockland at 2 00 P. M : North Haven 
3.00; Stonington at 4.00; due to arrive at 
Swan's Island about 5.00 P. M.
74-tf
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
Oscar Chapin bought a lot on Bel- j ports 
^nHonVernUe’ Camden with the in- Lumber production during week
formertv "L ?1”8 6 lar«e build?nS 1 ended February 13 of 707 principal
formerly used as a plumber shop mnis reporting to the National Lum-
onto It and converting it into 
double tenement.
James Teague died in Warren. 
Thomaston High School held com­
mencement exercises in Watts hall. 
The participants were: Salutatory, 
Alice Spear; oration, Ida Colley; his­
tory, Josephine Wall; essays, Alice 
George, Ralph Foster, Helen Meser­
vey, Thomas McPhail, Herbert Watte 
and Mae Woodbury; gifts, Lelia Win- 
chenbach; prophecy, Mjra Hall; 
valedictory, Harriet Williams.
ber Manufacturers Association in ­
creased about 13,000,000 feet over the 
total cut of 91,500,000 feet for the pre­
vious week. Shipments were 38 per 
cent and orders 33 per cent larger 
than the week's lumber cut.
Cotton cloth shipments and sales, 
reported by the Association of Cotton 
Textile Merchants of New York for 
January, confirm the optimistic | 
predictions that 1932 would show a i 
further revival of activity in the cot­
ton industry. Improved market con
Valois Commandery, K.T., of i ditions were distinguished by the 
Vinalhaven made a St. John's Day j largest average weekly sales recorded 
pilgrimage to Castine. Fred A. jn any month since September, 1929.
Grindle was eminent commander.
Camden High School held gradua­
tion exercises in the opera house with 
this program; Essays, Shirley J. Dow, 
Maude I. Rokes, Florence M. Kirk, 
Winifred L. Nash; oration, John L. 
Curtis; history, Cora E. Pullen; 
prophecy, Madelaine A. Dow; poem, 
Ethel L. Knight; presentation to 
school, Maude L. Brown; address to 
undergraduates, Bertha A. Payson; 
will, Lucie M. Allen. This year the 
valedictory and salutatory were 
omitted.
H. M. Bean, Camden shipbuilder 
predicted tha t eight-masted schoon­
ers would be constructed.
Camden’s assessors reported a 
valuation of $2,420,000, an increase of 
about $90,000. The tax rate was 
$18.50.
T. C. Dickens was elected president 
of the Camden Epwortli League.
Herbert L. Shepherd was elected 
president of the Camden Savings 
Bank.
The five-masted schooner Fannie 
Palmer launched at Bath, was to be 
commanded by Capt. Walter B. Wil­
ley of Thomaston.
January sales amounted to 338,010,000 
yards, or 45 per cent above production, I 
and shipments during the month, 
amounting to 268,899,000 yards, were 
15 per cent above production.
Southern textile mills continue to 
expand operations. Orders placed in ­
sure full time operations for many 
plants and necessitate the recalling of 
workers. The Union Underwear Co., 
Frankfort, Ky„ will shortly begin op­
erating its new factory in which 240 
individual machines are being instal­
led; in all, work will be provided for 
| about 350 persons. Full time for 1.500 
employes of the Alabama Mills Com­
pany, with plants in ten Alabama 
communities, is assured for several 
months.
The automobile parts industry, due 
to recent contracts let by the Ford 
Motor Co., in connection with m anu­
facture of the new Ford models, has 
been adding a large number of work­
ers and speeding up production.
Wild—“Do you remember when a 
girl was proud of having a wasplike 
waist?”
Wedmor—“I ought to remember it; 
that was when I got stung.”—Tit- 
Bits.
HIGHWAY-! RIDGE BONDS
The sale of Finance Commissioner 
Owen of $2,000,000 worth of S tate 
hir’ vay and a bridge loan bonds for 
99.4S9 to a syndicate composed of six 
New York companies, was approved 
by the Governor and Executive 
Council Wednesday. The hid was 
the highest submitted by five syndi­
cates.
► EM BALM IN G -4 
MOTOR AMBUIANd
Since 1840 this firm has falLnte’iv 1 
served the families of Knox County 
LADY ATTENDANT 
Day Telephone 450-781-1
BU RPEE’S ,
ROCKLAND, ME.
EDWIN L. SCARLOTT  
Osteopathic Physician
Tel.
35 Limerock St.
136
Opp. Postoffice I 
83-tt
Gilchrest
Monumental Works
M ain 8traat
Thomaston, Maine j i  
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS | 
Telephone Conneotlon
SEA >;IEW G ARA G E, Inc.j
689 MAIN STREET TEL. 12
ROCKLAND
56-tf
WILLIAM E. D O R N A N 1 
& S O N , Inc.
Cemetery Memorials
EAST U N IO N , MAINE
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Mctrical
LIGHT
HEAT
FLOOR PLUGS—EXTRA OUTLETS 
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
POWER
24 HOUR SERVICE
C LA R K -K A LER  Inc.
Phone 903-W Next to Maine Power Co. Rockland, Box 132
Marine, Steam, Gas and Oil
E ngin e R epairs
Welding—Engine Accessories 
Auto Engine Conversions For Marine Use 
Manufacturers of—WATER TIGHT POT HAULING GEAR
H Y LA N D  MACHINE CO.
Spear’s Wharf, Park Place Tel. 1221 Rockland
D E PEN D A BIL ITY . . .
Fill up your tank with PAN-AM GAS. Then 
note the difference in your car’s performance. 
RANGE AND FUEL OIL 
Agents For TOWER OIL BURNERS
T H U R S T O N  O IL  C O .
Telephone 127
TILLSON AVENUE, ROCKLAND
PLUMBING AND HEATING
INSTALLING— REPAIRING
Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service
ASK US ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC HEAT
W ILLIAM  T. SMITH
477 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
M ove The 
By H. &
Modem Way 
H. EXPRESS
C. O. HARADEN
Regular Trips 
To Boston
EVERYTHING INSURED 
EXPRESS SERVICE 
TEL. ROCKLAND 629 
BOSTON OFFICE 
105 BEACH ST.
Tel. Han. 6443—6444
TAR and GRAVEL, ASPHALT 
TILE, SLATE, TIN
COPPER, and 
GALVANIZED 
IRON 
HOOFING R O O f l H G l *
Barrett Approved Roofers 
100 Hammond Street
SHEET 
METAL WORK
Bangor Roofing &  
Sheet Metal Company
Tel. 3526 Bangor
GARAGE SERVICE
TUNE UP Y’OUR CAR . . .  Let us 
overhaul your car and put It In condi­
tion for real driving.
TOWING SERVICE
R onald R. M esser
GREASING—TIRES—TUBES
110 PARK ST. "LET MESSER DO IT” ROCKLAND
SEEKING BEST BLUEBERRIES
Experiment Station and Farm Bureaus Making State* 
wide Search and Offering Prizes
A state wide search for the best 
varieties and strains of blueberry 
plants is being sponsored this sum­
mer by the Maine Agricultural Ex­
periment Station and the Farm Bu­
reaus in each county.
Although Washington County is 
considered the home of the blueberry 
industry, which in normal years ap­
proaches a million dollars in valu­
ation, it is pointed out that Hancock, 
Waldo, York, Knox and several other 
counties have distinct possibilities 
for further development.
If the Experiment Station with the 
aid of growers can receive a large 
number of naturally superior speci­
mens. these will be planted side by 
side for further testing. Those speci­
mens that demonstrate their superi­
ority will be propagated and in time 
made available to growers of the 
state. This, it is pointed out, will 
assist growers who wish to establish 
new plantings, as well as to fill in 
skips in some of the older fields.
The contest will begin with the 
fruiting season.
Conditions of Contest 
> Any bona fide resident of the State 
of Maine is eligible to participate.
An entry will consist of only one 
cluster of berries in the approved 
container.
Each contestant may select and 
enter clusters from any number of 
plants.
Awards will be made only on ber­
ries in approved containers and only 
when conditions of the contest have 
been fulfilled. No award will be 
made on berries receiving a prize in 
3928 or on named varieties li'oin 
other states.
Suitable containers, preserving 
fluids, labels, and instructions lor
WITH A N  EYE TO BUSINESS
I
Sea V iew  G arage Offers A  Com plete And 
Efficient A utom otive Service—Its G reat 
Sales Record For Chevrolet
M otorists of this community 
may well be congratulated in hav 
ing at their disposal as fine and as 
complete an automotive repair and 
service plant as that of Sea View 
Garage. T h e  big establishment is 
ideally located on Main street at 
number 689, foot of Rockland 
street, giving easy access to the 
great volume of traffic passing over 
that thoroughfare.
The garage itself is laid out for 
courteous customer convenience and 
efficient operation. The complete 
service department is located on the 
street floor, utilizing the southern 
and central part of the building. 
Every device to aid the expert work­
men in the proper servicing of au 
tomobiles is provided and the wotk 
is done in an expeditions though 
thorough manner. The new inside
LISTEN - - - 
the REAL Test
Just listen to that motor purr 
like a kitten after we've com­
pleted an overhauling job on 
your car. I t’s sweet music . . .  
and so are our reasonable 
charges.
KNO X COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
SEE THE NEW FORD NOW ON DISPLAY
SALES SERVICE
583 MAIN STREET PHONES 333—334 ROCKLAND
C o - o p e r a t e
W ith Y our D octor
Purest Drugs and Chemicals are used by us in all our 
Prescription Work. Doctors suggest that Prescriptions 
Be Filled Here.
CORNER D R UG  STORE, Inc.
PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS
422 Main Street Rockland le i .  378
W e’re
EXPERTS
Through years of ex­
perience, during which 
time we have handled 
practically every known 
make of car, wc have 
qualified as experts in 
tli is business.
CHEVROLET 
SAFES AND SERVICE
S E A  VIEW  G A R A G E , Inc.
Tele phone 1251)
689 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
SHIP BY
EASTERN MOTOR EXPRESS
JAMES MULLOY, Prop. 
Insured and Bonded
24 Hour Service To 
PORTLAND
DAILY SERVICE TO ALL POINTS 
BETWEEN ROCKLAND and PORTLAND 
Boat Connections
PHONE ROCKLAND 1134 3 ROCKLAND ST.
lift is the last word in greasing 
equipment. It even has powerful 
lights built in to illuminate every 
inch of the under carriage of a car.
The stock and parts room is adja­
cent to the repair department anil 
here may be found all parts for all 
models of Chevrolet pleasure cars 
and trucks. T h e  battery room is 
newly equipped. Ebe lire section 
is a revelation with rows on rows 
of tires of all sizes. The display 
rooriis are most attractive and here 
may be found all models of Chevro.-
lets. It is worthy of note that Sea 
View Garage, located in this little 
city of Rockland, Maine, has made 
so splendid and consistent a record 
in the sales of new cars that it has 
won national recognition and its 
salesmen have been awarded high 
honors.
In connection with its garage and 
Chevrolet sales business the Sea 
View carries on a very extensive 
business through the Superior Gas 
and Oil Co. which handles Shell 
gasolines and products in this terri­
tory, operating several tank trucks 
and a large tank boat. Its storage 
tanks and several large buildings 
are near the parent building of the 
Sea View Garage Co. on the Main 
street location. A 250 foot pier 
gives service to water craft and a 
berth for the tanker.
SAFE -  SURE  
FAST B U S SERVICE
Pierce Arrow Cars
TO AUGUSTA, WATERVILLE, I.EWISTON, BOSTON,
NEW YORK, PROVIDENCE
*
One Way and Round Trip Tickets On Sale At Hotel Rockland and 
Thorndike Hotel, Rockland
Ruses Leave Rockland at 7.50 A M., 12.00 Noon 
I^eave Augusta 9.50 A. M., 7.15 P. M.
THE WHITE LINE, Inc.
RJMBfll---
.(!!!!
KM,
§ 7
K
The D oor of H osp ita lity  . . .
HOTEL ROCKLAND
T. F. KEATING, Prop.
Rockland’s Leading Hotel
Fam ous Food 
A m erican Plan
Corner Main and Park Sts. Rockland
—RATES REASONABLE—
F ish  • L o b sters
— W HOLESALE—
AND RETAIL
Dealer and Pedler Trade a Specialty
RODNEY E. FEYLER
Telephone 1 191 Rockland
I preparation will be furnished free of 
charge. They may be secured by 
written application to the» Maine 
Agricultural Experiment Station at 
Orono, or to the Farm Bureau Office 
in your county.
The contest will be Judged by mem­
bers of the Maine Agricultural Ex­
periment Station staff who are con­
ducting blueberry improvement work 
and by a member or members of the 
Extension Service staff.
All clusters of berries both high 
and low-bush are .to become the 
property of the Maine Agricultural 
Experiment Station. The station 
will have the right to remove part 
or all of the low-bush plants select­
ed and shall be entitled to obtain 
propagating wood from selected 
high-bush plants for experimental 
purposes.
• • • •
The highest scoring low-bush plant 
will be purchased by the Experiment 
Station for $10 and the next highest 
five plants for 5 each. The five high­
est scoring high-bush plants will be 
purchased for $5 each. For such 
other plants, both high and low-bush, 
as merit further testing the Experi­
ment Station will pay $1 each.
Each contestant must agree to lo­
cate for the proper Experiment Sta­
tion officials the plants from which 
the entries were taken.
All plants selected by the Experi­
ment Station for further trial will 
b? taken to a central plot and tested 
side by side.
Score card for low-bush blue­
berries: Size of individual berries, 
25; number of berries in cluster, 25; 
character of cluster and picking 
qualities, 30; color, character of 
bloom, 20; total 100.
Score card for high-bush blueber­
ries: Size of individual berries, 35; 
character of cluster and picking
qualities, 30; color—character of 
bloom, 20; character of bush, 15: 
total 100.
Explanation of Score Card
Size of individual berries. The in­
dividual berries should be largo—the 
larger the better. In a similar con­
test in 1928 in Washington County, 
several clusters were entered with 
berries over a half inch in diameter.
Number of berries in cluster. A 
large cluster of large berries means 
high yield per plant and reduces the 
cost per bushel.
Character of cluster and picking 
qualities. The individual berries of 
the cluster should have fairly long 
stems, thus resulting in a  loose clus­
ter. This allows room for each berry 
to attain  full size and color without 
danger of crowding others off. Wlwn 
ripe the berries should separate 
readily from the stem leaving only 
a small wound on the fruit and with 
no tearing of the skin.
Color—character of bloom. The 
most desirable color of the blueberry 
Is a  light blue overlaid with a dense 
waxy bloom. This bloom should not 
be removed easily in harvesting. 
Instructions for Exhibit
Be sure that the berries on the 
cluster are large—the larger the bet­
ter.
Take the jar to the plant. Do not 
cut the clusters and carry them to 
the Jar. Do not pick the berries Horn 
the cluster. Each cluster should have 
a few leaves.
On the outside of the jar are two 
white labels with numbers on them. 
Remove one of these labels and 
fasten it securely around the plant 
near the ground.
Then cut off the string of berries, 
drop it into the jar and fasten the 
lid.
Now drive a stake neaT the plant or 
mark the spot in some way so the 
plant can be easily found tills fall.
Write your name and postoffice 
address, with a lead pencil, on the 
reverse side of the label on the jar.
The exhibits will all be collected 
after the blueberry season is over.
<• ❖  <• ❖
THE
BUSY GRANGERS
In the series of nation-wide con- j 
ferences for child welfare initiated 
directly from the White House at 
Washington, and doing a vast 
amount of good in spreading useful 
information, the Grange is taking a 
prominent part. Grange leaders par­
ticipate in practically all these gath­
erings and their experience is found 
very useful, inasmuch as the Grange 
ever since its inception has been a 
strong advocate of all measures that 
I will improve child environment and 
' give the boys and girls, especially in 
j the country, a better chance for sell- ' 
development. Practically every sub-| 
ordinate Grange in the land devotes ' 
one evening of the year to a “chil­
dren's night,” with the youngsters on 
hand to entertain their elders and to 
eat the ice cream afterwards; a na­
tional highway essay contest is con­
duced every year solely for the boys' 
and girls of the Grange, with liberal 
cash prizes; full Grange member­
ship is accorded young people at 
age of 14 years, and long before they 
reach their majority they are called 
to important stations in the Grange 
and given distinct responsibilities o f : 
leadership, which they usually carry 
creditably. • « • «
Numberless Granges arc sponsor­
ing ball teams among their members, 
and frequently purchase uniforms 
and all the other equipment for the 
players.
• • » »
Cooperating with the United States 
Department of Agriculture and the 
Federal Farm Board.^he Grange or­
ganization of the country has made ; 
arrangements for the distribution of 
important information directly to the 
rural people of the land, through the 
medium of Grange meetings in all 
the different states. This plan has ' 
been worked out in connection with 
1 National Lecturer James C. Farmer’s ]
department, and the material will be I 
supplied largely through local lectur- J 
ers,' who in turn will embody it in 
their programs for hundreds of 
Grange meetings.• * • •
A serious situation was encoun- , 
tered at an Ohio Grange meeting j 
where a lively spelling match w as: 
staged, with the natural curiosity to 
see who could "stand up" longest. 
One of the features of the contest 
was an agreement that all words 
should be selected from the Grange 
Manual, but when these had been ex­
hausted several good spellers were 
still standing, which necessitated re- 
coutse to two school spelling books 
before the last expert was finally 
floored. • » • •
During the past year more plays, 
farces and dramatic features, min­
strel shows, and other merry enter­
tainment numbers have been put on 
in the Grange halls of the country 
than ever before; the Grange deem­
ing it an important part of its mis­
sion to drive away gloom, build up 
hope and stimulate courage among 
its members, just as far as possible. 
It is likewise interesting to note a 
rapid increase in the number of 
Grange suppers the past year, on the 
basis that a good supper, well served 
amid congenial environment, is a big 
help to drive away the blues. Com­
petitive entertainments, exchange of 
programs, inter-Grange debates and" 
a variety of other lively events are 
among the means devised by Grange 
leaders to keep up the morale of the 
members during this trying period.
• • • »
Sponsoring a nation-wide series of 
Ppurth of July picnics for farm peo­
ple is one of the projects just now en­
gaging universal attention of the 
Grange organization, following a vote 
of the last national convention of 
this big rural group to stage as many 
such big picnics as possible through­
out the countrv as a part of the ob­
servance of this Bicentennial year. 
Most of these events will be under 
the direction of the Pomona—or dis­
trict—Grange group, embracing the 
subordinate units within a certain
territory, and such gatherings will 
attract large assemblies, not only oi 
Grange members but of outsiders 
also. These Fourth of July affairs will 
have the usual picnic dinner, com­
munity singing, sports and good 
speakers, all calculated to extend a 
wholesome community spirit and to 
keep courage and good cheer upper­
most in farm life during the present 
depressing period of its existence.
• V * •
The fact that well towards one 
hundred new Grange halls have been 
built and dedicated in the United 
States the past two years, notwith­
standing the unprecedented period of 
depression and financial stringency, 
is a subject of widespread comment. 
It is largely accounted for, however, 
by the fact that when a new Grange 
home is started the members them­
selves contribute the greater part of 
. the labor and oftentimes much of 
! the material; while not infrequently 
! a valuable building site is given by 
I some int-rested member. Through 
' this spirit of cooperation Grange 
j halls worth from $10,000 to $15,000 
' are frequently built with a cash out- 
i lay of less than one-half that 
5 amount. • • • •
A significant sidelight on the way 
I the Grange helps its young people 
and tries to encourage them to do 
their best is seen in Virginia, where 
some of the Granges have established 
a custom of celebrating the “coming 
of age” of their young men and 
women, with appropriate exercises 
which invariably attract keen inter­
est. The young people are examined 
with regard to their knowledge of 
county, state and national govern­
ments, and other questions of good 
citizenship, all previous to their 21st 
birthday. If they pass the examina­
tion, t£e birthday event is recognized 
in the Grange by the presentation of 
diplomas attesting their proficiency, 
while other exercises prove the 
Grange interest in their young folks.
Mayor Walker says there is no fun 
in being a mayor in New York. Pos­
sibly that is why he doesn’t try it so 
very often.—Boston Herald.
SHEDDING THEIR SHELLS
A Scientific Dissertation On a Sub­
ject That Interests Coast Dwellers
The discarding of a leg or a  claw 
by crabs, lobsters, and similar ani­
mals caught In traps, so that the 
animal escapes out leaves its leg be­
hind, is not the evidence of intelli­
gence and courage imagined by the 
older naturalists, but is a mere auto­
matic reflex with which the crea­
ture's rudimentary brain has nothing 
to do.
This, we are told, is implied by ob­
servations of Prof. H. E. Wood and 
F. D. Wood of New York University. I 
on the small animals called deca­
pods, reported by the Wistar Insti­
tute Bibliographic Service of Phila­
delphia. Says Dr. E. E. Free, in his 
Week’s Science (New York):
“I t  even is possible, these investi­
gators report, to make an animal 
already dead discard a caught or 
damaged claw just as though the 
animal were still alive. Cutting, 
crushing or burning a leg or claw 
may produce the leg-discarding • 
action. A severe electric shock to the 1 
leg acts in the same way, as may 
any severe mechanical or other shock 
to the entire animal. What happens 
in all these instances is found to be 
the same. The injury works on cer­
tain nerve centers which then cause 
a powerful contraction of some of 
the muscles that ordinarily move the 
leg. This contraction pulls the leg so
I far in one direction that it literally 
i pries it off against a projecting edge 
of the animal’s hard shell. A spe­
cial contrivance exists at the spot 
where the break occurs so that no 
blood or other body fluid is lost.
1 Presently a new leg or claw exactly 
• like the old one grows out from the 
I stump. All this happens, however, 
without tile animal's brain knowing 
anything about it or feeling anything 
like the pain of a similar operation 
in a higher animal such as man.”
CAPITALIZING THE ECLIPSE
Will Be Made a Public Celebration At
Fryeburg Where Totality Occurs
The total eclipse of the sun Aug. 31 
will be viewed at Fryeburg in a holi­
day atmosphere when the Fryeburg 
fairgrounds will be thrown open to 
thousands of visitors w’ho will flock 
there to sec the astronomical pheno­
menon.
While crowds of laymen will throng 
to the fair grounds the eclipse will be 
viewed by astronomers and scientists 
from airplanes, captive balloons and 
hilltops in the Fryeburg-Lovell re­
gion.
The scientific observers will come 
from the University of California, 
University of Michigan. Northwestern 
University . Georgetown University, 
Swarthmore College, Wellesley Col­
lege and Hood College.
At the Fryeburg fair grounds a 
program of sports and band music 
will be held before the sun stages the 
major event of the day—the eclipse.
ATTENTION POULTRY OW NERS 
B roiler Season  A bout to Start
Dispose of them now and receive highest m arket price 
No lot too large, none too small
Call Cohen Bros.
Largest Shippers in Maine
c-o Chas. McKellar
TELEPHONE 2-3 WARREN, ME.
62 Tues. tf
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THOM ASTONI _____
M r. and Mrs. Ralph Dwight Waldo 
and  Mr. and Mrs. Irwin F. Stuart, all 
of Boston, arrived in town Saturday, 
guests of Mrs. Mary L. Waldo. The 
S tu a r ts  have taken th e  Ware cot­
tage a t  Spruce Head for three weeks. 
F red  Waldo will be th e ir  guest.
M r. and Mrs. Wallace Egerton and 
daugh ter Helen of W aban, Mass., ar- I 
rived in town Saturday. They plan i 
to  spend the month of July at their 
fa rm  in Cushing.
M rs. Georgie Robinson returned 
S atu rday  from a visit to  her sister in 
Andover, Mass.
T h e  regular meeting of Williams- 
B ras ier Post will be held  July 6.
vieve Bradlec, Belle Coates, Cleora 
Condon, Robert Stone, George Hall,
Virginia Beckett, Doris Peters, Mar­
jorie Richards. Laura Beattie, Cecil,
Day, Guy Brown, James Young, Sid­
ney Caler, Sam Cochrane, Carolyn i 
Elwell, Iola Jones, Elizabeth Brown, I 
Barbara Feyler, Myron Jones, Edward 
Fettorel, Arthur Johnson, Leon Caler,
Richard Woodcock, Marion Felt,
Phyllis Robison.
Union services of the Baptist and 
Federated Churches will be held at 
the Baptist vestry Thursday a t 7.30 J 
p. m.
Prof. George B. Mathew’s of New 
Britain, Conn., has joined his wife 
and son here for the summer.
Miss Lucy Allen of Mount Vernon, I zette asking when the Park street
WHEN THE PANTS FACTORY BURNED
H ap pened  T w en ty -F ive  Y ears A go  A nd W as O ne Of T h e C ity’s M ost 
S p ectacu lar  F ires— M any R em em b er W hen It H ou sed  That 
P opular In stitu tion  “ T he B ig R ink”
Once in every so often somebody the blaze was speedily extinguished.
s p r u c e  h e a d  Jn  E verybody’s Column
Mrs. C. A. Silck was surprised Sun­
day by a party of friends from Na­
tick, Mass., who called on her at 
Friendly Home cottage, Spruce Point 
road.
Forrest and Stanley Maynard of 
East Milton, Mass., spent the week­
end and holiday with their families 
| at their cottages on Spruce Point 
load and Burke's Point.
Paul Willey of North Carolina has 
returned to Camden after a short 
__ visit with Philip York.
Rev. and Mrs. R. S. Moyle of 
The residence south of the Cables Union, Mrs. Alice M. Kendall and
Advertisements In this column not to 
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi­
tional lines five cents each for one time. 
10 cents for three times. Six words 
make a line.
LOST A N D  F O U N D ;
! TO LET
SIX ROOM tenement for rent or sale 
at 47 Pleasant St. LILLIAN BICKNELL. 
82 Ltmerock St. 78*80
FURNISHED three room apartment, 
also garage, for $2 per m onth. THOMP­
SON. 16 Willow St. 79*81
WELL furnished, convenient Apt., 
three’ rooms, toilet, two private en­
trances. piazza. 12 KNOX St. Tel. 156-W.
_________________________________ 79-tf
GLASSES—I lost my glasses yesterday FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to 
Don't just know where. Alumnico let. good location, rent reasonable.
frames. GRANT DAVIS. 76 Rankin St I 
Phone 59-M._____________________ 80-It '
WHITE GOLD watch lost in Strand
ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77. 
66-tf
i writes or nhones to The C o u rier-G a- The best the department could do house was owned by the estate of the Miss Hope E. Kendall of Bangor en- Theatre or between Strand and Granite•«.»- ~ z.z-»».z^ V. ft,, ft i Hnlftk nnrl u’nc ; -3 Mnbnv’f. fnmnnc I Gt- Dowarr! MPS -T f’H N N T N( r M A Mwas to save the houses on the west 
ern side of Lisle street, occupied by* • i M V and Tim Allen of Nntlpv ' i o ut, l lu ai evicLi u iuu u  i up d- uvuuic Vviicmcuu iu c  iuwci j Ginn
M r. and Mrs. W. B. D. Gray and : N' j  'jjave arrlV€d home for the sum- pant factory was burnpd- For the John T. Lothrop, Sidney L. Clark and | tenement was occupied by Walter R. | day.Onll.T W < M ft. -J A - riLnvlnr I " x-x C t-V-x ft. ft ft, i , i m « zftft. ft. ftj T ft. V. .ft ft ft. .ft rT't-. -- — Z-. t-% ft. , . ft Z. .. ,«.ft.Mft. T ~ ft .  ft- n i Ml,1 . in > nn f t I T
late Caleb G. Moffitt and was fitted joyed one of Mrs. aker’s famous s t Reward, mrs. J. c. Cunningham. 
 as a do ble tenement. The lo er di ers at Rockledge Inn last Tues- 51 c.ranite s t 80-82
FURNISHED house of six rooms and 
hath to let at 27 Oak St. Completely 
modern. Apply LUDA MITCHELL. 25 
Oak ,St. SO-82-x-
da ugh ter Sally, Mr. an d  Mrs. Charles 
S m ith  and children, an d  Mr. and Mrs. 
Enoch Clark and children had a pic­
nic a t  Megunticook L ake Thursday. 
A number of bass were caught, and 
all h ad  a fine time.
vi .uuuuuii benefit of those inquiries, and to set- Robert Johnson. Those houses were
Mrs**Peter Tims of Portland Is the Jtle disputes for all time let it be scorched and blistered but the fire 
« • -  „ „  a . h . .  « .  m. , i ,
Williamson. 25th anniversary of one of the worst ktp. trained on the imperiled prop-
Mrs. Harold Pratt and children o f ; fires tha t ever took place in the city's erty
m cr vacation.
M rs. Henrietta Levensaler was Tenant's Harbor were visitors Wed- residential section.
hostess to a card party  Tuesday eve­
n ing  a t  her home. Mrs. Ednah Smith 
an d  William T. F lin t won highest 
scores.
B attery  F. CA.C.. four officers and 
62 men, left for P ortland  by train 
S atu rday  morning fo r two weeks' 
d rill a t Fort Williams.
Jo h n  Blodgett, Miss Ruth Blodgett • saler are returning to Boston today 
an d  their guests le f t  Friday for after being in town for the holiday
_________ At the corner of Lisle and Park
CarnTv h°mC °f I For the benefit, also, of a new gen- ^ ree*  w?re ‘wo buildings owned by
carney. , 6 the Charles Young estate, valued at
Donald Rhodes of Liberty and Miss ; cration whic.i docs not rcmcnrbci about- $600 each One was occupied 
Selma Chadwick of Rockland were I the big factory, and the big skating. by Rufus E. Moore as a blacksmith 
married Saturday at the Baptist par- I
sonage by Rev. H. S. Kilborn.
Mrs. Edwin U. Curtis. Mrs. Charles j
Stimpson and Mrs. James A. Leven- '
Massachusetts after a  few days' visit 
a t  th e ir  summer hom e on Knox 
stree t.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Lineken motored 
to Skowheean Sunday to spend the 
holiday with their daughter Mrs. 
F ran c is  Friend and grandchildren.
A t a  meeting of th e  Thomaston 
N ursing Association Friday evening 
in  th e  selectmen's room, the nurse's 
rep o rt showed 170 v isits were made 
in  June. It was a very busy month 
fo r summer. The proceeds of the 
food sale to date were $56.25. An un­
u su a l entertainment, a marionette 
show, is planned for Ju ly  29.
Mrs. Earl F. Woodcock has charge 
of a party of young people who are 
in  camp at Gav's Island, Charlena 
Em ery, Elizabeth Woodcock. Mar­
gery  Woodcock; Jo h n  Singer, For­
re s t  Grafton. W arren Everett and 
D onald  Anderson w ere their guests 
a t  a lobster stew supper Friday eve­
n ing ,
Mrs. Lula Williamson of Union who 
h a s  been in town a few days left by- 
t r a in  Saturday m orn irij upon her | 
re tu rn .
M rs. F. E. Horne of Winchester. | 
M ass., is the house guest of Mrs. 
Evelyn Snow. Green street.
Littleton Strong an d  son Littleton 
of Arlington, Mass., were guests 
o f their aunt Mrs. Herbert Morgan 
over the Fourth.
Edward Catland of Lvnn, Mass., is 
th e  guest of Mr. an d  Mrs. Bernard 
Robinson.
Mr. and Mrs W alter Hastings and 
M r. and Mrs. Vernon Achorn with 
th e ir  families, merit th e  weekend and 
holiday at Gay's Island .
Sanford Hyler who has work at 
Boothbay Harbor w as at home over 
th e  Fourth.
Mrs. Robert D avis of Rockport 
sp e n t the weekend an d  holiday with 
h e r  mother Mrs. S anford  Hyler.
Mrs. Richard E. D unn who con­
trac ted  a cold at her cottage in Cush­
ing. is spending a few days in town.
Edward Biggins of Bangor who has 
sp en t the Fourth in  town for 42 
years, is the guest of Mrs. Cora E. 
Currier.
News has been received of the re­
c e n t birth of a daughter. Elaine 
Claire, to Mr. an d  Mrs John T. 
Creighton of Jacksonville, 111.
Ramos C. Feehan and Miss Mar­
g are t Benham of Washington, D. C., 
w ere married June 27 in Washington. 
M r. Feehan is too well known in this 
vicinity to need any introduction. A 
native of Thomaston, graduate of the 
T.H.S., class of 1925. he became dis­
tinguished for his prowess as a base­
ball player, carrying his nine to vic­
to ry  several seasons. He attended 
Keene iN. H.) N orm al School and 
th is  year has been principal of the 
Jun ior High School of Whitefield. N 
II . where he will establish his home.
The Garden Club will meet Thurs­
day  at 3 o'clock w ith Mrs. R. O. Elliot. 
Each member is asked to bring a 
specimen from, her garden.
Stephen Lavender won the 5 mile 
marathon in Rockland yesterday.
Mrs. Alice Strong of Arlington and 
Mrs. Leonard Packard  of Dedham 
w ere holiday guests of Mrs. Martin 
Webber.
Miss Mabelle Brown was in town 
for the holiday.
Albert Gould of Boston joined his 
wife and daughter for the weekend 
here.
Kenneth Johnson is visiting his 
mother, Mrs. Jam es Carney, Beech- 
woods street.
One hundred years ago Monday, 
Joel Miller of Thomaston was reap­
pointed warden of the Maine State 
Prison. His descendants are living 
here now in the persons of Joel Mur­
ray  Miller and his son Joel and 
daughter Jane.
Misses Naomi and  Ruth Averill are 
a t  home from New York city, the for­
m er for a long vacation and the la t­
te r  for two weeks.
Mrs. Walter Bowe, Mrs. Carrie 
Norwood and Mrs. Livermore of 
Massachusetts, who have been visiting 
relatives in town, are occupying Mrs. 
George Gillchrest's camp in Cushing 
th is week.
Mrs. James Carney entertained her 
cousin. James P ra t t  of Lithonia, Ga., 
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Poster Fales and 
daughters of Portland spent the 
the  weekend in town with Mr. and 
Mrs. Herbert C. Falcs.
The Beta Alpha Club will picnic next 
Friday at 6 o'clock at the home of 
Mrs. Leila Smalley. Take dishes, in ­
cluding bowls.
It will be recalled that some time
weekend. Mrs. Curtis will return 
la ter for a loiger stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold W atts an d ' 
daughter Barbara of Belmont. Mass.; 
were holiday guests of Mrs. Abbie 
Wall.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will have 
a cooked food sale Friday a t 2 o'clock 
a t  R. W. Walsh's store. The com­
mittee, Mrs. H. H. Newbert, Mrs. 
Lucy Sillery and Mrs. John Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Keene and son 
Henry returned to Dedham, Mass., 
Sunday.
A. D. Davis returned Monday from 
a weekend visit in Portland.
George Dillingham who has spent 
the winter in Portland is at the 
Blodgett summer home for the season.
Lou Tellegen and wife. Eva Casa­
nova, both well known in dramatic 
circles, came Sunday to be guests for 
two weeks of Mr and Mrs. Marshall 
Bradford (Adelyn Bushnell*. The 
Tellegens appeared last winter in 
vaudeville in a sketch written by Miss 
Bushnell, and she is now preparing 
a sketch which they plan to present 
in the fall.
BIG FIVE L E A G U E
SIX ROOM down stairs tenement to 
let after July 10 at 37 Camden St. In­
quire after 2 p. m. at 47 CAMDEN ST. 
____________________________ 79-81
MODERN five room apartment, with 
$18. 35
79*81
Hughes; a truckman, who is m part- ! j .  S. Allard has let his cottage for 
nership with Rufus Moore. When he , two weeks.
av.oke to the fact that there was a , Stanley Maynard has put a new , —-
fir? the window glass was already so load sign at the corner of Spruce o c e a n s r  w ’ r a - g
hot that it was cracking constantly. Point road on Spruce Head Island
The family included beside Mr. 1 tor which the people at the point are 
Hughes and wife, four children and very grateful.
Mrs Hughes' mother. He figured his Mrs. Milledge Randall entertained 
loss $700 insured for $400. j Mrs. Jasper Drinkwatcr and Mrs.
The building was worth about $1800 Walter Drinkwater and son at dinner 
and was insured for $1300. ~ '
t
I W ANTED
Dragons 8, Pirates 3
Bunching hits off Hallowell in the --------------------------------------------------
first and fifth innings the Dragons rink h i^  h h , R j . 
made it three straight against the . r
Pirates in an interesting game Wed- j years (hg story of the fire is here re- 
nesday at Lawrence Field. Hunt's published from The Courier-Gazette 
pitching and batting featured the files of June 8, 1907.
game as he was particularly effective i , , ,  ,
in the pinches and drove out two
extra base bingles, scoring men ahead The f  ark street clothing factory 
of him in each case. The score: and four buildings on the east side of
Dragons Lisle street were burned flat shortly
ab r bh tb po a
Valenta. cf ......  3
Cates. 2b .......... 4
Hinckley, 3b ....  3
Hunt, p ......
Starr, ss .......... 3
Perry, lb ..........  3
Teel, rf .............  3
Robbins. If ....  3
O'Brien, c ........  3
2 
2 
1
3 2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0
8 12 21 4 3
WASHINGS wanted wet or dry; called 
for and delivered. MRS. R. A. BLACK- 
INGTON, 17 Beechwoods St., Thomaston.
_______________________________79*81
STEADY WORK -Good Pay- Reliable 
man wanted to call on farmers In Knox 
County. No experience or capital needed. 
Write today. McNESS CO., Dept. M., 
Freeport. Illinois._________________ 80*It
FURNISHED apartment to let. two 
looms, flush closet, clothes closet, lights, 
gas. shed; also rooms by the day or week. 
Adults only. 72 CAMDEN ST., City.
78*81
HOUSE to let, seven rooms and bath, 
furnace, garage, nice yard at 23 ORANGE 
ST. Apply at 21 or Tel 213'-Y. Available 
last of July. 79*81
! Frida v evening.
William Newhall has returned to 
Fitchburg, Mass. after spending 
several weeks at the home of his sis­
ter-in-law. Mrs. J. S. Allard. Ocean 
View Camp. Spruce Head Island.
Philip Ware has let his cottage for 
the month of July to a Boston par‘y
Mr. and Mrs. Aden of Boston ari 
I at Mrs. T. L. Maker's bungalow fcr ' 
the summer months. I *
I Mrs. Nellie Cates and granddaugh- , 
j ter of Freeport are visiting Mis. J. S. k
1 Allard a t Ocean View Camp. [ ,  ---------------------------  ,
Philip Ware has returned home shafter. 15 Rockland s t
after spending a few days at his place ! position wanted in hotel or house 
of business in Waterville. work in family, hazel gray. 4 Lin-
_________ ____  | den St.________________________  78*80
“The only thing a banker will lend i position as mother's helper wanted 
vmi is his ears ” says the Greensboro ! by high school graduate. MARION 
Herald-Journal. Well, he’s pretty free. g*CKLIFF. South Thomaston, 
too. with his noes.—Weston Leader.
But at least he's not overworking his 
ayes.—Arkansas Gazette.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas. Dora Lerman of Rockland in — fe
the County of Knox and State of Maine. '
bv her mortgage deed, dated the 30th MILL WOOD, lour foot lengths $6.
dav of July 1928. and recorded In the stove length $7. Junks and fitted hard
Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 217. Page wood at market prices. L. A. PACKARD.
39 and conveyed to the Rockland Loan R F. D.. Thomaston._______________ 68-**
^ ‘^ ^ " a v t a g ^ T t a c e  I HAY-RACK for sale In South Warren 
of business at said Pnckland,
Here Is a Page Out of the Gay Nineties, Showing a Gro up of Women Who Were Employed in the Park Street 
Pant Factory. A Number of Them Are Still Living. How Many Do You Recall?
shop. In addition to the blacksmith 
equipment it contained four horses, 
two hogs and 18 wagons. The horses 
were led out by William Baker, not
TO BOARD invalid or elderly person, 
or would take small child. MRS. OLIVER 
PERRY, Ingraham Hill., or Box 443. 
Rockland. Me 80*82
RENTS, three good tenem ents vacant. 
$15. $20, $25 per month each. ERNEST 
C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davis. 78-80
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for professional 
man. must be of spiritualistic faith.
-----------  - _ i Good salary. References exchanged.e , Wrlte BOX 203 Gardiner. Maine. 78*80
SITUATIONS
SUNNY TENEMENT of five rooms to 
let. Electric lights and bath. Perma­
nent tenants with small family wanted. 
$15 per month. Parking space free, 
ga ruffe ava ilable. Inquire at 17 SOUTH 
STREET. Rockland. 80-82
THREE furnished rooms light house­
keeping. Modern. MILTON M. GRIF­
FIN. 25 Ocean St._________________78-tf
SINGLE house to let. flush toilet, 
garage, at 8 Rockland St. Inquire D.
73-tf
Carter, ss ........  4
Hail, cf .............  2
' Winchcnbch. cf 1 
Richardson, If .. 4
Stewart, lb ..... 2
Collins, c ..........  4
Hallowell. p ..... 3
Gardner. 3h ....  3
+Murphy. 3b .... 0 
Chisholm, 2b .. . 3 
Cl. Mosher, rf .. 3 
Pirates.
Dragons,
28 8 
Pirates
ab r bh tb po a
0 0
Knox i See EDWARD SPEAR or write ALICE 
County Maine a certain lot or parcel of : SPEAR. 57 Sprague St., Malden. Mass 
land with buildings thereon, situated in I ,S’BI
Rockland, bounded and described as fol­
lows:
Beginning at stake and stones at the 
corner of lot number 5 as designated on 
said plan, and In the southerly side of 
line of said Pleasant Street; thence by 
the easterly line of said number 5 lot. 
and the continuation of said line as the 
easterly line of lot designated as number 
6 on said plan, south 5° west, seventy- 
eight (781 feet, to the northerly side line 
of lot designated as number 3 on said 
plan; thence by the northerly side line 
of said lot number 3. south 90c east, 
reventv-flve (75) feet, to the westerly 
line of lot designated as number 2 on 
said plan; thence bv said line continued.
North 18 east, eighty-three (83) feet.
HAY FORK and carrier for sale. 
Cheap for cash. EARLE RISTEN, High 
St. Thomaston. 80-82
COMPLETE LINE of modern picture 
framing equipment for sale; everything 
In stock and complete tools that go with 
it. for sale—great bargain. Apply O. N 
CRANE. Hosmer road. Camden. 78*80
SMALL cottage house for sale on Ten­
an t's Harbor road, three miles from 
Thomaston. Must be sold at once. Low 
price for cash or on easy terms. ERNEST
C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davls______78-80
FIVE new rowboats for sale. 12 ft. long.
D. A WHITMORE. Rockport, Me. Tel
Camden 2592 . 78*83
The upper tenement had been oc­
cupied until Wednesday morning 
by John McDonald and family, who 
moved on the day of the fire to Port- 
without considerable personal risk. land, whence they came. In this 
but Mr. Moore for some time was J family were six small children.
ur.der the impression they had per- i We come now to the clothing fac- <md two inches to the southerly side line 
ished. His loss is about $800, and he j tcry itself. This was a frame struc- the^me’ of saW PleX n? s'trwtenCnorth
had no insurance. ' ture two stories high. 200 feet long ! 8G West, forty-six feet and three Inches | spear. 586 Main st.
The adjoining building was used in ! and 70 feet wide. Connected with it j to an angle in the line of said -treet;I . . . .  thence by the line of said street, north
89 33' west forty-seven 1471 feet to thee after midnight of Wednesday, caus- part as a joiner shop by John A on the southwestern corner was a0 ! ing a  loss that is estimated between | Frost. His loss is several hundred I brick engine house, which with its I nrst bound. Together with the fee in
q $45,000 and $50,000. The origin of the dollars; uninsured. i tali chimney is the sole reminder of ( such Part of sald street as belongs to
conflagration will probably never b? Next came the residence of Charles ' the largest industrial establishment “ ’X i . ^ a n o t h e V 'o ?  parcel of land,
known more definitely than that the Cables, which he bought from Emery in Rockland. ixmnded and described as follows, to
fire started  in the factory, somewhere Ladd last September, paying S1100 j The building was erected in the fall J
in the vicinity of the engine room., cash. This building was insured for of 1891, many citizens subscribing to 
Neighbors claim to have been aroused $1000. but he had no insurance on his stock in order that the city might 
by an explosion, the nature of which furniture on which he figures a loss have a profitable industry. The con- 
is not explained. of $500. Mr. Cables also lost in the tract for building the factory was
The blaze in the factory appears fire two pigs, two dogs, 40 chickens, awarded to the W. H. Glover Co. for
Beginning on the southern side of 
Pleasant Street, at a stone bound and 
marking the original coiner, on said 
street, of lots numbered 4 and 5 on plan 
of land ' belonging to heirs of .lames 
Robinson;" thence by the original line 
between said lots 4 and 5 by land for
to have been seen first by the con- (en ducks and six hens. The cow was $11,740. The lot, which was bought mer>y Nancy j .  Robinson (deceasedI.
riuctor and motorman on a late re- turned loose and made her way to a from the Luce estate, cost $1509. 1 south 5 west wventy-el&ht ,781 reet-
turning car from Warren. Ignorant neighbor's. Mr. Cables lost practi- Browning, King & Co. of New York
n | of the proximity of box 36 they de- cally all his clothes, and with them took a lease of the building at 6 per Robinson; thence by the line of said lot
u I __ 1 -J  1____  . . .  . .  ........... .. . .  - ___  _ . ' . ® R n o r th  ftfto 45• wp«tt. fo u r  fo n t 141 to  t .h r
to the north line of lot number 6 on | 
said plan, formerly owned by Nancy J
22 FOOT power boat in excellent con­
dition for sale. Dodge engine Just In­
stalled. Fine boat for vacation. K R 
76*81
cided to keep on to Main street 
0 ; Meantime, the fire had been seen by 
0 ! James F. Carver, the restaurant man. 
p I who pulled in an alarm from box 37. 
O ! The department did not have to be 
told where the fire was. Only one
the sum of $50.
FIVE ROOM apartment. 750 Main St., 
opposite Crockett Block; bath, hot water 
heat, with oil burner. C. A. HAMILTON. 
29 Chestnut St. ______________ 73-tf
FURNISHED tenement to let. all mod­
ern. electric lights, gas. bath, hot water 
heat. FLOYD L. SHAW, 47 North Main 
St. Tel. 422-R.___________________ 68-tf
FIVE ROOM flat, all modern. 23 
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT. 
240 Broadway. 66-tf
FOUR room apartment to let. sun- 
porch, toilet, heater, good closets, pleas­
an t yard. 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 156-W. 
____ __________________________  08-tf
THREE desirable rents. $15. $18 or $25 
month. ERNEST C. DAVIS, at Fuller- 
Cobh-Davls. 62-tf
TENEMENT to let on Court St. ER^ 
NEST C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davls. 
___________   67-tf
APARTMENT to let In Bicknell Block. 
MRS. B. B. SMITH, Lincoln St. Tel. 264.
66-tf
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit­
able for family of two or three, at 17 
Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST 
Tel. 318-W._______ _________ 66-t
AT 30 HIGH STREET three furnishee 
rooms or single room to let. bath and 
garage, all modern. For Information see 
HILL DANE Tel. 427._____________ 66-tf
FURNISHED apartm ent to let, two 
rooms, private bath. 192 LIMEROCK ST. 
Tel. COO or 211-M 66-tf
HALF HOUSE. 17 Warren St., all sepa­
rate. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. or 12 WAR- 
REN ST. Tel. 577 . 67-tf
FURNISHED three room apartment to 
let. rear 11 Masonic St. Near postotfice 
MRS. E K. MILLS 66-83
TWO horse mowing machine, two horse ___
Jigger, and riding wagon for sale. FRED | DAVIS. 
A. HANSEN. Mountain St.. Camden.
76*81
FURNISHED apartment to let at 556 
Mam St. Inquire a t FULLER-COBB- 
66-tf
DRY FITTED hard wood, under covet 
$10. Junks $10. W. L. OXTON, West 
Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden. 66-tf
DRY HARD fitted wood $10. Junks $10, 
hard wood limbs $9. long $8. soft wood 
and slabs $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel 
263-21. 66-tf
REAL ESTATE
Sum m er C o tta g es♦A ----------------f
If you have a cottage to let or 
desire summer boarders advertise the 
fact in this paper where thousands 
will read of it.
AT CRESCENT BEACH, for sale or to 
let for the season, large furnished cot­
tage; everything modern, two car garage 
EPW OB OONIA. Tel 710. 59-tf
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres. ; Ior sale at Crawford Lake or
building?, pasture land, hay ' or scaROn Inquire
apple orchards, lumber and fire wood lbawi-ord LAKE FARM, Union, Me.
6. t  89 ' est, l  teet ( ) t  thc . _,nriprn 
corner of fence built by said James F 
Robinson and Gardner L. Robinson; 
thence north 5 east, parallel with the 
first described line, by land of said James 
F. Robinson, about seventy-eight (78) 
feet, to said Pleasant Street: thence by 
said Pleasant Street, south 89' 30' four 
(4) feet, to the place of beginning
cent of the structure's cost. The 
• * * • Rust. Mowry, Payson Co. became
The members of the family escaped associated with the firm, and the 
with barely more than their nigh; operating company was known as the 
clothes. The children awakened Maine Manufacturing Co. The own- 
from a sound slumber were carried in [ ers of this property formed a corpo­
ration known as tlic Rockland Build-
of a sympathetic neighbor. Mrs ing Association, 
arrivals all tell the same story—that David Savage, Mrs. Cables' mother. The existence of the Maine Manu- 
the big factory was ablaze all over, undertook to save a  trunkful of facturing Co. was as brief as it was 
This was made possible bv the pres- clothing and other articles, but be- unsatisfactory to the stockholders. A 
ence of large quantities of oil around fore she could drag it to the door mortgage on the property was fore- 
the machines. The building was al- her bed and some of the furniture closed and the factory with its 
ready doomed before the first fire was ablaze. Mrs. Ellen B. Kenney : equipment eventually went to Mowry 
company appeared, and for several of New London. Conn., mother of Mr. & Payson who continued the business 
miles around the sky was almost as Cables, lost all her possessions. In on a smaller scale. In its prime the 
light as day. It was the intense running across the road with a babe industry gave employment to about
1 I building on Park street could make a semi-nude condition to the hous 
q such a tremendous blaze. The early
1
0
0 1 0 0 2 0 0—3 
3 0 0 0 5 0 x—8
29 3 6 9 18 7 2 
• Replaced Hall in sixth, 
t Replaced Gardner in seventh. 
Two-basc hits, Richardson Valenta.
Hunt; three-base hits. Collins Hunt, light, in fact, which awoke the resi- in her arms she fell and sprained one 200 persons. During the past winter
dents of that section more than the of her ankles badly. not more than 40 or 50 hands have
sound of the bells. The case of Mr. Cables is particu- been employed.
The flames soon communicated to larly unfortunate. He is widely ; One year ago last winter the see­
the four buildings on the western side known throughout the city as the ond story of the large structure was 
of the factory, and the occupants of megaphone man and bootblack converted into a skating rink, said 
the two houses were only too glad to ! Working night and day he managed to be the largest in the state. It had 
escape with their lives. The ram fell I to save money enough to buy and a phenomena! run the first winter, 
furnish the house which he saw and has had a fair patronage twice 
swept away almost in an instant. It or three times a week this season, 
is the irony of fate that an insuranc The rink was owned and operated by 
man sought him on that very dav .Mowry & Payson.
with a request to insure the furni- The factory and equipment at the 
ture. Mt. Cables replied that he time of the fire were valued at nearly 
would do so "as soon as business $40,COO, with insurance of $24,000, 
picked up a little.” mostly in M. S. Bird's agency.
Bases on balls, off Hunt 3. Struck out 
by Hunt !», Hallowell 4. Wild pitch. 
Hunt. Umpires, Smalley and Hunt- 
ley. Scorer, Hoch.
Who was Who?
B y  LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
CAPPY RICKS
in a steady downpour, and to that 
much abused agency is due the fact 
that a  score or more buildings were 
saved. Immense embers were carried 
fully a quarter of a mile, only to fall 
on roofs which were rain saturated.
A number of buildings not in the 
immediate fire zone did catch, but
F V E N  ns Cappy Kicks, hero of r A M D F N
*-* the book by that name and of | „ . • „ , _ . .. , ,,.n ' _ ,,, , „  . „ I Sabin Sanger of Brooki.ne. Mass.,
i (i ■> i. Iuc’f,s Retires' | is spending two weeks at Whitehall 
both by I eter B. lxyne, Capt. Robert lnn Mr ganger, a summer resident
Dollar enjoyed little more excite- of Camden, will not open his home
ment and fame than be lias found ! this season.
in real life. His is one of the most 
romantic stories in tile annals of
modern commerce.
Captain Dollar Is one of the fast
disappearing tribe, sturdy, hard­
working capitalists with first-hand 
training in mining or lumber camps, 
on the western plains or on sliip-
their daughters, Miss Winifred and 
Miss Freda Burkett.
Mr and Mrs. Jenness Thomas and 
two children of Boston are guests of 
P. H. Thomas. Elm street.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mansfield of
Pedro Fernandez and William Stan- Ma^ -. are guests of her “^ t / 'fT f ln e  program has been ar-
slymmeVr g°M l° Harb°r thC Mr. and m  Ja ^ e s  5 $ h a w  and r* ^ ertd a^ d ’•eheshments will be 
summer. served. Those attending are asked toJohn MacLean of Brookline. Mass.., were weekfen”  Mr and dress in costumes appropriate to the
Mrs. George Glaentzel. Mrs. Bray- occasion. The receipts wil be ap- 
shaw and children will remain a week Pded “  the fund alrcady 8tarted t0 
longer with her sister and brother- defray the expenses of delegates to 
in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Fish. The SC^ °°,1 -Cf ,Church Methods at 
a t their farm in Rockport. Park ln Au«ust' In thc after"
Since the formation of the State no°n ° f? ^ C a candy sale
Federation of Garden Clubs the past j will be held on the church lawn for 
year much interest has been created ; the same purpose.
in the various clubs. This is evi- r  Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin L. Green- 
denbed by the successful flower shows law and son Edward of Portland 
being held in Maine this year. Many were weekend and holiday guests of 
from Camden motored- over to' the Mr. Greenlaw s sisters, Mrs. Effie 
Waterville, Gardiner and Thomaston Salisbury and Mrs. E. A. Champney. 
exhibitions. At the latter place a ' Mrs. Lena K. Sargent and Mr. and 
varied and exquisite collection of Mrs. Newton Strickland of Rockland 
Mr.t>ln d  Mrs. A. H. Chamberlain ' ? . ld M T an d 'M ^ R o s^ P a tten o m 0"’6
RO CK PO R T
The young people of the Baptist 
Sunday school will give a poverty 
party Wednesday evening at the 
home of Mrs. Addie Russ. Commercial
MRS H. P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain 
St.. Camden. Tel. 2597 . 66-tf
79-84
LARGE house for sale, one acre of land. 
Good location for gas station, $1200.
Two family house. $1050; seven room 
house. $1250. Good trade in new house. 
And whereas the condition of said L. A. THURSTON. 468 Old County road.
mortgage has been broken
Now therefore, by reason of the breach 
of the condition thereof said Rockland 
Loan & Building Association claims a 
foreclosxire of said mortgage
In witness whereof, the said Rockland 
Loan Building Association has caused 
this instrument to be sealed with Its 
corporate seal and signed in its corpo­
rate name by Harry O. Gurdy. its Secre­
tary. thereunto duly authorized, this 
20th day of June in the year of One 
Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirty-two.
(Corporate Seal)
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSO­
CIATION
By HARRY O. GURDY. Secretary. 
STATE OF MAINE
KNOX SS. June 20. 1932.
Personally appeared the above named 
Harry O. Gurdy. Secretary, and made 
oath to the truth of the foregoing notice 
of foreclosure, ln his said capacity. 
74-T-80 EDWARD K GOULD.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The urdersigned. having been named 1 
by Hon. W. R Pattangall, Chief Justice j 
of our Supreme Judicial Court, as Master 
to pass upon claims of creditors of the I
ROCKLAND PRODUCE CO. 
under receivership proceedings, hereby 
gives notice that hearings will be held 
at the Probate Court Room. County [ 
Court House. Rockland, Me., at one 1 
o’clock p. m. Eastern Standard Time, on 
Wednesday. July 29. 1932. and on Mon­
day. October 24. 1932. at which times all 
creditors of said Rockland Produce 
Company are requested to present their I 
claims, duly proved, for allowance. 
Creditors falling to so present and prove ■ 
their claims will be forever barred from 
participation in the assets of the Com­
pany in the hands of the Receiver.
ENSIGN OTIS.
Rockland. Me., June 27. 1932.
77-T-83 !
Rockland. 78-tf
SMALL seven room house for sale, at 
South Warren, lights, bath, electric 
water system, never falling spring, barn 
attached; also small building suitable 
for garage, one acre land. Inquire MRS 
M. P. JORDAN. Brooklyn Heights, Tbom- 
aston. Tel. 57-4 74-tf
ABOUT three acres land at The High­
lands with barn and cellar thereon, for 
sale. Nice building spot. TEL. 217-W
63-tf
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!
Krys made to order. Keys made 
to fit locks when original keys are 
lost. House, Office or Car. Code 
books provide keys for all locks 
without bother. Scissors and 
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
Crie H ardw are Co.
408 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Telephone 791 ,
98-U
is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. 
Wilbur.
Mrs. Walter Staples is spending the 
summer with relatives in Boston.
. Henry Beverage and family of
board, who in the 80s and 90s , Portland are guests of his mother, 
rose to take commanding positions Mrs. A. F. Beverage.
in the commercial world. Dollar Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Wellman and 
rose from a lumber camp,where lie daughter and Mrs. Wellman’s mother 
started in as camp cook, became a of Rumford spent the Fourth with 
pioneer in transpacific trade and his sister, Mrs. Fred Dean. Mechanic 
In a period of some thirty years j stre€t-
has built up a transportation sys- I 
tern which is one of the most fa­
mous, if not- the largest, in the
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Sides and 
two children of Boston are guests of 
his brother, Mark Sides, Megunti­
cook street.ago the local W.C.T.U. offered a prize , .. ,. I
for the best essay on any phase of i y or,d- . r>‘ D t " ait for }our sluP
temperance, or about the leaders of 1 10 conie ia- lie used ,0 sa5'- “Just and children of Andover, Mass., are , “  l,lp V
T he essays were to be j keep sendin’ ’em out- They’ll come 1 spending a few days in town 1 ueari wiiley acted
a member of the Camden club Mrs.
temperance. n i c u i xn n \ l . .aJ5 °ne. of 'T
written by members of the seventh in all right as long as you keep Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Oxenham and | ^ ^ 5 ? ' u?  
and eighth grades in the public sendin’ ’em out." In 1901 Captain Jenness Young of Brookline, Mass-
schools. The winners and awards J 
were Ina Coates first, $1.00; Gilbert
Delano second, ^0  cents; Carleen D a­
vis third. 50 cents. The committee 
was both surprised and pleased at 
the rtumber of essays received, and 
with the quality of the papers. Some 
showed a knowledge of the subject 
that could only have come from much 
study; all m anifested a general
Dollar sent his first sliip out to the 
Orient, laden with lumber and 
brought back in it a cargo of silk 
find spices, rice nnd tea. He thus 
practically opened tlie slumbering 
Orient to American trade, which has 
increased 300 per cent since that 
time.
Today a multimillionaire and the 
best-known American east of the 
Suez, Captain Dollar resides in San
I flower show at Damariscotta is sched. 
are visiting relatives in town. 1 for Wednesday Belfast Garden
Miss Marie Twohig of Waban. Club snow for July 7. Longfellow 
Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. : harden Club of Portland July 8. 
Frank H Wilbur ' The flower show of the Camden Gar-
George Simonton of Melrose, Mass.. Club will be held at the Opera
knowledge of th e  temperance ques­
tion that was unexpected. The Union 
was moved to add  two more prizes. Itafael, Calif., where he lives fru- 
They also wish to  thank all who sent gaily and personally conducts fam- 
in papers. The judge was Mrs Mae religious services daily, In his 
Perry of Rockland, County S. r.T. di- Q^ vn home. • 
rector. The o th e r  contestants were: (©. 1332. Western N<rspapar UiUeB.)
hvelyn Paquin, Jeanette Tuttle, G ene.
and Charles Toomey of Medford.
Mass., motored here to spend the 
Fourth.
Miss Maude M. Thorndike, manager 
of the Western Union Telegraph office, 
was guest over the Foufth of Miss 
Lillian Ryan in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin C. G. Bur­
kett are in Boston where they attend­
ed the wedding of their son, Frank
Burkett, to Miss Hazel Leith of Som- Happy Warrior Al Smith 
erville, Saturday afternoon. Mr. and created a lot of unhappy worriers.— ■ It was a sentence.—Atlanta Constitu 
Mrs. Burkett were accompanied by) Washington Post. tion.
House July 19. Much interest is cen­
tered around this event.
Charles L. Veazie spent the holiday 
in Boston.
Mrs. Jasper McKenney, daughters 
Barbara and Roberta and son For­
rest returned Friday from a week’s 
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wilson 
at Criehaven.
Miss Philomene Barber. State Field 
Nurse, is a t the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Chester P. Wentworth this week.
------------------  Mr. and Mrs. Robert Magune and
“The Welsh language is unimpor- Gershom Rollins of Rockland mo- 
tant as an official language," says Mr. ! tored to Soutl) Portland Sunday to 
Caradoc Evans. This seems to support I ca,h on Mrs. Minnie Shibles wh6 is 
the humanitarian view that it should j seriously ill at- the home of her son 
only be used in self-defense.— Punch ■ Guy.
(London). ------------------
---------------- •- I “Matrimony" is a serious word, says
has > a magazine writer. Word? We thought
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas. Edward W. Drinkwater and 
Clara A. Drinkwater. both of Camden 
iw the County of Knox and State of 
Maine, by their mortgage deed dated 
December 19th. 1928, and recorded ln
Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 218. Page 
564. conveyed to the undersigned. Gil­
ford B. Butler of South Thomaston, in • 
said County of Knox and State of Maine, 
a certain lot or parcel of land with the 
buildings thereon, situated in said Cam- I 
den and bounded and described as fol- | 
lows:
Beginning in the Westerly line of : 
Mountain Street at upper corner of a lot | 
known as the Fred Aldus lot; thence | 
Westerly along line of said Aldus lot ten  : 
(10) rods, more or less, to line of the lots | 
of Stella Whyte and W. S. Ayers; thence 
Northerly parallel with street line forty I 
(40) feet to corner of the Joseph Emery | 
lot; thence North 58 ’ East along line of | 
said Emery lot ten (10) rods, more or 
less, to line of Mountain Street; thence 
Southerly along street line forty-two 
(42) feet to place of beginning; also a 
right of way from Mountain Street along 
Southerly line of said Emery lot for 
access by foot or team to the back part 
of above described lot. as described in 
deed of Mary A. Clark to Joseph Emery.
See deed of Iva W. Clark to said Ed- 
•ward W. Drinkwater. et al. dated Decem­
ber 12th. 1928.
And whereas the condition of said 1 
mortgage has been broken.
Now. therefore, by reason of the ' 
breach of the condition thereof. I claim I 
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Rockland. Maine, June 20th. 1 
1932.
GILFORD B BUTLER. 
Rockland. June 20th. 1932. 
Personally appeared the above named 
Gilford B. Butler, and made oath th a t 
the foregoing foreclosure notice, by him 
signed, is true.
Before me,
SUSAN M. SPEAR
74-T-80 Justice ol the Peace.
FOR SALE
RUUD
Instantaneous Automatic
GAS H O T W ATER  
HEATER
Size 4. Style F 
Practically New 
Can Be Seen At This Office
130-tf
R A DIO
SERVICE & REPAIRS
ALL MAKES OF SETS
R. W . T Y L E R
PHONE 5K-23
W ater P ip e  Laying
And Wiring Out, Digging Included. 
Sewers Cleaned Out, New Sewers 
Laid
Cesspools and Septic Tanks 
Cellars Deepened. Repaired and 
Whitewashed. Floors Cemented. 
Lawn Work, Grading, Etc.
S. E.
Tel. 1187-Y
EATON
Rockland
52&Th-tf
THE HIRAM SMALL Homestead at
Crtxccnt Beach to let by month or sea­
son. TEL. 784-J or Inquire on premises.
_______________________________ 76*81
FURNISHED cottage for rent, dav week
or month. Built In 1932 on upper Me­
gunticook Lake, good road, drive right 
to camp; screened porch, float, rowboat 
lre ’■nrint water JOHNSON TAL­
BOT. Lincolnville, or Knox Garage Inc 
78-80Camden.
NEW FURNISHED cottage for Fale at 
Spruce Head, price $750. Cottages to let 
and for sale, good locations, lakes and 
seashore. L. A. THURSTON. 468 Old 
County road, Rockland. 78-tf
COTTAGE at Cooper's Beach for sale 
or to let. 6 rooms, electric lights, water.
10 mln)»''a from town Call 
K e W BLACKINOTONS CLOTHINGSTOR
AT ASH POINT, six room cottage for 
sale or to let for the season: lights and 
telephone. DR. C. F. FRENCH. Rock- 
 71-tf
11-tf
land.
IOR SALE or to let, by day or season, 
several cottages Rt Waterman’s Beach. 
„  r.TJ;an 1 locations, prices rea:...liable. E. 
V. SHEA. South Thomaston. Tel. 354-11, 
_____________________________  68-tf
Tw o desirable cottages at Crescent 
Beach II r sale. Both ln excellent loca­
tions. price reasonable. EDWIN V SHEA 
South Thomaston. Tel. 354-11 67-tf
SIX ROOM cottage with garage. Cres­
cent Bea h. five miles from thc Cltv of 
Rockland to let for July and August. 
Apply MRS ALBERTA ROSE. 26 Claren­
don St. Rockland. sg.tf
’ 4
AUTOMOBILES
ESSEX COACH, late 1928 for sale; can 
i h*i,SCCa ..at 153 L'tnorock St. -Priced to sell. TEL 1160-J. 77-79
1 ford Roadster for sale. 1930 mode?,
n t e v 3? ! '  good condltl011 ALICE C. 
, George. Thomaston. Tel. 179. 30*82
tt♦
4
t
’ MISCELLANEOUS
ATuADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times. 
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO 
__________ _____________________ 52-tf
SPRAYING, polishing, straightening.
[ general painting. Reduced prices. JOHN 
A. STEVENS & SON. Phones 241-J. 
13- M . _____________________ 79-81
IF YOU ARE SELLING DRESSES you 
should handle our short line of knit 
wear Jor sports, business, travel or gen­
eral use Write NBJW ENGLAND MADE 
KNIT OUTERWEAR. Boston. Mass.. Mat- 
topan Station.____________________ 79-lt
PAINTING, paper hanging, wnltcnlng. 
glass work, simonlzing. E. J. BREWER, 
27 South St. Tel. 433-Y. 78*80
TUTORING—All grades and High 
School. Reasonable price. Good ref­
erences. DONALD E. HASKELL. 12 Pres- 
cott St. 78*80
WANT a TAXI? Tel. 999 or 515-J. 
Reservations solicited. V. P. HALL. 21 
Rockland St., Rockland. Me._______ 71-tf
ROCKLAND Body and Fender Shop. 
Body. wood, top and glass work, welding, 
spraying and fender work. TEL. 466-M. 
______________________________ 63-tf
LADIES—Reliable hair gooaa ai Rock­
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders 
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
______________________________ 66-tf
WHEN IN BOSTON—lo u  can buj
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the 
home news, at the  Old Scuth News 
Agency. Washington St., next Old South 
Church; also at M. Andelman’e, 284 Tre­mont 8t.
Every-OtHer-Day Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 5, 1932 Page Sevefl
Society
In addition to personal notes regard- I Mrs. Stephen Gould of Washington,
y rlva,lR, ttlls depart; D. C., is making an extended visit ment especially desires information of I ... ’ . , . .
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. w ith her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Porte* 
Motes sent by mall or telephone will be Lawry, Vinalhaven.
gladly received. ______
TEI.ephone ..............................770 or 794 J Mrs. Nina Gregory, Glencovc, had
' ---------------- ' as weekend guests Mr. and Mrs. Fos-
Mlss Dorothy Starrett entertained 1 ter Fales and two children of Port- 
12 of her girl friends Friday with a  5 land, who also visited Mr. and Mrs.
MISS LAMB'S PUPILS
Entertain a Praising Audience With 
a Delightful Piano Recital
sailing party to Monhegan Island. 
Picnic lunch was served on the 
Island. Among her guests were 
Misses Estelle Hall, Virginia Snow 
and Margaret Hellier.
Herbert Fales in Thomaston.
Miss Laura Richards spent the 
weekend and holiday at “Beau Belle," 
G len mere.
Donald Small of New York arrived 
Friday to be with his parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles S. Small a t The High­
lands for the weekenu.
Mr. and Mrs. George Green of 
South Thomaston were with their 
daughter, Mrs. Charles A. Emery, .Pa­
cific street, for the weekend.
Mrs. Albert T. Gould and daughter,
Miss May Gould, of Boston, have 
opened the Gould home on Main 
street, Thomaston, for the summer, 
and have as house guests Misses 
Catherine Phillips of Gloucester,
Mass., Cornelia Tuttle of Newton 
Center, Mass., and Jane Bennett of | pretty Fjdwera 
New Haven, Conn.
Miss Mabel F. Lamb, assisted by 
Mrs. Esther Howard, soprano, recent­
ly presented pupils ln a piano recital. 
The ushers were Catherine Chisholm, 
Norma Havener, Frances Marsh, 
Madeline Munro, Madelyn Rawley, 
Dorothy Sherman. The program: 
Peter. Peter ..................................  Mokrejs
Stanley Murray, Piano 1, Miss Lamb, 
Piano 2
Playing Indians ................................. Rolle
Little Dutch Clock ......................  Stilwell
Over the Waves ...............  Grant-Schaefcr
Stanley Murray
The Little Navajo .............................  Litoff
White Seal’s Lullaby ....................  Benson
Sunny Sambo Plucks His Banjo .............
............................................  MacLachlan
Water Spout ............................... Simmons
William East
Sylphld’s Waltz .............................  Franke
Sylvia Wotton, Plano 1, Miss Lamb, 
Piano 2
The Elf and the Fairy ................. Bentley
Pribcllla Staples
Sun-rise Bugle 
New Bugle 
Spring Waltz
THE REALM OF MUSIC
SECOND WIFE GIVES 
UP EXPLORER LIFE
G la d y s  S i .  C la ir  M o r g a n
tra and Band. If any of the local 
school musicians are interested in 
this project, detailed information 
may be obtained by communicating 
with either Mr. Warren in Brunswick, 
or with Clinton W. Graffam, %
Glancing through the Waterville 
Sentinel of June 21 I was thrilled by 
this announcement:
“Kitty McLaughlin, the distin­
guished dramatic soprano of thc New 
York stage, makes her debut in Wa­
terville as guest artist of the coming • Cressey & Allen, Portland.
Grand Concert at City Opera House
on July 7 Miss McLaughlin will Ruth Dondi ,
make her initial appearance in the Mr and Mrs James B
roles she made famou-s in concert Iull 15. minute program on £talion 
ha:Js throughout the United States. WHDH recently, playing Rondo Cap- 
riccioso" by Mendelssohn; “Reverie"is somewhat reminiscent of those of by Debussy, and “Etude in A flat” byother great concertists A Rockland Wollenhaupt those who heard hcJr
There will be a card party tonight 
at Grand Army hall under the aus­
pices of the Auxiliary of Sons of 
Union Veterans. Mrs. Nellie Achorn 
will be in charge.
P. P. Bicknell and family are oc­
cupying their cottage at Crawford’s 
Lake.
Mrs. Herbert Hall has returned 
from a visit in Lewiston with Mr. and 
Mrs. James H. Record, formerly ol 
this city.
Fred di Cicco, theatrical manager --------
in Norwich, Conn., is spending his j j j rs e . W Peaslee and daughter 
vacation with Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Emmy Lou, are guests for the week
Mrs. Bowdoin Pendleton and guests 
Miss Weiss of New Haven. Conn., and 
Mrs. Zellner, of Philadelphia occu­
pied Camp Charliette, Spruce Head, 
for the weekend and holiday.
Thomas, Masonic street. I t is ru ­
mored that he will return to resume 
his duties shortly.
Mr. and Mrs. William Ulmer of 
Arlington, Mass , were weekend guests 
of Mr. and Mrs. Alden Ulmer, Sr.
Mrs. Bert Angell of Searsport and 
Mrs. Frank Gehrman of Tenant’s 
Harbor spent the weekend and holi­
day with friends ln this city.
A wedding scheduled for fall and 
which will be of local interest, espe
of Mr and Mrs Harry Lovely, at 
"Dunroving," South Gardiner
George, son of Mr. and Mrs. G. Mil- 
ton Friese of Plainfield, N. J., sails 
tomorrow for a six weeks’ tour of Eu- 
itjpe, in company with 14 other boys.
Benson Brown of North Haven was 
in thc city for the holiday.
Robert Johnson has returned from 
North Haven.
~  ......... .... , Miss Dorothy Blaisdcll of Marble-
ctally in Business and Professional' head, Mass., and Bernard Stiles of 
Club circles, is that of James O. Melrose Highlands. Mass, were week­
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. P. 
Blaisdcll.
Indian Dance
Lullaby ................ Original Compositions I
Stanley Murray
Wood Nymph’s Harp .........................  Rea
Geraldine Norton, Plano 1, Dorothy 
Howard, Piano 2
LaCappricieuse ...........................  Eggcllng
Sylvia Wotton
Scherzlno .........................................  Mozart '
Allegro ............................................  Mozart •
Viennese Waltz .............................  Mozart
Dorothy Howard
The Birth of Morn .......................... Leoni
To A Moon Flower ...........................  Salter j
If You Have a Sweetheart ........  Hawley '
Mrs. Esther Howard
Mazurka ..............  Original Composition
Viennese Dance .......................... Schubert I
Clown's Dance ....................  Mendelssohn
Leld .................................................  Mozart
Pastoral Dance ........................ Beethoven |
Geraldine Norton
Andante ........................................... Haydn
Minuet ............................................... ^Jaydn
Happy Farmer ........................  Schumann
Hopak .....................................  Mussorgsky
Elegy ............................................  Massenet
Hello! Mr. Robin ................................... Rea
The Rooster ....................................  Maxim
The Linnet ...........................................  Rea
The Whale ......................................  Safford
Stanley Murray
Wooden Soldiers' March
Spanish Dance
i The Dolls’ Lullaby, Original Compositions
i Music Box ......................................  Pold:nl
Summer Reverie ......................  Torjuspen
Hovering Butterflies ......................  Gaynor
Country Gardens ........................  Grainger
Dorothy Howard
Titania’s Dance .................    Goodrich
. A Castle ln the Air ........................... Ford
Geraldine Norton
Minuet ................................... Beethoven
girl, Miss McLaughlin studied severa 
years under the great masters of 
opera before making her New York 
debut which was highly successful 
from th e  first. Perhaps the most 
outstanding achievement in her
state that her playing compared very 
favorably with many of the skilled 
pianists heard over the radio. The 
Mendelssohn number is one that 
taxes the best of professionals; and,u u manc cuwxw m 1^ 1 the Dcbussy had fine tone and was
career is her long engagement at the *
Mark Strand Theatre in New York | careluny Piayea. ~ ~
City where she was featured soprano
on all programs presented at that 
thea’ie for a period of seven cor.- 
secu.iv ■» years. At the conclusion of 
her engagement at the Mark Strand.
Miss McLaughlin took up radio work
Today is the opening date of the j 
second consecutive season of the 
Eastern Music Camp. The musical 
director will again be Francis Find­
lay of Boston, a member of thc 
and has been featured on many na- faculty of the New England Con- j
tional programs.
"When not singing to the ‘mike’ she
Is generally on a concert tour either 
in New England or in the west. Ai
ervatory of Music. The student who 
will travel the greatest distance to be 
at the Camp will come from Caracas. ! 
Venezuela. South America. While full
Whittemore of Bangor and Miss Anne 
Kittredge of Belfast Both are wide­
ly known in Maine newspaper circles. 
Mr. Whittemore has been for many 
years a member of the Bangor Daily ! 
News editorial staff and Miss Kit- j 
tredge Is a feature writer, her stories ! 
written from her Belfast home ap­
pearing in many New England pub
Mrs. Lucretia Mitchell of Harring­
ton was the guest over the holiday of 
her sister, Mrs. Alfred Cates, Brew­
ster street.
Sylvia Wotton 
Miss Lamb will soon present an­
other recital.
_____ _ _ John Marks and son of Bath were
iications. She is a prominent mem- 1 holiday guests of Rockland relatives.
her of the Belfast Business and Pro- I -------  .
Sessional Women's Club and o ther! Orrin F. Perry of New York has | Leroy Mooflys.
A PPLETO N RID G E
Mrs. Marian Sukeforth and two 
children of Cooper's Mills are spend- 
! ing a week with her parents Mr. and 
j Mrs. Leslie Hall.
Misses Ruth and Gladys Sprague ol 
Jamaica Plain, Mass., arc guests at
clubs and organizations of that city, i joined his family here on his annual 
She formerly resided in Camden in j summer visit 
Knox County.
Miss Linnibel Grant was a Thurs­
day afternoon visitor of Miss Chrys-
tai L. Stanley.
_____ . Supt. F. D. Rowe of Warren is at I Mr- and Mrs- F L- Meservey Jr.,
Among the many summer visitors Gorham this week where he is teach- are with llls par"
who reached Rockland on the wings I ing the history of education, first day f cn’a at *PP‘eton-
of Saturday's rush was Charles Dana ' helps and the arrangement of school h J 13® ncd
Gibson, the famous artist who has programs, at the Normal School sum- '\er in ,aft~
gone to his home at Seven Hundred ! mer sessions. , hcr aunt- Mrs' Jos^ h F '
Acre Isla>rid fo r thc SC^ SOB. J ! Tn«Uz»»-»»4e. rtf TtAv-e* Cnrrv'i’l____  I Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Gregory and | Friends of Mis. Elizabeth Sprov
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest F. Ginn of i family of Stow, Mass., are spending ! »re glad to hear she is gaining so wel.
Portland were at "The Old Home- j the summer a t Mr. Gregory's former f^ a^ rCC^ t^ raa ™  {amil o{ 
stead,' Ginn's Point, for the weekend home at Glencove. FoxPro M ^  are g ^ t s  at Arthur
and had as guests over the Fourth, I -------  ■ Phiihrnnk’x
Mr and Mrs C h .rlr. G .i .r , and son. Mr. and Mra tUy H.rrimar, C O g  Cuddy and two cMI-
Orison and Derwood.— Portland. J . r t a ^ . n d t o n K ,  ' t e n  o, W M o n m  ^ S u n d a y  e l l -
guests Lakes for the summer seasonMiss Carrie Duncan and 
occupied one of the Duncan cottages 
at Holiday Beach over the weekend 
and holiday. G U A R D IA N S OF
OU R C O A S T
Miss Bertha McDaniel of Dover, 
N. H„ arrived Friday night to spend j 
the holiday weekend with Mr. and 
Mrs. William Richards.
E. Mont Perry who has been in 
Vinalhaven with relatives is a t the 
Copper Kettle.
ers on Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley,
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Sprague and 
I daughter and Henry Sauer of 
Jamaica Plain, Mass., were Sunday 
and holiday guests of Elmer and 
Azuba Sprague.
Miss Evelyn Philbrook who is a t­
tending the summer session of F. S. 
N. S. spent the weekend and holiday 
at her home.
Mrs. Mabel Richards of Camden
Miss Edna F. Wood of Brewer 
spent the weekend and holiday with 
her cousins, the Misses Britt, Lime- 
rock street.
Miss Susan Nutt 
over the weekend.
was in Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Ayer of Med­
ford, Mass., are guests of Mr. and 
Mrs. Maynard S. Oxton, Suffolk 
street.
Dr. and Mrs. R. W. Bickford had as 
guest the past week Dr. Charles R. 
Henderson of Boston.
Dr. and Mrs. James Kent (Marga­
ret Flanagan i returned Saturday 
from their wedding trip, spent in 
Boston and vicinity. They were ac­
companied home by Dr. Kent’s 
mother, Mrs. Norah Kent, who 
had been making an extended visit 
with relatives in Boston.
Great Duck Island
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Kelly and 
three daughters of Rahway, N. J.,
are spending 10 days with Mrs. Wil- Mr MrR Jennpss afid
liam Lockhart and family at the lav Of Lincolnville Beach were Sun- 
ter’s home on Great Duck Island : day afternoon visitors of Mr. and Mrs. 
Mrs. Kelly is Mr. Lockhart's sister. : W. M. Newbert.
Mr. Kelly is the owner and operator
present Miss McLaughlin is in New program of the season’s activities ha:- 
York doing radio work and will make not yet been announced, there will 
the trip to Waterville especially for be guest conductors and musicians of 
the Grand Concert for the benefit of j note during the season, and we pre- 
the Waterville Sisters’ Hospital 1 sume the Sunday concerts will be in 
Having found perfection In their j evidence as before. At any time thc 
guest artist, the sponsors of the con- trip to Lake Mcssalonskee to visit the 
cert have wisely built up a notably : school is well worth the time and 
well-suited supporting cast, [ effort,
“Numbered among the names arc • • • »
Oncsime Bolduc, Rev. Fr. Faucher charles H Smitht Boston detective. 
Mrs. J. K. O Donnell, and a mixed ?inger and patron of music, believes 
chorus of 50 trained voices. A string musjC the agency which will 
ensemble of local musicians will fur- apay SOcial unrest, regenerate the 
nish the music during intermission. jaded ,rlt of mankind, and bring 
The concert is under the direction ol ^acjj most hardened criminal to 
Father Faucher. the paths of righteousness and civic
• • • • virtues. Mr. Smith, one time mana-
We envv Waterville the privilege of ger o[ the eastern division of the Wil-
hearing Miss McLaughlin in concert ijam j  Burns International Detective 
this summer, and it is safe to wage; Agency, and manager of the Smith- 
that many of us who have such great SOnian Bureau of Investigation, is now 
admiration for “Lottie" McLaughlin manager of the Boston office of P. 
and her beautiful voice will endeavor j  Burke National Detective Agency 
to be in the audience the evening of at 260 Tremont street.
July 7. While all detectives must bear the
• * * • reputation of being “hard-boiled."
A familiar name in the announce- cne can find a soft spot in Mr. Smith,
ment is that of Father-Faucher, (Rev due to his firm conviction that by 
Fr. Fmilien Faucher of the Sacred means of music the world may be 
Heart Church, Waterville), for he was ihaited in its career, turned around 
curate a t St. Bernard's church prior and headed on the upgrade of well- 
, to Father O'Gara. He is an accom- doing.
plished musician himself, and it Is "More music everywhere." he says, 
exactly four years ago since he pro- , “would prove the greatest spiritual 
duced and directed the operetta “Thc j tonic ever known. I t would result in 
Drum Major" at Strand Theatre. a revival and strengthening of hu- 
! conceded to be one of the most fin- man nature. It would help in calm- 
ished productions ever given in this jng the unrest now evident every- 
! city. •where and in checking the crim"
• • • • waves which overspread the coun-
With so much attention directed to try. Music is God's greatest gift to
the Eastern Music Camp, we are apt man. It is soothing. People with 
to overlook the splendid work bein ’ harassing problems weighing on their 
done in Castine for the Maine Schoo! : minds find repose in music. If you 
Orchestra and Band, which convenes can turn the minds of the people to 
| there Aug. 20. This activity has a things beautiful in art and music, to 
1 special interest for us, as six local ! things which are godly and celestial, 
young people will be there for sturiv | Vou will be going a long way toward 
during that period—Margaret McMil- , improving the social state.”
Ian, Rockland; Maurice Miller. Leroy J Mr. Smith is also a successful le- 
Moon, G. Steward Rhodes and Aub- i turer, having given addresses before 
rey Wentworth, Rockport; and Mau-J many well-known organizations on 
rice Sherman, Southport. | “Famous Detective Cases," and on
Some weeks ago 160 applications i the operations of foes of organized 
had been signed for the two weeks' ; government throughout the world, 
tiainh • period, so that there is little i and On “Music from a Detectives 
doubt that thc 200 capacity will b »I point, of View." He is a member ol 
reached long before the opening the Handel and Haydn Society.
ADDS TO TOOL LIFE
The use of chromium for plating 
files, saws, drills and other tools is 
rapidly increasing, for the life of a 
cutting tool may be lengthened ten 
or twenty times through the use of
Three flower shows are taking 
place this week which may attract 
members of the Rockland Garden 
Club among attendants. The Old 
Bristol Garden Club holds its annual 
show tomorrow in the vestry of the 
Baptist Church at Damariscotta. On 
Thursday, the Belfast Garden Club 
presents its show ln the First Church 
parish house from 3 to 9 p. m. In j turned to the Island, for the chll-
of one of the foremost amateur radio 
stations in the second district, having 
200 watts power output, operating on 
a frequency of 3965 kilocycles. The 
station call is W2BTZ. He would 
like very much to meet any amateurs chromium plating, according to Henry
living in this vicinity before leaving T ^ w Y o r k  ^ ’“ElecUo:
for home, especially any operators ’dOfcX i " u m k i^ th e  hardest
hW Hh°M y'andIMrsh KdW is Judge known " he said’ "Possessing remark-
E 'S “»tM.r' » * t e E . ™  L a ',T  • « - , « « ;  •’ * • « “  -
torney of New Jersey. Judge Haut scraicning. 
is enjoying a much needed vacation 
after a strenuous term of court. Mr.
Haut and Mr. Kelly have spent sev­
eral vacations on the coast of Maine I 
preferring it to the resorts farther 
South. •
Byron Moore of Rockland who has 
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Lock­
hart, has returned home after a 
pleasant vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Kennedy have 
returned to the station after a 15- 
day leave spent in Fitchburg, Mass., 
and New York city. Returning with 
them were their niece and nephew, 
little Miss Ellen Schultz and her 
brother Bernard of Fitchburg, who 
are visiting the Kenncdys for thc 
summer vacation.
Mrs. Stanley and family have re-
OUR JU N IO R  PUZZLE
addltion to exhibits a Colonial tea 
will take place during the hours of 
the show, when Mrs. William Vaughn, 
past president of the club, and sev­
eral young girls, in colonial costume, 
will assist. On Friday the first 
amateur flower show sponsored by 
the Longfellow Garden Club will take 
place at the Purpoodock Club, Port­
land. This is expected to be the only 
flower show in Portland this year, 
and many unusual features are being 
planned.
r
SUMMER VISITORS 
_____ i
Occasionally one hears the re­
mark: “I did not see anything in 
The Courier-Gazette about mV 
guests.” A little reflection will 
show the impossibility of ob­
taining the names of all summer 
visitors who come to Rockland 
in July and August. The paper 
desires to note such arrivals (the 
guests themselves look for it), 
and to this end asks its readers 
to send in such items, either di­
rectly to the office, or to thc 
society reporter, Mrs. Gladys 
Morgan, whose telephone num­
ber is 794. Social events as well 
as arrivals and departures are 
desired.
dren are having vacation from school.• • • •
Pond Island
U.S S. Ilex called at this station re­
cently and landed a new light which 
is much brighter and whiter. Th? 
winter’s coal has been landed here | 
from Bath.
Mrs. Fickett says that she has 
"Sammy” gentled pretty well, he has 
only balked on her once. She means 
that she stalled the car on a hill.but 
she shifted gears and backed Sammy 
down hill again. She can drive pretty 
well now.
Keeper and Mrs. Fickctt are plan­
ning a vacation soon. They are go­
ing to New York by way of New 
Hampshire and Vermont. Mr. and 
Mrs. Perlie Chandler will substitute 
in their absence.
Visitors called here Thursday from 
Pophatn Beach. SIG N S O F  S P R IN G T IM E
Frank says he sees som e signs 
of Springtim e in the trees. l ie  
says he doesn't m ean the little 
leaves and buds either but som e­
thing- e lse. “H e's been here all 
winter but he sure is springy just 
the sa m e !” says Frank. If you- 
want to see what Frank is look­
ing at, take a pencil and join all 
the num bered dots together, 
starting w ith  dot num ber one and 
ending w ith dot num ber fifty-two.
| date. The campus and buildings of 
thc Castine Normal School, where the 
school is held, are admirably suited 
i to the housing of this group of young 
I musicians from the schools of the 
State. Work and play will be happily 
blended. The grouping of the sections 
will be: An “A" Orchestra of 100 more 
j advanced players; a "B" Orchestra of 
50 less experienced players, and a 
band of 50 who have specialized in 
the playing of brass and woodwind 
instruments.
The faculty is headed by Charles
Arthur Warren of Brunswick, ac­
counted one of the most successful 
men in thc school music field and the 
originator of the summer music camp 
j idea out of which grew the National 
High School Camp a t Interlochen. 
Mich., and the Eastern Music Camp 
at Lake Messalonskee. Mr. Warren 
will conduct all full rehearsals of both 
| orchestras as well as supervise the 
sectional rehearsals.
Other members are: Frank J.
1 Rigbv, director of school bands in 
i Portland , Rigby's Band, and the 
240th C.A.C. Band, who will be the 
mentor of the band section at Cas­
tine. Mr. Rigfby has an enviable crackers.
UNION
Mr and Mrs. George Mank of 
Somerville, Mass., were weekend 
guests of his parents Mr. and Mrs. 
A'bert Mank.
Mr and Mrs. H. E. Mank are in 
Waterville for a few days visit with 
her sister Mrs. Wade. ,
James L. Griffin has bought the 
crass on vfrhat is known as thc George 
Bacheldcr farm.
The many friends of Mrs. Laura 
Fossett are sorry to learn of her ill­
ness a t her boarding place at Rock­
land.
District Supt. A. I. Oliver was here 
Friday night and gave a splendid talk 
a t the M. E. Church. A meeting cf 
thc official board followed.
The solendid rain has made the 
gardens look a little more encourag­
ing.
The bovs began their demonstra­
tions of “Pat-Riotism" several days 
ago and Sunday was anything but d 
day of rest, with the racket of giant
Hubbard’s Bride Succumbs 
to Jungle Terrors.
Boston.—The spell of “Darkest 
Africa” which wrecked the first 
marital venture of Wynant D. Hub­
bard, former Harvard star football 
player, has cast Its gloom over his 
second attempt, It was learned here 
when It was announced Hubbard 
and his pretty bride of a year have 
started for home from their honey­
moon nest ln Rhodesia.
Just last summer Hubbard and 
his chorus girl bride announced to 
the world that they were setting 
forth on a ten-year honeymoon, 
which would be spent In the jungles 
and on the veldt.
Now comes the news that the 
couple have abandoned all hopes 
of marital bliss and contentment 
and are trekking to the African 
coast. Boston-hound.
First Wife Tried It.
The former Mrs. Hubbard, with 
her two children, one of whom was 
born ln the African hush, may well 
have smiled when Isabel Menzies, 
late of a musical comedy, Informed 
Interviewers last summer that she 
and *‘Wyn” planned to build their 
love cottage among the fronds nnd 
creepers of southern Rhodesia, 
there to dwell for ten long years.
She, too, had sampled Africa with 
“Wyn,” and nine years of the com­
bination led to the divorce court. 
Site and lift children have since 
been making their home with her 
mother, Mrs. Frank M. Carson, at 
Greenwich, Conn.
Hubbard’s colorful career as foot­
ball player and African explorer 
had occupied front pages and maga­
zines during the past ten years. 
Only the fact of his divorce and 
early marriage to the dancer, Isabel 
Menzies, escaped the eyes of Hult- 
hard fans, who followed Ills moves 
from the time he was the storm 
center of the Harvard-I’rinceton 
athletic dispute.
Took Bride to Africa.
He was married to Margaret Car- 
son In 1921, while lie was a junior 
nt Harvard. They had met In Lab­
rador where they were working 
with the Grenfel mission. After 
his graduation from Harvard, they 
set out for Africa, carrying along 
Wynant, Jr., who had been born 
to them In the sub-zero climes, 
where Doctor Grenfel and his vol­
unteers carry on their work.
They established themselves In 
southern Rhodesia, and there an­
other baby was born to the former 
Vassar graduate as the thermom­
eter registered 114 degrees in the 
shade. They returned to the Unit­
ed States after three years in the 
hush, then tragedy struck. Little 
Wynant, Jr., fell off a dock and 
was drowned at the couple’s sum­
mer home In Provincetown.
The African Idyll nnd the couple’s 
return to this country led to a 
series of magazine articles and 
stories by both Mr. nnd Mrs. Hub- 
hard. Wynant continued his writ 
ings, climaxing his literary efforts 
with the oft-condemned and praised 
articles charging Princeton with 
playing dirty football.
The furore which arose has never 
quieter. Princeton nnd Harvard 
ceased meeting each other on the 
football field and Hubbard and his 
new wife went to Africa again.
But life In an African mud hut 
amid deserting caravan blacks, 
bone-crusldng pythons, lions, tigers 
nnd the rest of the dark continent’s 
back drop must have been severe 
on the woman half of the Hubbard 
exploring and experimental com­
bination, for now comes the news 
that the jungle honeymooners are 
headed for the divorce cofirts.
PlllilllllllllllllllfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllM^
D e n t a l  S e r v i c e  |
Wc cater to the working man, w ho realizes the value =  
: and im portance of a reliable dental service, yet m ust E5 
be governed by the limits of his income. W e can S  
i save you  money on your dental bills. =
Gas-Oxygen 
and Novo-Cain 
for Painless 
Filling 
A Specialty
A Good Set of 
upper or lower 
TEETH
$15 .00
IIECOLITE 
PLATES $ 3 0
That new material 
light, durable and 
easy to keep clean
Examination
and
Estimate
Gladly Given
Fillings $1  up  
Cleaning $1  u p  
Bridgrwork, $ g
Painless 
Extractions 
Novo-Cain $ J
Gas-Oxygen $ 2
PLATE REPAIR SERVICE IN THREE HOURS L2
|  D r .  D a n a  S .  N e w m a n  |
| |  359 M ain Street Rockland Tel. 1097-W  S
=  OVER PALMER'S JEWELRY STORE hl
- HOURS: 8 A. M. to 6 P. M. Saturday 8 A. M. to 8 P M.
Evenings By Appointment ! “
=  80Ttf S
t^llllilllllillllliilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllilllllllllllltlllllii?
O A K  G R O V E
A  QUAKER SC H O O L  FOR GIRLS
NOTED for its success in developing schol­
arship and personality. Oak Grove attracts 
students from thc best hemes in all parts of 
New England as well a- distant states.
Expert teachers take a vital interest in 
progress of each girl. Original self-govern­
ment project develops character. Recent 
graduates enrolled in over thirty different 
colleges and professional schools. Advanced 
work for High School graduates.
Exceptional advantages in Music, Art, Dra­
matics and Physical Education. Horseback 
riding. Separate Junior Department for lim­
ited number in Seventh and Eighth Grades.
Beautiful new fire-proof dormitory. Spa­
cious gymnasium. Tennis courts and athletic 
fields. Riding Ring. Glee Club. Orchestra.
C om plete  modern Departm ent o f Secretarial 
Science fo r  am bitious, capable Post-tlradnales  
Offices O pen  Dully -  Visitors Always W elcome
P rin c ip a ls : Mr. &Mrs. Robert E.Owen 
Box 417 Vassalboro, Maine
SUBMARINE BATHING
Submarine bathing is the latest 
sports development at the Bermuda 
beaches, with the bathers walking at j 
the bottom of the ocean ten or twenty 
feet below the surface. A new type o f , 
simple diving helmet, supplied with 
air by a tube reaching to the boat on 
the surface, makes it possible for 
bathers to  walk upon the sea floor 1 
dressed only in their bathing suits and 
sandals.
reputation throughout New England 
as a maker of successful bands. 
Strings, Charles Deane, Boston
The many friends of Mrs. Ralph 
Young were delighted to sec her at 
church Sunday after being home so
Symphony Orchestra; Mrs. Mary C. . lQ Qn account of illness in her 
Smart, Dexter; Russell Jack, Lisbon j 
Falls; Mrs. Gwendoline B. Robinson.
Bangor; Miss Katherine Hatch. Port- 
j land; George T. Goldthwaitc, Berlin.
N. H.; woodwind and brass, Frank J.
Rigby. Portland: Donald E. Lewis,
Brunswick; Clinton W. Graffam Jr.,
Portland; percussion, L. L. Barrett,
Lewiston. Accompanist, Mrs. Charles 
! A. Warren, Brunswick.
Familiar names in the faculty are 
Mrs. Smart, Mrs. Robinson, Clinton 
W. Graffam of Portland as librarian 
and Clinton Jr.; and Mr. Goldthwaitc 
who in the past few years has been
KEEPING YOI NG 
|For The Courler-Gazettcl 
Though one may be three-score and ten. 
•Tls well to Irollc now and then 
Through forest dense, through field and 
glen.
3 With young folks at their games.
; Though ears be dull and eyes be dim,
1 And stiff the Joints In every limb.
Just keep the spirit lull of vim 
And lofty ln its alms.
Don’t be a grouch, but be a man.
And help thc young folks work and 
ion—
Sw eden Plans Aid
for Its Inventors
Stockholm.—The Swedish Inven­
tion corporation, formed here for 
testing and marketing new Swedish 
Inventions, has now announced Its 
working program, which offers sev­
eral points of Interest.
Inventions submitted to the com­
pany will first he thoroughly tested' 
by a staff of experts, among whom 
are no less than four Nobel prize 
winners. If the experts declare ail 
Invention worth supporting the 
company will help the inventor to 
get It practically exploited, fi­
nanced and launched on the world 
market.
The directors of the company 
have undertaken to create a fund 
for the support of poor Swedish In­
ventors by alloting a certain part 
of the company's profits for that 
purpose.
At a conference Just held by the 
company with its staff of experts 
Thor Thoernhlad, the managing di­
rector of the concern, announced 
that already hundreds of new In­
ventions have been submitted to 
the firm, several of which are of 
great value.
W A LD O B O R O
Mrs. Blanche Dodge and Mr. and 
Mrs. Milton Ware and children of 
Worcester Mass., arc guests of Owen 
Winslow.
Mrs. Dora Howard Yorkc and Miss 
Grace Yorke were in Washington last 
week.
Herman Nash and Mrs. Cora Nash 
motored to Brockton, Mass., last week, 
returning with Mrs. Chester Peterson 
and children who will pass the sum­
mer at Butter Point.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Levensaler and 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Titue and two 
children, who have been on vacation 
at the Lev-nsaler Camp, Back Cove, 
have returned to South Eliot.
Miss Ellie McLaughlin has returned 
from Stamford, Conn., and is at her 
home here for thc summer months.
Mrs. Herbert Hastings and Miss 
Gladys Hastings of Somerville, Mass., 
have been guests of Miss Elizabeth 
F. Genthner.
Capt. and Mrs. Millard Wade, who 
have been for a month at their home 
on Friendship street, have returned 
to Wollaston, Mars.
Miss Clara S Gay and Miss Dora I 
Gay of Boston have been guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Gay. They arc 
now at their Martin's Point camp.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Forrest Penniman 
and three children of Framingham, 
Mass, spent thc weekend and holiday 
with Mrs. Lilia'Blaney and Miss Mar­
cia Blancy.
Dr. George H. Coombs has assumed 
his duties as director of ihe State Bu­
reau of Health in Augusta.
The Garden Club held thc first 
meeting of the season at the home of 
Misses Jessie and Faye Keene Fri­
day afternoon. Miss Faye Keene, the 
president, was in thc chair and plans 
were discussed for the season. The 
program will include a definite topic 
for each meeting and tiic usual flower 
show. Miss Keene showed a fine dis­
play of peonies from thc flower show 
at Thomaston, giving a short descrip­
tion of each bloom. Refreshments 
were served.
SPR U C E H EAD
W. A. Newell of Fitchburg, Mass., 
who spent four weeks at J. S. Allerd's 
has returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Dodge ot 
Newton Highlands. Mass., have ar­
rived at their summer home.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen of Boston are 
at Rockledge Inn for the summer.
Mrs. N( llie Cates and granddaugh­
ter cf Freeport are summer visitors 
at J. S. Allard's.
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Ware, have 
moved to their cottage for the sum­
mer.
Mr. and Mrs. Guv Fortier and 
family of Berlin. N. H.. are at J. S. 
Allard's cottage.
Chester Colby of Rockland is 
spending the summer with his father 
W. W. Colby.
Mrs. George Snow recently called 
on Mrs. J. S. Allard.
Mrs. Estella Perry entertaln<’d a 
party of friends last Tuesday with a 
shore dinner at Rockledge Inn.
About the only thing that is up for 
a large number of investors is thejig.
W ED.-THURS.
W ED.-THURS.
T H E Y  M A K E  A  
G R E A T  S TO R Y  
G R E A T E R !
ANN DVORAK
who skyrockets to stardom as 
the right kind of girl who knew 
the wrong kind of men!
LEE TRACY
as the man who only wanted to 
borrow the love she wanted to 
give!
RICHARD CROMWELL
as the boy she thought too much 
of to “take!”
LESLIE FENTON 
who gave her nothing and want" 
ed everything!
...... ........ . r __- , p _
on the faculty of the Washington T o g e th er^ d o  t i«  best ycmcan 
(D. C.) College of Music summer 
1 school at The Battery, Belfast.
There will be 10 councillors for thc 
girls and 10 councillors for the boys, 
each group under the supervision of a 
dean. The schedule is arranged so 
that there will be four hours of work
To make life worth the living 
And Just let God your footsteps lead; 
Its  always best His ways to heed; 
Then He'll supply our every need—
Our dally food be giving.
You cannot reckon age by years:
If life consists of doubts and fears. 
And worry causes bitter tears. 
'Twould be like somber tomb.. . X WUUUI ‘S' r.ri and four hours of play in each day But when for nfe one looks to God.
E'en though He plies the chastening rod 
Your faithfulness wl.1 He reward—
With love dispel the gloom.
and a goodly balance of time for re­
laxation.
The Maine School Orchestra and 
Band is receiving the hearty support 
of Bertram E. Packard, State Com­
missioner of Education, and of the 
Maine Teachers' Association.
A short time ago there were 40 F°r Joys that r>oh experience brings snori u e ago uieie fl|)ed w)th ,OV(, {orever slngs.
vacancies in different sections. There wnh Joln ln the layg, 
were places in the “A” orchestra for j
six violins, six violas, three ’cellos, 8o let us keep our youth renewed x- i- j  Gin By keeping ln the best of mood,four basses and one oboe. In the And nevermore o’er follies brood,
band there were places for two trom- I But look for better days,
bones one baritone, two basses and And let us work as well as play!£o horas X ° y  need bassoons-if wlth u” "fp ’
Although our years are in decline. 
And we have passed the limit line. 
Why should we murmur, or repine 
To live the gone-by days?
Just look ahead for bettor things
Search for Famous Lost
Fortune Is Resumed
Whitehall, N. Y.—Search Tor the 
“Lost I’hillp Skene Treasure" has 
started again. The latest search 
was instituted after a few English 
coins, believed a jiart of a vast for­
tune burled by Skene, were un­
earthed. Skene, founder of White­
hall, fled to England at the start 
of the Revolution nnd reports have 
It t’’- t  he hurled a huge fortune 
near here before leaving.
there are any bassoon players in 
Maine schools, three of them will be 
i welcome in the M aine School Orches-
way;
Give them a helping hand today— 
Aloft their spirits raise.
W. R. Walter.
North Waldoboro, June 30.
GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portland, Main*
Quality Work, Family Waihinfli 
Called For and Dali vara-* 
Parcel Delivery Strvlca
Walter Dorgan, TeL 106R
“THE 
STRANGE 
LOVE OF 
MOLLY 
LOUVAIN”
TODAY
Helen Twelvetrees
in
"Is My Face Red”
PA R
A Paramount Pnbllx Theatre
NOW SHOWING
"SYMPHONY OF SIX MILLION"
with
RICARDO CORTEZ
A Paramount Publix Theatre
S T K A N I T O . .
All Shows On Daylight Time 
2.00 6.45 8.45
Continuous Saturday, 2.15 to 10.45
Page EigHi R ockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, Ju ly  5, 1932 Every-Other-DaJ
BO OSTIN G M AINE
The V alue O f Roadside 
Beautification and Historic 
Spots T o  V isit
Cadillac Mountain D edication  July 23
IN BITTER NEED
The Sardine Industry W ants 
Uncle Sam ’s H elp Here In 
Maine
<From Maine Publicity Bureau)
The value of roadside planting is 
emphasized by the following editorial 
in the Portland Evening News:
"It is always a pleasure to say a 
good word for the Maine Publicity I 
Bureau: it is doubly a pleasure when, ' 
as so often, this Bureau supports a 
principle or program for which this 1 
newspaper has contended and still j 
contends. In the latest bulletin s e n t ; 
cut by the Bureau. Manager Coe | 
takes up the cudgels against unsight- ! 
ly highways, citing the experience of j 
ether States in removing signs, in 
loadsidc planting with grass, trees and 
shrubs. . . So far the State has not 
been able to find funds with which 
to finance any important program of 
roadside improvement.
"But why must Maine wait until 
the State can do the job? One of the 
clearest lessons that the depression 
has taught is that the people of tl 
United States have everlastingly been 
tunning to the big units of govern­
ment to get things done th a t  could 
have been done by smaller units. The 
result has been the prodigious in- j 
crease in Federal and State expendi­
tures that have been reflected in 
mounting taxes. Roadside planting, 
although states like Connecticut and 
even less wealthy New Hampshire, 
have effective bureaus of highway 
landscaping, neea not wait for Maine 
to set up new machinery. It might 
well be a pleasure and duty for local 
organizations, for civic societies and 
for individuals. Under such a system 
the general level of taste displayed 
might suffer but not probably; na- ' 
ture has a way of reconciling growing 
things into delightful symphonies of old tune 
green. And in any case planting of 
any kind would be better than the 
open scars of construction.
"Now is the time to get the work 
suggested by Mr. Coe started. Hard 
times? It costs little to plant growing 
things. Maine nurseries offer seed­
ling shrubs and trees a t trifling 
prices. I t is possible even to trans-
L,ti
Thcre's a Wonderful View From the Summit of Cadillac Mountain Where Notables Will Assemble July 23 For the Dedicatory Exercises.
I
(Eastport Sentinel)
The action of the United States 
Senate recently in rejecting the de­
preciated currencies amendment to 
the Revenue Bill in spite of the ener­
getic defense of the proposal by Sena­
tor Frederick Hale has thoroughly 
disheartened Maine people who have 
been hoping, somewhat against hope, 
that Congress would at last show 
some faint evidence of understand- 
I ing how, and of willingness to, help 
I American business. Leaderless, be- 
1 wlldered and hamstrung by sectional 
I and political jockeying, it has failed 
to take the obvious first step in pro- 
| tecting our industries from being 
overwhelmed by foreign competition 
i The measure referred to would 
have imposed on articles Imported 
from foreign countries with depre­
ciated currencies a surtax eaual to 
the degree of depreciation of their 
several currencies and would stmplv 
have nut the tariff back on the basis 
prescribed by the several tariff acts 
For example, a tariff of thirty per­
cent on any article imported is wiped 
out. if the currenev of the countrv 
shipping it in is depreciated to that 
extent. A surtax, as provided, (would 
stmnly restore the tariff barrier and 
if the tariff is approved then it seems 
elemental that the surtax should be. 
Canada had no hesltancv In annlvin r 
such a surtax even against British 
eoods. and there was no delav. uncer­
tainty or hazv th’nking about it, 
either. The action was taken imme- 
dlatelv after the abandonment of 
the gold standard by the mother 
countrv. We could use a little states­
manship and common sense of the 
Canadian variety on this side of the 
border, and not be any the worse for
rries. To the tourist who 
is seeking to get nearer to the primi­
tive methods of living and away from 
city sights and scenes, these old cov- Mot summit of rocky Cadillac Moun- 
ered bridges and ferries have a 'cer- , tain, the highest elevation on Mt.
tain charm because they are a bit ____
unique and different from the usual I „„ run of things. For this reason, the cated on S a^rday , July 23
Uncle Sam's recently completed 
$350 000 motor highway to the 1700-
Built through solid reck and across 
towering walls to circumnavigate the 
mountain several times on its tortu- 
cus journey skyward, the read is a 
brilliant piece of work. Its bed is of
Desert Island, will be officially dedi- stone with an indestructabk surface 
In vita- wide enough for three cars to pass at !
but it's not so nice to have the Maine 
factories idle and thousands of Maine 
people reduced to want, with millions 
of dollars in buying power that might 
have helped build American business 
transferred to Norwegian shops and 
factories.
It is no surprise that the Maine
THE SAUNTERER
A. B. Crocker
"For I went a roving, roving, roving,
sardine business has declined unde • down by the deep blue sea.” And the 
these conditions. The 1931 pack was ' reason for it was, that in looking 
40 percent under that of 1930. largely over the log of half a century ago I 
because imports from Norway in- thjs
creased 60 percent and those from /  .
Portugal 170 percent that year. Now . June 15, 188-: Fin? this morning, 
with Norwegian sardines selling a t '^e were off Halfway Rock at day- 
$2.60 per case, and retailing a t five «>t into Salem about 7 o'clock,
cans for a quarter in New York and 
Boston, there Isn’t a chance in the 
world for the 1932 pack of Maine sa'--
and into the dock about 11 30.’
So I decided if June 15, 1932 was
fine I’d take a run down the North
dines to equal even the mil .mum Shore. It was fine, rose about day-
output of 1931. Congress, bv refusing 
to legislate, is deliberately killing 
this business. The same thing 
applies to other industries, of course, 
but it is sardines that we are imme­
diately Interested in.
light and got breakfast for one, In­
stead of five, as I did half a century 
ago. Got underwav about 6.30, with 
a light sou’west air blowing, hazy, and 
made Half-wav Rock; but instead of 
going around it, I hauled up sharp 
! and went into Marblehead harbor 
and came to anchor under the oldThe American government has 
never been very kind to the sardine Io”  
business. It has inspected, regulated, 
and su"ervised it almost to the point 
where it is impossible to go on. But 
the Norwegian factories are not in- I
spected and ^ParentW • neither tare) Lightshlp or Graves
o?d uI a ' »
IDsUtitl be^aufs°erfthen NorwegiaViobb?Is : ‘“ nee” of Tenant's Harbor, looking 
more adeouatelt financed and more Mr a flashing red, and not finding it
If the hardy mariner of '82 was 
running across the Bay bound for 
Salem, he would see a difference in 
'32, and he might find himself and 
his ship, either all at sea or ashore.
skilfullv directed tjian ours?
There is no need to disguise the
fact that some of the sardine indus­
try's troubles are to be laid at its own 
door. It has been, organized to con­
trol prices to fishermen, production 
and prices to the trade but never to 
promote selling and distribution. Its 
interests have never b ’en nrcperlv 
looked after by the maintenance cf 
a competent special representative a t i 
Washington. There are other om is-'
What would he be likely to do?
As a matter of fact, I went from
Boston to Lynn on the narrow gauge, 
which dates from 1875. It was nar­
row gauge then. It Is still the same. 
It was electrified some years ago, 
one thing that has only changed for 
the worse in 50 years is that railroad 
station on Market street. I worked 
in Lvnn in the summer of '82. The 
station was then seven years old, 
now 57. Time has mellowed the 
structure but has not improved It.
From the station I sauntered, on 
foot, to Marblehead, sauntered 
around the town for about two hours, 
found there were about 100 fewer 
boats (sail and motor) moored than 
a year ago, showing that Gen. De­
pression visited this port also. Then 
I came about and sauntered back 
to Lynn, following the ocean going
It. Canada is not infected yet with i sions. other transgressions obvious 
the virus of internationalism. Her { even to the casual observer. But the 
leaders are looking after Canada, not - fact, remains that at the present time 
trying to “save the world" and not j a maior part of its chances for re- 
many foreign bonds have been sold covery lie with wise legislation in its
A COUNTRY ROAD
|For The Courier-Gazette)
Oh. little country road.
Whither dost thou go?
Winding you are, and narrow—
Why fascinate me so?
If I follow you blindly,
Where up and uown you lead.
Then cn and around the curves— 
Of which I see no need—
Where will you lead me?
What will you fend?
If I follow, follow,
Will I reach the end?
Oh little country road.
You are like life to me.
On and on. day by day—
But the end I cannot see.
Clara 8. Overlock.
Washington. Me.
behalf and all the government's talk 
about efforts to restore prosperitv 
will continue to look, from here, like 
I childish or knavish prattle, until that
A surtax is what the sardine busl- legislation is consummated and in . returnine anv of vour re ,d.  of the Maine coast needs and actual1 operation to.remedy a°nd>tio"s d fJ  mUes d r
...ust have If it is to survive. N or-! that being remediable, are inexcus-
wegian currency has dropped in value ! able as long as they are permitted to ,f ,.
. ---------- . . ----------------------------------- -Somerville, Mass,
over there, to ruin her banks and 
dominate her ioreign policy.
a time. The edge is walled with huge 
stones.
The road starts nearly at sea level 
and runs for five miles to reach the 
summit. I t  is so well designed that 
automobiles can make the grade all 
the way in high gear. During the 
journey up and down one has views 
of the National Park and the sea 
I from all angles.
Experienced travelers state tha t the 
scenery enroute is unequalled east of 
the Rockies.
Parking spaces are set cut every
old bridges ar.d ferries may be more j t:°ns have been sent out to a long 
of an asset than many people realize. ' list of notables, including President 
plant to desirable locations such liv- Many tourists love to travel through and Mrs. Hoover, members of the 
the Provinces because they see cus- president’s Cabinet, Congressmen 
toms and scenes which are by n o ; . _ . ,  ,and Senators, John D. Rockefeller,
be scattered wherever there is bare ing to them ' Jt-. Henry Ford, John D. Rockefeller,
soil. One season's work would pio- i The old fashioned gardens and Sr., and the governors of the six 
duce gratifying results all along buildings have a charm for many jqtw England states.
Maine highways and bring beauty of people who come into Maine and that ^though the program has not been 
the wayside to match beauty of sea scenes of long ago are appreciated is 6 * . . .  , , . . .
and sky distant vista for which the shown in that the old Wayside Inn at definitely arranged, it is believed that
State is justly famous. Mr. Coe's South Sudbury. Mass., owned by Charles Francis Adams. Secretary of
suggestion is a fine one. Like the Henry Ford and restored by him to as the Navy, will be the principal speak-
seed he suggests, it should fall on nearly as possible its original condi- gj*. i t  is understood that Governor
fertile ground.” tion attracts thousands of visitors Wm Gardiner wj]1 haye
• • » • every year. They love to go through , w
Here is a  suggestion from the edi- the °’d fashioned house, to see the governors of the other New England ,he hlghest a ]arge flat ledge
tnr nf t i  h m F S  th a t is wnrth furniture of Colonial times, to walk I States as his guests for the day. Due to the absence of other high i
considering- ' through the beautiful gardens of old it is estimated by the committee hills around it and the fact th a t i t '
"Snmp of o u r M aine rn m m u irtie s  favorite flowers and to picture in the headed by Charles Shea of the Board rises from sea level. Cadillac rivals 
in thoir decire to  he nrenressive and minds how the generation of long of Trade tha t 20.000 persons will be other higher mountains in eye-filling modern X  be t X ^ X  ’>'ed. There is a certain charm entertained in Bar Harbor for the grandeur.
of vainahie a sse ts in the ren ’aointt nf 'vhlch cannot be denied and we day. Prominent summer residents The road was started in 1931 and
should not encourage too much the are arranging house parties for the completed in the winter of 1932.
change to the present age which is weekend, ar.d will have guests from Many men worked steadily for the 10
too much like that with which tour- many sections of the country. Every- ! months to complete the job. Cars
ing plants as are now lost to view. 
Seedsmen offer for a few pennies
the round trip  Isn't a saunter just 
N. C. C. 2
mile, and a t convenient places where | night.’ 
the view is most alluring. A large 
space has been cleared at the top. and 
cars cart go to within 100 yards ol
“You are very hoarse today!”
“Yes. my husband came home late
to a point where the premium paid ’ continue.
for American money In Norway will I ------------------
take care of the tariff on Norwegian | "Jack always seeks to protect the
sardines imported here, with a few | morals of others." _____
points left over for cash. And so, j “What's on your mind now?” , , , , t farmers for
foreign sardines are coming into the I "Whenever he spends the evening mi,k -  ]d jn announced „ the
New York market to an extent never with me in the parlor he hangs his sales committee of the New EnJ alld 
before known and are closing it to I hat over the keyhole so no one will Dairies became effective yesuJday 
American goods. I t’s nice to have * be tempted to look through it.”—The n*his action was taken in view of the 
cheap Norwegian sardines of course,1 Pathfinder. 'shortening of the milk supply.
MILK PRICE INCREASES
of valuable assets in the replacing of 
the old time covered bridges or their 
Hat boat ferries which for a century 
and more have been carrying passen­
gers across Maine streams with up- 
to-date structures. To be sure the 
modern bridge is more convenient 
and perhaps more attractive to rtsi
ists are familiar in their own home 
towns.”
thing possible is being done to make were allowed on the road in Janu- 
the event the big time of the sum- 1 ary, and several thousands have al-
Whrn the war is over, how much
dents than the covered bridge or the will Tokyo?—Pathfinder.
mer season at Bar Harbor.
The dedication exercises will take
place at the summit of the mountain. 
A tablet will be unveiled and the 
various speeches made there. I t  will
ready been to the summit. The road 
is open from seven in the morning 
until midnight daily, and moonlight 
rides to the summit are very popular.! 
The steep walls of Cadillac, for- I
Y O U  TO <
W IL L  L IK E  THE L IN C O L N
This m odern hotel meets every  
possib le requirement for an e n ­
joyable visit.
Every on e  o f its 1400 ROOM S con 
tains a RADIO, PRIVATE BATH 
(tub and  show er) and SERV1DOR. 
A few  minutes to theatres, shops, 
businesscentersandallR.R.Terminals.
Spacious Sample Rooms
ROY MOULTON 
Manager
NCW hotek
4 4  th-45th S T .^ S th  AV E. N .Y .fcJ
The Heal H otel for You in BOSTON 
Is The New
H otel M A N G E R
George T. Cavanaugh, Mgr.
A t North Station
DIRECT ENTRANCE FROM B. & M. STATION
All T ransit Facilities at Door
A TOWER OF 
HOSPITALITY 
Each Room equipped with a Tub and Shower - - Built-in 
Radio Speaker (Three Station Service) - - Tickless Electric 
Clock - - Servidor - - Circulating Ice Water - - French 
Telephone - - Full Length Mirror.
New England’s Most Modernly Equipped
and Perfectly Appointed H otel...................
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster Bar, and Soda 
Fountain offer wide variety of food and service 
RATES—ROOM AND BATH 
For One—$2.50 up. For Two—$4.00 up 
Write for Descriptive Literature
5 0 0  R oom s
Hotel Manger, North Station, Boston, Mass,
Located on R icoh 
Hth Nexi to the 
State Houn
be an impressive affair as thousands merly called Green mountain, have 
croud around the rocky cliffs of the antagonized many mountain climb- 
1 mountain top with the ocean hun- ers. Many years ago a railroad ran 
dreds of feet below, while the road, to the top. but it was a losing propo- 
one of the finest of its kind, becomes sition and was dbcontinued ana dis- 
the official proptrey of the Acadia mantled. The mountain Is situ.TTed 
National Park and the United States j in the very heart of the Acadia Na- 
Government. tional Park.
CHILDREN SUFFER MOST REAL SEA SERPENT
From Lack Of Proper Nutrition—De- Down Easters Recall When One Was 
pression Or No Depression Must Stranded At Campobello In 1883. 
Be Fed -------
-------  Few Maine coast resorts have
Depression or not, children must 
be fed properly because they suffer 
most if, they lack the right foods.
In listing the minimum standard 
fo’ a Child's diet Therese E. Wood, 
foods specialist for the Extension 
Service, gives some suggestions in 
meeting the present emergency. 
' 3he says:
failed to have a sea serpent as an 
"added attraction." and imagination 
has been sadly stretched. But here is 
a despatch from Calais, which says—
"Few people are aware that on 
November 23. 1883 at Herring Cove 
Campobello, N. B., was found the 
largest sea serpent or sea snake ever 
seen by man.
“The huge monster was found 
stranded on the beach by Barnacle
“First, a t least one pint of milk Mitchell of Welch Pool, N. B . it 
ior every child every oay. In better measured 92 feet from tip to tip, and 
: times, of course, he would have a
quart a day. Second at least one
was about three feet In diameter at 
the largest part. Mitchell was ter­
rified when he discovered the carcassvegetable and fruit, although three Rnd rushed t<j th(? home Qf n[ 
or four would be much better. And fcor ram ed goon .r _
third, plenty of whole wheat bread habitanU of the ,aCP were advi;.ed 
whoie gram cereals and other energy Qf thp fjn{J they rushpd tQ thp plaf,e
and body building znd rffOrts were made to save ‘he"The milk, the vegetables and the £prDent {hp ,ncomi tide rp.
frmts aje Protective foofc. ! mOved the evidence. Mitchell and)
saltguard the child against sue Co'son secured a crosscut saw and cut
eases as rickets and scurvy which . UQ thp i)UBe carcass and R 
are known as deficiency diseases be- Qnto R and ukpn to East rt 
cause they result from ack of c e r - , where R {<) thg fifih redu(..-
tain essential foods. Milk should be in(J WQrks -n ,hat city pw  R 
the foundation of every met and is fifhermen had claimed to have ' pn 
imperative in the diet of childien a huge sna .^e or serpent In the vicin- 
Lhioughout the whole period of , itv of Quoddy river, and the crews
grc~ h ' , ■ •„ of the Sarah and the Caribbean had
“There is economy in using milk I SUSpendcd operations altogether In 
because it does more for the body (he North Channel claiming that theIhn.i nn,, r\ j zxr- frux/i <1 rid fJ/AAC it .. . . . .
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J u st  a few m in u te s ’ walk to the th ea tre , financia l, 
an d  shopping cen ters
Roonn tOhuu.' 6alA I? ?o up. vith Path Ij.fo  up. Compieii Reilautan! ano Co/otcriu Service
H o t e l  B e l l e v u e
than any other food and does it more 
cheaply. W hat if the family can’t 
afford milk when it is selling from 
8 to 15 cents a quart? In that case, 
buy evaporated milk which costs 
trom about 6 to 8 cents for k tall can. I 
A tall can, when dill ed with an 
equal amount of water, is the equiva- | 
lent of a quart of fresh milk.
"When the low-cost diet allows j 
only one vegetable a day for a child,'
be sure to serve this vegetable raw : ____
as often as possible, or to choose a two Four-Masters Sold For a Song 
vegetable that requires only a few To Auburn Man Who Will Use 
minutes for cooking. Cabbage and Them
potatoes, of course, should be served, _____
but not to the exclusion ot other Two four-masted schooners which 
vegetables. The leafy vegetables are have been swinging at anchor in 
especially rich in iron and in sev- Portland harbor the last five years 
eral important vitamins. Spinach with stripped spars started back into 
! is not the only green leafy vegetable coast-wise service Tuesday by way of 
recommended. Many children de- a u. S. marshal's auction.
! velop a prejudice against spinach. I The two vessels, the Hesper and the 
It may be that the child has been Luther Little, were bought by Frank 
given the vegetable too often, or that w  Winter of Auburn for $600 and 
the parent has made too great an $525. They were libelled a few days 
issue over the matter of his taking it. ago for payment of their caretakers’ 
In such an event, it is well to omit i wages. Winter said he would have 
spinach for a time, substituting some the schooners towed to Wiscasset for 
of the other greens. It is always too reconditioning after which he 
bad to force a child to eat any food, planned to use them in shipping lum- 
This is likely to establish a definite ' ber along the coast. Both were built 
| prejudice against it. This sort of re- j at South Somerset, Mass., the Hesper 
j action may in time spread to other 1 in 1918 and the Luther Little a year 
foods, also.” later.
fish were being devoured by some 
huee denizen of the deep.
"A number of fishermen now living 
saw the huge snake and can give a 
detailed description of its appearance. 
Since th a t date there is no record of 
such a monster ever being taken and 
it is claimed that the species are now 
extinct.”
BACK INTO SERVICE
N e w  E n g l a n d  V a c a t i o n l a n d s
M AINE offers rest, relaxation, or diversion, and a cordial and hospitable welcome. I f  you love the seashore, its long 
coastline, punctuated by rocky headlands and the whitest o f 
sandy beaches, w ill make special appeal. And its pine-clad hills, 
its rivers, and its valleys, w ill vary the scenic attraction.
Moreover, o f human comforts there is no lack.
I f  you contemplate a visit to this summer playground and de­
sire specific information, write or telephone the Maine Publicity 
Bureau, Harrie B. Coe, Manager, at Longfellow Square, Port­
land. The telephone number is Forest 8421.
In  M a in e, w e  sh a ll g iv e  y o u  effic ien t  
te le p h o n e  service  —  lo w  in  cost, sp eed y , 
d ep en d a b le . In m any  o f  th e  b est h o te ls  
y o u  w ill ha v e  room  te le p h o n e  service.
T h e  fam iliar  b lu e-b e ll sign  o f  th e  p u b lic  
te le p h o n e , appearing freq u en tly  o n  th e  
road , suggests a call ahead  for reservation s,
a ca ll hom e to  share yo u r  joys w ith less 
favored  friends, a call to  th e  office to  set 
your m ind at rest.
I f  you  plan an ex ten d e d  stay  and w ant a 
te le p h o n e  in  yo u r  su m m er  hom e, ou r  
D istr ict M anager at P o rtla n d  (Forest 9900) 
w ill be glad to  arrange it.
N E W  E N G L A N D  T E L E P H O N E  A N D  T E L E G R A P H  C O M P A N Y
